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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Motivation 

Climate change is one of the major challenges facing our society today. The emission of 

greenhouse gases must be stopped or at least drastically reduced in order to keep the impact 

on nature, society and economy, as well as the associated costs as low as possible [1]. One 

starting point to achieve this is to further increase the efficiency of jet engines and gas turbines 

for mobile and stationary applications. Increasing the efficiency of a 1000 MW gas power plant 

by 1% leads to a reduction in CO2 emissions of 50,000 ton/year and can save millions of US 

dollars in fuel and CO2 certificates over the lifetime of the plant [2, 3]. Two important factors 

affecting efficiency are the turbine inlet temperature and the clearance between the blade tip 

and the surrounding casing [4, 5].  

Raising the turbine inlet temperature leads to an increase in efficiency [3-5]. This is, however, 

often limited by the materials used due to severe thermo-mechanical stresses on the turbine 

blades [6]. The combination of single crystalline (SX) Ni-based superalloys with thermal barrier 

coatings (TBC) and an active cooling of the blades has made it possible to increase the 

maximum operating temperatures for long-term applications to 1100-1150 °C in the past 

decades [6-8]. The actual hot gas temperature of state-of-the-art turbines is even higher than 

the melting temperature of Ni-base alloys [3, 7].  

The materials used must not only exhibit a high oxidation and corrosion resistance as well as a 

high strength at application temperature, but also a high creep resistance, since the gap between 

the turbine blades and the housing can be less than a millimeter [4, 7]. Creep deformation 

caused by a high thermo-mechanical loading leads to a lengthening of the blades over the 

lifetime of the turbine. This is critical since a contact between the blades and the housing causes 

catastrophic failure. An increase in clearance is accompanied by a reduction in efficiency and is 

therefore to be avoided.  

The development of new high temperature (HT) materials, such as Ni- or Co-based superalloys, 

MoSi-based alloys, as well as the improvement of TBCs and bond coats, plays therefore an 

important role in current research e.g. [3, 6, 9-13]. For all these materials, the local mechanical 

properties at operation temperatures are largely unknown as they cannot be obtained by 

conventional testing procedures such as compression or tensile tests. However, knowledge of 

the mechanical properties of individual microstructural constituents, as those found in Ni-based 
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superalloys (Fig. 1a), or TBC systems is essential for the improvement and development of new 

HT materials and composites.  

The microstructure of precipitation-hardened SX Ni-based superalloys exhibits two phases (Fig. 

1a). The cuboidal 7� precipitates (dark structures) are distributed uniformly in the 7 matrix 

(bright lines), the creep behavior is dominated by the properties of the 7 phase. The possibilities 

of its mechanical characterization are, however, very limited due to the small thickness of the 7 -channels by a few tens of nm [14]. 

The depth-sensing indentation (DSI) technique provides the possibility of local mechanical 

characterization (Fig. 1) and the identification of the active deformation mechanisms e.g. [15-

23]. Its application at elevated temperatures is, however, associated with major challenges in 

terms of thermal drift and tip wear e.g. [24-30]. 

 

Figure 1: Possible application scenarios of the DSI technique: a) indentation testing of the 7- and 7′- phase of the CMSX-4 

Ni-base superalloy [15], b) micropillar compression experiments on the CMSX-4 alloy at 630 °C [21], c) microcantilever 

testing of the interface strength and toughness between a diamond-like a-C:H layer and a Cr bond coat [23] and d) micropillar 

splitting experiments for the evaluation of the fracture toughness of ceramic coatings [31]. Reproduced with permission from 

references [15], [21], [23] and [31], respectively. 
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1.2. Objectives 

This PhD thesis was carried out within the framework of the project “Indentation creep: New 

machine and test methodology development at various length scales, high temperatures and low 

deformation rates” funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, project no. 326946902).  

In this thesis, the possibilities of depth-sensing indentation testing for studying thermally 

activated processes is explored, via the development of new experimental approaches and 

evaluation techniques. Of great importance is the comparability of small-scale and macroscopic 

mechanical properties, the objectives are therefore twofold:  

First, a new depth-sensing indentation system was developed which is able to reliably determine 

local mechanical properties of high temperature materials such as Ni-based superalloys at or 

close to their application temperature of ≤ 1100 °� [32].  

Second, new test protocols are to be developed which can be used to study the time, 

temperature and strain rate I:�J or stress I?J dependent deformation behavior of materials. The 

focus is particularly on the mechanical properties at elevated temperatures and low deformation 

rates. Therefore, a new creep method is developed using a constant contact pressure (CCP) 

approach, similar to conventional uniaxial constant stress and stress dip experiments [33, 34]. 

Additionally, a new step load and hold (SLH) loading protocol is presented in which the strain 

rate changes by a factor of 104 within a few seconds [32]. This allows the determination of 

material properties over a wide range of strain rates. In consequence, the testing time can be 

significantly reduced, which is particularly advantageous for testing at high temperatures.  

Additional indentation strain rate jump (SRJ) tests are carried out to characterize thermally 

activated dislocation activity at temperatures close to the brittle-to-ductile transition 

temperature (BDTT) of body centered cubic (bcc) Mo [35].  

 

The resistance of a material to plastic deformation is related to the active deformation 

mechanisms, which mechanism is ultimately active depends on the crystal- and microstructure, 

applied stress, strain rate and temperature. Data from CCP, SLH, and SRJ experiments 

mentioned above can be used to determine strain rate sensitivity coefficients (m) or stress 

exponents (n), but also to calculate activation volumes (V) that provide a fingerprint for 

processes carrying plastic deformation. Therefore, reference experiments were performed on 

several single phase model materials such as amorphous fused silica, nanocrystalline (NC) and 

ultra-fine grained (UFG) face centered cubic (fcc) Cu alloys, conventionally grained (CG) bcc 
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Mo and SX fcc Ni. These tests were carried out at temperatures of 20-1100 °C and strain rates 

ranging from 10KL − 10� NKO. The new test approaches were finally validated using results from 

macroscopic experiments as well as literature data. 
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2. Thermally activated deformation mechanisms 

 

Plastic deformation of crystalline materials is governed by the motion of dislocations or by 

diffusional processes at elevated temperatures. The activity of both processes is related to the 

applied load, strain, strain rate and temperature [36]. Therefore, the so-called thermally 

activated deformation mechanisms play an important role, for instance, in the creep plasticity 

of UFG and NC metals, but also in the brittle-to-ductile transition (BDT) of bcc metals [36-38].  

 

The macroscopic deformation or strain rate can be correlated with the density I>�J and velocity I2'J of mobile dislocations on the active slip systems. This relation is given by the Orowan 

equation [16, 36, 39]: 

7� = Q>�2' = 7��RS$ T ∆���+U (1) 

where 7�  is the applied shear deformation rate, b the Burgers vector, ∆� the energy barrier for 

dislocation motion, �� the Boltzmann constant and + the absolute temperature. The pre-

exponential factor 7�� depends on the number of activation sites, the thermally activated 

vibration frequency and its associated averaged shear strain [40].  

Barriers for dislocation motion can be overcome by thermal activation, since the attempt 

frequency of a dislocation for passing an obstacle is highly temperature dependent. The time 

available for dislocation motion (i.e. the dislocation velocity) changes with the applied strain 

rate (Eq. 1). This leads to a strain rate dependence of the resistance to plastic deformation of a 

material [36-38, 41]. This effect is called strain rate sensitivity (SRS) and is characterized by a 

strain rate sensitivity coefficient [36]: 

! = 1V = 1+ W ln @W ln 7�  (2) 

where @ is the applied shear stress. The activation volume, associated to the number of atoms 

involved in a deformation process, is defined as [36]: 

3 = ��+ Z ln 7�Z@ = ��+ TZ ln >�Z@ + Z ln 2'Z@ U . (3) 
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Both parameters can be obtained from transient tests such as strain rate jump, creep or 

relaxation experiments [16, 36] and represent a signature for the respective dominant 

deformation mechanisms. Strain rate sensitivities in the range of 0.1-1 are discussed for grain 

boundary sliding or grain rotation processes, whereas m values below 0.1 are associated with 

dislocation mediated plasticity [42, 43]. A better understanding of the active deformation 

mechanisms is provided by the activation volume as V is normalized by the flow stress.  

For fcc metals, activation volumes of 3 > 1000 Q^ are found for cutting of forest dislocations, 100 Q^ ≤ 3 ≤ 1000 Q^ are related to dislocation-dislocation interactions and dislocation cross-

slip is discussed for 10 Q^ < 3 ≤ 100 Q^. Furthermore, dislocation nucleation processes are 

related to 1 Q^ ≤ 3 ≤ 10 Q^, whereas diffusion controlled processes like Coble or Nabarro-

Herring creep (section 2.3) are linked with 3 < 1 Q^ [20, 42-46]. 

For bcc metals, small activation volumes I3 < 20 Q^J are associated with a kink mechanism 

which is the dominant deformation process at low temperatures. Large V I~200 Q^J are related 

to dislocation-dislocation interactions as reported for fcc metals [35, 47, 48].  

 

Besides the crystal structure, the SRS is also affected by the grain size I��	J, since grain 

boundaries act as obstacles for dislocation motion causing an additional hardening effect (Hall-

Petch strengthening) [49-52] and the possibility of recovery [53, 54]. The strength of fcc metals 

in the NC (��	 < 100 nm) and UFG (100 ≤ ��	 < 1000 nm) conditions shows a clear strain rate 

sensitivity, while CG state (��	 ≥ 1000 nm) is mostly strain rate insensitive. For bcc metals, the 

opposite behavior is observed, i.e. m decreases with decreasing grain size. This grain size-

dependent change in mechanical behavior is related to the activation of different deformation 

mechanisms [16, 44, 52, 55-62]. 

 

2.1. Peierls barrier 

For metals, dislocation motion across the slip plane can be described by the Peierls model. It is 

most relevant for the low temperature deformation of bcc metals. The minimum stress, or 

Peierls force I@#J, required for moving a single dislocation in the Peierls surface, is given by 

Equation 4 [63-65]: 

@# = 2�1 − c exp T− 2gI1 − cJ �QU (4) 
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with shear modulus G, the slip plane distance d, Poisson’s ratio ν and the Burgers vector, which 

indicates the sliding direction. If the applied force is larger than the Peierls force, the atom 

moves to the next potential minimum. The crystal segments are then displaced by one Burgers 

vector. The Peierls force represents a repelling force for dislocation motion and is, thus, 

responsible for the existence of a yield strength h?�i [63-67].  

The Peierls barrier can be overcome in a stepwise manner by forming kinks in the dislocation 

line. The deformation is then controlled by the nucleation and mobility of kink pairs. The screw 

dislocation velocity [38]: 

2' = >
2
ℎ
 (5) 

is related to the steady-state kink density I>
J, the kink velocity I2
J and its height Iℎ
J. The 

kink-pair nucleation rate h"�
#i shows an Arrhenius type behavior and can be expressed as [38]: 

"�
# = ��RS$ T− ()��+U (6) 

where �� is a frequency constant and () is the nucleation energy for a kink-pair. The kink 

velocity is finally given by: 

2. = 2�
��∗NjVℎ T@Qℎ
�
��+ U RS$ T− (���+U (7) 

with a frequency constant I��∗J and the distance I�
J a kink is moving in one step. The energy 

for kink migration I(�J is clearly smaller than () [38]. 

In contrast to CG fcc metals, the yield strength of bcc metals, depends on the applied strain rate 

as dislocation motion does not take place along close-packed planes. The Peierls force is 

therefore comparatively high and clearly more temperature dependent than in the fcc crystal 

structure [63-65]. This is also the reason why bcc metals exhibit a brittle behavior at low 

temperatures and a quite ductile behavior at high temperatures. The so-called brittle-to-ductile 

transition is caused by thermally activated dislocation motion. The temperature at which the 

BDT takes places is called the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature, which correlates with 

the applied strain rate [68]. This becomes clear when the attempt frequency of a kink for 

overcoming the Peierls barrier (Eq. 7) is included in the consideration. The overcoming of 

barriers is a statistical process which is triggered by the oscillation of a dislocation due to 

thermal fluctuations that occur with a certain frequency. The number of attempts, thus, depends 

on the applied strain rate, since at high strain rates the time available for passing the barrier is 

shorter than at low strain rates [63].  
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2.1.1. Brittle-to-ductile transition 

The flow stress of bcc metals is highly temperature and strain rate dependent (Fig. 2). At low 

temperatures, the plasticity is mainly governed by the mobility of k 2⁄  〈111〉 screw dislocations 

on o110p planes. With increasing temperature, slip along o112p and o123p planes becomes active 

causing a decrease in ?� which is given by the sum of an athermal I?�J and a thermal I?∗J 

component  [64, 69-74]: 

?� = ?� + ?∗ . (8) 

Microstructural barriers and long-range internal stresses are responsible for ?�, whereas ?∗ is 

related to the nucleation and mobility of kink pairs, causing the strain rate dependence. The 

thermal component and with it ?� decrease with increasing T until the knee temperature I+.J 
is reached (Fig. 2). At +., the thermal component disappears completely I?∗ = 0J and ?� 

becomes almost T independent. For bcc metals, a knee temperature of about 20% of the melting 

temperature I+�J is reported, bearing in mind that +. also depends on the strain rate applied  

(Fig. 2) [71, 73-77]. The temperature and strain rate dependence of ?� leads to a 

macroscopically brittle behavior at low and a quite ductile behavior at elevated temperatures.  

 

Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the  yield strength of bcc metals, adapted from [41]. 

 

Charpy pendulum impact test 

The BDT of bcc metals is conventionally studied by Charpy pendulum impact tests. The basic 

test setup is similar to a three-point bending test but the load is applied abruptly to a notched 

specimen by impacting a pendulum hammer. The energy absorbed by the specimen is 
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determined by the difference in potential energy of the pendulum hammer before and after the 

impact (minus frictional energy). The absorbed energy increases suddenly in a rather small 

temperature interval, thus, knowledge of the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature is of great 

engineering interest. The exact definition of BDTT is challenging and there is no universally 

applicable definition. Instead, various definitions are used [78].   

One approach uses the temperature where a defined absorbed impact energy of e.g. 27 J is 

measured. According to another definition, BDTT is reached when the absorbed impact energy 

from the ductile regime drops by 50%. Other definitions are based on a certain shear fracture 

ratio of 50%, or a certain lateral expansion of e.g. 0.9 mm, for instance [78]. The BDTT is an 

extrinsic material parameter as it depends on the testing conditions and microstructure of the 

material [79-81].  

 

2.2. Dislocation glide and annihilation 

The yield strength of conventional grained fcc metals is clearly less temperature and strain rate 

dependent than for bcc metals, since dislocation motion in the fcc crystal structure takes place 

along close packed o111p〈110〉 slip systems. This results in a similar temperature dependence 

for bcc and fcc metals for intermediate temperatures, i.e. for temperatures above the knee 

temperature and below 0.4 +�, when creep processes become significant (Fig. 2) [41, 65].  

A reduction in the grain size of fcc metals leads to both, a strengthening of the material and an 

increased SRS [52, 82, 83]. The strengthening is caused by an increase in grain boundary 

density as expressed by the Hall-Petch equation [49, 50]. Dislocations cannot or only to a 

limited extent be stored inside NC or UFG grains due to their small sizes. In consequence, 

dislocations are accumulated at high angle grain boundaries. This increases the dislocation 

generation and annihilation rates significantly and, thus, affects the steady state deformation 

of the material [84]. Furthermore, the deformation mechanisms are changing with decreasing 

grain size. For NC and UFG fcc metals, several deformation mechanisms like grain boundary 

sliding [44, 56, 58, 60, 85-87], grain rotation and grain coalescence [44, 88], shear band 

formation [44] and stress driven grain boundary migration [89-99] are discussed in literature.  
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2.3. Creep  

The term “creep” describes the time-dependent plastic deformation of a material applying a 

(constant) stress [100-102]. Creep is more pronounced at elevated homologous temperatures 

of >0.4 +�  due to thermally activated dislocation glide and climb processes (dislocation creep) 

as well as enhanced diffusion rates (diffusion creep) [41]. This causes a significant decrease in 

yield strength as shown in Figure 2.  

The different creep mechanisms mentioned above can be summarized in Ashby creep 

deformation diagrams as schematically illustrated in Figure 3, where the applied stress and 

temperature are normalized by the shear modulus and melting temperature. The actual 

diagrams look different for each material as the activation energies of the individual 

mechanisms are material dependent.  

 

Figure 3: Schematic creep deformation diagram, adapted from [103]. 

 

Dislocation creep is associated with dislocation climbing, where obstacles can be overcome at 

stresses below the flow stress. Diffusion processes cause a vacancy transport from one 

dislocation (vacancy source) to another dislocation (vacancy sink). Diffusion is temperature 

dependent and can take place either within a grain (bulk diffusion) or along defects such as 

dislocations (dislocation core diffusion). Dislocations cause a local distortion of the periodic 

crystal lattice, this reduces the activation energy required, making dislocation core diffusion 

preferential at lower temperatures and high stresses. At HT, on the other hand, bulk diffusion 

is the faster and, therefore, the preferential diffusion path [104].  

Thermally activated vacancy flow becomes relevant at high temperatures in addition to vacancy 

flow-assisted dislocation motion (dislocation creep). This process is called diffusion creep, the 
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vacancy sources and sinks are no longer dislocations but grain boundaries. Diffusion creep can 

be distinguished into Nabarro-Herring creep [105-108] and Coble creep [109], depending on 

whether the vacancy diffusion is dominating in the crystal lattice or along grain boundaries. 

 
In summary, diffusion flow dominates at low stresses and high T, while dislocation creep is 

most relevant at high stresses. Bulk diffusion becomes relevant at higher temperatures, due to 

increased diffusion rates.
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3. Macroscopic test approaches 

 

The macroscopic deformation behavior and its related deformation mechanisms at different 

stresses and strain rates are conventionally analyzed using macroscopic experiments with 

varying loading protocols i.e. strain rate jump, creep, or relaxation experiments. The active 

deformation processes can be identified on the basis of m, n, V and the activation energy Q [36, 

110]. In the following sections those macroscopic test procedures are briefly discussed as they 

are used later on as a blueprint for the implementation of small-scale indentation test 

procedures. 

 

3.1. Strain rate jump experiment 

The coefficient of strain rate sensitivity, as introduced in section 2 (Eq. 2) can be determined in 

a uniaxial strain rate jump test, where the initially constant strain rate :�O is suddenly changed 

to a second strain rate :�r. For strain rate sensitive materials, this jump in strain rate leads to a 

rate dependent change in resistance to plastic deformation, i.e. changing yield stress where an 

increase in :� results in higher strengths. Assuming a constant microstructure, m can be 

expressed for a uniaxial test by the following equation [110]: 

!s,� = 1V = Z ln ?�Z ln :�  (2b) 

The corresponding activation volume can be estimated as [111]: 

3 = √3��+!s,� ∙ ?� . (3b) 

An advantage of the SRJ method compared to two individual tests with different but constant 

strain rates is, in addition to the shorter test duration, that a quasi-constant volume element 

and microstructure can be tested and compared. It should be noted, however, that the stress 

after a strain rate change usually undergoes a short transient, while the steady state stress is 

used for the analysis [110, 112].  
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3.2. Uniaxial creep experiment 

Creep and relaxation experiments are performed to study the long-term transient material 

response to a constantly applied stress (creep test) e.g. [113-115] or strain (relaxation test) e.g. 

[116]. 

In a uniaxial relaxation test, the specimen is first deformed until a predefined strain or stress 

limit is reached. At this point, the crosshead is stopped I:IvJ = wxVNv. J and the time-dependent 

course of the stress is analyzed during the relaxation segment. With decreasing stress, the 

driving force for dislocation motion is continuously decreasing due to relaxation processes. 

In a uniaxial creep test, the specimen is initially deformed as in the relaxation test. As soon as 

the strain or stress limit is reached, the stress is held constant I?IvJ = wxVNv. J and the change 

in strain or creep deformation is analyzed within the creep segment. The driving force for 

dislocation motion is kept at a constant level by controlling the applied stress [100-102].  

The material’s response during a creep test can be classified into three different regimes: 

primary, secondary and tertiary creep. A schematic sketch of a creep curve for a uniaxial tensile 

(blue, solid line) and compression creep test (red, dashed line) is plotted in Fig. 4a.  The first 

part of the creep curve is called “primary creep” or “transient creep”.  

 

Figure 4: Uniaxial creep testing: a) creep curve: time dependent strain for tensile (solid line) and compression testing (dashed 

line), b) strain rate as a function of creep time for tensile and compression testing, assuming a constant microstructure, adapted 

from [104, 117].  

 

The material is initially deformed by a time-independent strain I:�J which represents the sum 

of an elastic and a plastic strain. The creep strain rate is quite high in the beginning (Fig. 4b) 
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but decreases with increasing creep time due to work hardening of the material [101]. The 

strain rate declines until a constant or steady state strain rate I:��J is reached. This interval, in 

which the strain rate is constant and strain changes linearly is called “secondary creep” or 

“steady state creep”. In this stage, the opposing processes of dislocation nucleation and 

annihilation compensate each other out resulting in a dynamic equilibrium and a constant 

dislocation structure [101, 118].  

Primarily and secondary creep are comparable for tensile and compression creep tests. In case 

of tensile creep testing, the strain rate starts to increase again after a certain creep time. This is 

defined as the “tertiary creep” regime. The increase in strain rate is related to a reduction in the 

cross-sectional area which finally leads to failure [104]. In a compression creep test, the strain 

rate remains constant until the end of the experiment, unless the sample cross sectional area 

changes significantly. Compared to tensile tests, failure occurs usually at much higher strains 

due to shear band formation.  

The minimum creep rate :�� is described by Norton’s creep law [119] or its combination with 

the Arrhenius rate equation [120-122]:  

:�� = ��?, = � ?,RS$ T− (�y+U (9) 

where ��,  are material’s constants. The parameter (� represents the activation energy required 

for creep deformation and R is the universal gas constant.  

 

Figure 5: Norton plot, adapted from [120, 123]. 
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The stress exponent can be derived from a Norton plot, where the logarithm of the creep rate 

is plotted against the logarithm of the applied stress. The resulting slope represents n. A 

schematic sketch of a Norton plot is illustrated in Figure 5. Dislocation creep in pure metals and 

single phase alloys is associated with V ≈ 3 − 5, while multi-phase alloys exhibits an stress 

exponent of up to 40. At low stresses and creep rates, a change in creep mechanisms is observed 

resulting in V ≈ 1 for diffusion creep. A reduction in grain size h��	,O > ��	,ri is accompanied 

by an increased creep rate. The creep behavior at very high stresses can no longer be described 

by Norton’s law, this is called power-law breakdown. [120, 123]. 
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4. Depth-sensing indentation testing 

 

The depth-sensing indentation testing technique offers the possibility to identify the mechanical 

properties of a material on a small length-scale. This is in contrast to the conventional, 

macroscopic test procedures presented above, which require fairly large sample volumes 

(Fig. 6). The DSI technique provides therefore the possibility to independently investigate the 

mechanical properties of thin coatings such as bond coats or thermal barrier coatings e.g. [18, 

30, 124, 125], and of individual microstructural constituents such as the γ- and γ’- phase of Ni-

based superalloys e.g. [15]. The technique can not only be applied for simple hardness (H) and 

Young’s modulus (E) determination [16, 126, 127], but also for studying transients in material 

plasticity. This allows to determine strain rate sensitivities and activation parameters e.g. [17, 

111, 128, 129], as well as creep e.g. [95, 130] and relaxation e.g. [131] properties. Moreover, 

the fatigue behavior e.g. [132-134], fracture toughness e.g. [22, 23, 135], or the adhesive 

strength of layers and coatings e.g. [136] can be analyzed using indentation experiments. It is 

also possible to determine local stress-strain curves e.g. [137, 138], residual stresses e.g. [139-

141], the free surface energy [142, 143] or to map the hardness and modulus distribution e.g. 

[125, 144-146]. 

 

Figure 6: Schematic comparison of strain rate ranges and sample sizes applied in macroscopic and small-scale mechanical 

experiments. Reprinted with permission from Barnoush et al. [147], Copyright (2019), MRS Bulletin, Springer. 
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Besides the small probed volume h3/0��-i, a simple sample preparation, a high sample 

throughput but also the variety of characterization options are advantages compared to 

conventional macroscopic test approaches. New instrumented indentation testing systems and 

loading protocols have been successively designed to semi-automatically characterize the local 

mechanical properties at different time and length scales (Fig. 6) but also over a wide 

temperature range e.g. [19, 29, 30, 33, 95, 111, 130, 131, 144, 145, 147-151].  

Different loading protocols and instruments allow to investigate the local material properties 

over a strain rate range of twelve orders of magnitude. Figure 6 provides an overview of strain 

rates and sample sizes applied in various test procedures from the nano- to the macro-scale 

[147]. This large range of strain rates cannot be covered by any of the conventional testing 

techniques. High strain rates in macroscopic tests can only be achieved with rather large test 

setups such as the Split Hopkinson pressure bar. Indentation systems, on the other hand, are 

quite compact in comparison. 

 

4.1. Depth-sensing indentation testing instrument 

A schematic sketch of a load-controlled DSI system is illustrated in Figure 7. The system 

basically consists of an actuator, a shaft, the indenter tip, the frame and the sample stage. The 

actuator is used to transfer the load via the shaft to the indenter tip and the sample. This is 

achieved by moving a magnet in a current-carrying coil (magnetic loading unit). Displacements 

are determined via a plate capacitor (capacitive displacement sensor). Additional support 

springs hold the assembly in position. The frame is designed for high stiffness to reduce 

additional displacements due to frame deflection. Its compliance as well as the spring stiffnesses 

and the tip area function must be recalibrated periodically. The frame compliance as well as the 

tip area function are calibrated by testing a reference material, e.g. fused silica, with well-known 

properties [126, 127]. 
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Figure 7: Schematic sketch of a load-controlled instrumented indentation system (not to scale). 

 

4.2. Contact stiffness 

Based on Sneddon’s analysis, the contact stiffness S: 

~ = �%�ℎ = 2�����g  (10) 

can be determined by the initial unloading slope �% �ℎ⁄  (red dashed line in Fig. 8) of the load-

displacement curve of an DSI experiment, where P is the applied load and h is the indentation 

depth [152-154]. S is thus related on the contact area (��) and the reduced modulus (��). The 

reduced modulus combines the elastic properties of the sample I�J and indenter I��J material 

and can be expressed by Equation 11 [126, 155]:  

1�� = 1 − νr� + 1 − ν�r��  (11) 

where ν and ν� are the Poisson’s ratios of the sample and the indenter material, respectively. 

This approach was later on used by Oliver & Pharr [126, 127], who developed the fundamental 

methodology for evaluating H and E from load-displacement curves of DSI experiments in 1992 

[156]. In this method, S is used to determine the actual contact depth ℎ�, which is larger than 

the depth of the residual indent ℎ� after final unloading (Fig. 8). The maximum penetration 

depth before unloading is given by ℎ���. 
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Figure 8: Load-displacement curve of an indentation experiment. The contact stiffness is determined by the initial unloading 

slope, furthermore, the additional dynamic displacement for the quasi-continuous determination of S (CSM technique) is 

illustrated, adapted from [127]. 

 

The contact stiffness can be used to determine the actual contact depth [157]: 

ℎ� = ℎ��� − 9 %���~  (12) 

where 9 is a geometrical constant, depending on the indenter geometry (9 = 0.75 for a 

Berkovich indenter) [158]. The indentation depth can, furthermore, be used for the calculation 

of the indentation strain rate :��,; [159]: 

:��,; = ℎ�ℎ = 12 �%�% − ���� ≈ 12 %�% (13) 

with displacement rate ℎ� , loading rate %�  and the time derivative of the hardness �� .  
 

The contact stiffness can also be quasi-continuously determined using the continuous stiffness 

measurement (CSM) technique, where the loading signal is superimposed with an additional 

sinusoidal oscillating dynamic displacement (insert in Fig. 8). The amplitude of the dynamic 

displacement Iℎ�J is constant and usually less than 4 nm, the dynamic frequency ICJ is typically ≤100 Hz [126, 160-163]. 
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The additional dynamic displacement leads to a dynamic response of the entire indentation 

system. This in turn must be precisely known and corrected in order to determine accurate 

dynamic contact stiffnesses, indentation depths and finally hardness and Young’s modulus data 

[126]. The indentation system schematically illustrated in Fig. 7 can be described by a model 

of a damped harmonic oscillator with one degree of freedom (Fig. 9) [126]. 

 

Figure 9:Model of a damped harmonic oscillator representing the indentation system (black components) including the 

sample/contact (red components), adapted from [126]. 

 

The indentation system is represented by two springs with spring stiffnesses �� and �	, a 

dashpot with a damping coefficient �� and a single mass !�.  The load frame stiffness is given 

by ��, while �	 is the spring stiffness of the column support springs. Parameter !� sums up the 

moving mass of the shaft, tip and coil. The damping coefficient of the instrument is mainly 

related to the aerodynamic resistance of the capacitive displacement sensor and the eddy 

current within the electromagnetic loading unit [126, 149]. 

The sample or contact is represented by a simplified model (Fig. 9, sketched in red) containing 

only a spring with spring stiffness S and a dashpot with damping coefficient �, since the 

moving mass of the sample is negligible [126, 149]. 

 

Applying the dynamic CSM technique, the load is given by %IvJ = %�RS$IjCvJ, the resulting 

displacement signal is then ℎICJ = ℎ�RS$hjICv − �Ji. The displacement signal is processed in 

a phase-sensitive detector (lock-in amplifier). The amplifier has a small time constant of e.g. 

20 µs [149] and uses a frequency-dependent gain that allows to detect shifts of 0.001 nm [126]. 

The time constant represents the delay between the change of an input and the response of the 
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signal. The shift between the load and the displacement signal is given by the phase angle �. 

The dynamic contact stiffness is related to ℎICJ (Eq. 14) or tanI�J (Eq.15) [126]: 

� %�ℎICJ� = ��h~KO + ��KOiKO + �	 − !�Cr�r + Cr�r (14) 

tanI�J = C�h~KO + ��KOiKO + �	 − !�Cr (15) 

this results in Eq.16 [164]: 

~ = � 1%�ℎICJ cosI�J − I�	 − !�CrJ − ��KO�
KO

. (16) 

The dynamic damping of the system is given by Eq. 17 [164]: 

C� = #��I�J sinI�J . (17) 

 

Most of the state-of-the art indentation test methods are based on this dynamic technique, as 

the continuous determination of S offers several advantages compared to quasi-static loading 

cycles. The contact stiffness is largely independent of thermal drift and, thus, represents a 

reliable parameter for the evaluation of the contact including pile-up and sink-in effects. 

Material pile-up or a sink-in of the specimen surface close to the impression (Fig. 10) can occur 

due to plastic deformation within the plastic zone below the indenter. The ratio of � ?�⁄ , as well 

as the work hardening behavior determine which effect occurs.  

Pile-up is expected for non-work hardening materials with a large � ?�⁄  ratio and ℎ� ℎ��� > 0.7⁄ . In this case, the plastic zone expands and reaches the free surface of the sample 

where material flow is no longer constraint.  Pile-up formation leads to an underestimation of 

the contact radius *� and thus also of the contact area by up to 60% [165] applying the Oliver-

Pharr method [126, 127] (Fig. 10). In consequence, the calculated H and E values are too large. 

For moderate work hardening materials with ℎ� ℎ��� < 0.7⁄ , on the other hand, sink-in takes 

place and the contact area, determined by the Oliver-Pharr method, is in good agreement with 

the actual contact area [127, 165, 166].  
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Figure 10: Schematic illustration of sink-in (left) and pile-up (right) formation during indentation testing and its impact on the 

contact area, adapted from [167]. 

 

The hardness or contact pressure is defined by the ratio of the applied load and the contact 

area. The pile-up effect, as already mentioned, can lead to massive deviations in the evaluation 

of the projected contact area (Eq. 18) and, consequently, in H, if the Oliver-Pharr method is 

applied. The determination of �� is also susceptible to thermal drift, which is especially critical 

for long-term experiments. According to Joslin & Oliver [157], the material's resistance to 

plastic deformation, can also be expressed in terms of S, which takes pile-up into account and 

is independent of thermal fluctuations [126, 157]:  

� = %�� = 4�r%��rg~r  
(18) 

where parameter β is a geometry factor that corrects for the non-axisymmetric indenter 

geometry of the e.g. Berkovich indenter [168]. For the Berkovich geometry, values of 1.023 to 

1.085 have been reported which are slightly higher than for axisymmetric geometries � = 1. 

However, β can be assumed to be 1.05 [127, 169]. 

 

4.3. Loading protocols 

Loading protocols applying a constant strain, loading or displacement rate are usually applied 

for basic hardness and Young’s modulus measurements. More advanced test procedures like the 

cyclic loading procedure [157, 170], CSM technique [126, 160-162],  SRJ test [111], constant 

load hold (CLH) [95, 171], constant displacement hold (CDH) [172-179] or the recently 
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developed constant contact stiffness (CCS) [131] method are used to study the strain rate 

dependence, respectively the creep and relaxation properties of a material. Furthermore, test 

methods have been developed for testing at very high strain rates I> 10ONKOJ. An overview of 

various testing protocols developed in the last decades is provided below (Fig. 11). 

 

Figure 11: Schematic comparison of the CSR (black), cyclic (blue), CSM (red) and SRJ (green) loading protocol and the 

associated hardness and Young’s modulus profiles. The load-displacement curves of the dynamic SRJ and CSM loading 

protocols are comparable to the black curve of the CSR method and are therefore not shown separately. The load-displacement 

curve of the cyclic method is slightly shifted for illustration purposes. The + symbols indicate the H and E values determined 

at the respective (partial) unloading points, while the lines represent the data obtained from dynamic test procedures in which 

the CSM technique is applied.  

 

4.3.1. Constant strain rate method 

Most commercially available DSI systems are load controlled. The loading rate is continuously 

ramped to keep the quotient %� %⁄  and hence :��,; (Eq. 13) constant during the experiment 

(Fig. 11, black curve). The abortion criterion of a constant strain rate (CSR) experiment is 

usually a depth or load limit. Once the test limit is reached, the load is first held constant to 

compensate for creep before the load is relieved quickly. The unloading speed must, according 

to ISO 14577 [156], be more than ten-times higher than the ratio of the contact creep rate at 
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maximum load and the corresponding contact compliance. This becomes particularly relevant 

for testing at high temperatures [30]. The unloading curve is used to determine S, E and H at 

the end of the loading cycle [126].  

 

4.3.2. Cyclic loading method 

The depth dependence of E and H can be determined by performing several loading cycles, with 

(partial) unloading at the end of each cycle (Fig. 11, blue curve). This procedure is called cyclic 

loading method. It allows the determination of E, respectively H values at different penetration 

depths, but a continuous determination of the material parameters is not possible [157, 170].  

 

4.3.3. Continuous stiffness measurement technique 

The continuous stiffness measurement technique is an advanced version of the CSR or cyclic 

method, in which the loading signal is superimposed with an additional sinusoidal oscillating 

dynamic load respectively displacement (Fig. 11, red curve) [126, 127, 160-162]. The dynamics 

allows to determine the contact stiffness and, thus, E and H quasi-continuously during each 

partial unloading cycle [127, 180].  

An ongoing debate in the field of DSI testing is the influence of the superimposed dynamic 

oscillation on the test results, as it can reduce the measured hardness value. This is especially 

the case for low indentation depths and large dynamic displacements [180-182]. It is, however, 

not fully understood, if this is an intrinsic or extrinsic effect caused by local changes in the 

microstructure or measurement inaccuracies of the instrument. Furthermore, the difference in 

hardness between dynamic and quasi-static indentation tests is decreasing with increasing 

indentation depth [170, 180-182]. Significant differences between quasi-static and dynamic 

CSM-based methods were found for materials with large E/H ratios [180, 183, 184].  

The loading-unloading within a CSM cycle is not purely elastic, as the mean load is continuously 

increasing. The applied deformation is therefore both, elastic and elastic-plastic. The plastic 

deformation leads to periodic discontinuities in the displacement signal resulting in an 

underestimation of S and E, since the data of the phase lock-in amplifier are processed as if the 

material would deform ideally, i.e. purely elastically [183]. This is known as “plasticity error” 

[183, 185]. 
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Phani et al. [185, 186], recently came up with the idea of applying a constant ratio of the 

dynamic load component I%&�J to the mean load I%'J instead of using a constant 

displacement amplitude. The mean load applied is given by the DC component of the total load 

while the superimposed dynamic load is defined by the AC component. The total load applied 

can be written as [185]: 

% = %& + %' = %&� cosI2g�vJ + %'�R#�#- = %'�R#�#- �1 + %&�%' cosI2g�vJ� . (19) 

The amplitude of the dynamic displacement depends then on the relative proportions of the 

loading and unloading segments and thus on the E/H ratio and the strain hardening exponent 

of the material [185, 186].  

The approach of applying a constant dynamic load ratio h%&� %'⁄ i at a simultaneously 

constant indentation strain rate and oscillation frequency represents a significant improvement 

in measurement accuracy for load-controlled indentation systems in particular. Additional 

feedback loops, which are necessary for keeping a constant dynamic displacement, are no 

longer required. A correction for the time constant of the phase lock-in amplifier is, however, 

necessary. The higher portion of the elastic segment within a sinus oscillation cycle minimizes 

the “plasticity error” as demonstrated in [185, 186]. It was found that the phase angle can be 

used to analyze the “plasticity error” [186]. Furthermore, the load frame stiffness has no 

influence on the resulting dynamic displacement applied to the sample and the noise level of 

the contact stiffness is significantly lower [185, 186].  

 

4.3.4. Strain rate jump method 

The indentation strain rate jump method was developed in analogy to uniaxial SRJ experiments 

(see section 3.1). The SRJ method is basically a CSR method where the CSM technique is 

applied and the indentation strain rate h:��,; = %� 2%⁄ i is abruptly changed between the 

individual test segments by controlling %�  [111]. The change in strain rate leads to a change in 

hardness if the material is rate sensitive (Fig. 11, green curve). The hardness does not change 

simultaneously with the strain rate, but usually exhibits a short transient before a plateau value 

is reached. The strain rate sensitivity coefficient from indentation testing can be calculated using 

Eq. 2c [111]: 

!�,; = 1V = Z ln �Z ln :��,;  . (2c) 
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The activation volume can be expressed by Eq. 3c similar to uniaxial experiments [111]: 

3 = �√3��+!�,; ∙ � (3c) 

where C is a constraint factor. The corresponding activation energy in kJ/mol is given by [187]: 

�� = �� ∙ RS$ T (Vy+U (20) 

with an pre-exponential factor ��. 
Since the SRS is determined from a single experiment (quasi-constant volume element), the 

effects of material inhomogeneities or changes in the microstructure on m and V are 

significantly reduced. Furthermore, the test duration can be significantly reduced compared to 

two tests performed at different strain rates. This minimizes the influences of thermal drift. It 

was demonstrated, that the results from indentation SRJ tests are well comparable with uniaxial 

SRJ tests which have been used for decades to determine activation parameters [36, 111, 112].  

 

4.3.5. Constant load hold method  

Constant load hold indentation creep experiments are frequently used to study the time-

dependent behavior of materials e.g. [159, 171, 188, 189]. In this loading protocol, the indenter 

is pushed into the material with a constant loading, displacement, or strain rate to a defined 

penetration depth or load limit (Fig. 12a). In the subsequent creep segment, the load is held 

constant (Fig. 12b) and the resulting temporal change in penetration depth is used for 

calculating the creep strain rate (Fig. 12c), hardness (Fig. 12d) as well as m, n and V. A 

drawback of this method is that the data becomes more and more affected by thermal drift with 

increasing test duration. In consequence, the actual material behavior can no longer be studied 

correctly [95]. 

For this reason, the method was further refined by Maier et al. [95], by applying the CSM 

technique for the calculation of the stiffness based hardness or contact pressure (Eq. 18). A 

constant ��   is assumed for the calculation, therefore an accurate calibration of the frame 

stiffness is essential. The creep strain rate :�� =  ℎ� ℎ⁄  is given by Eq. 13.  

The volume of the plastic zone, and thus ��, increases slightly during the creep segment, 

resulting in a decline in hardness respectively contact pressure according to Eq. 18. A CLH test 
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is therefore not exactly comparable with a uniaxial creep experiment performed at a constant 

stress level [33, 34]. 

 

Figure 12: Schematic sketch of the CLH loading protocol: a) load-displacement curve, b) the applied load within the creep 

segment as well as c) the associated strain rate and d) hardness profiles during creep. 

 

4.3.6. Constant displacement and stiffness methods 

Indentation relaxation tests are performed by keeping the penetration depth constant and 

analyzing the drop in load or contact pressure over time. This test procedure is similar to 

uniaxial relaxation tests, in which the strain is kept constant and the time dependent stress drop 

is analyzed [172-179]. However, thermal drift effects during testing cause fluctuations in the 

actual penetration depth during the experiment. In consequence, the results are affected by 

thermal drift and do not represent the relaxation behavior of the tested material [174]. These 

issues have been circumvented by Baral et al. [131, 178] who developed a more advanced 

relaxation method in which the contact stiffness, rather than penetration depth, is kept 

constant. In doing so, the size of the plastic zone is not changing with time, only relaxation 

processes take place. The relaxation strain rate :��10 can be computed using Eq. 21 [131]: 

|:��10| = |?��|�  . (21) 
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4.3.7.  High strain rate testing 

In the past, loading protocols and DSI devices for testing at very high strain rates have been 

developed to cover the gap between conventional, quasi-static indentation experiments and the 

high deformation rates, such as those achieved on a macroscopic level in Charpy pendulum 

impact tests or Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar experiments (Fig. 6). 

First DSI tests at high strain rates were carried out by impact experiments using a pendulum-

based indentation platform. These systems are often modified to overcome issues like ringing 

and multiple impacts (rebound effect) on the test results [190-194].  

Recently, Phani & Oliver [148, 149] presented a new test method for high strain rate (up to 4000 NKO) testing, which does not require an impact and is therefore suitable for conventional 

load-controlled DSI systems (Fig. 7) with a high data acquisition rate. Once the tip is in contact 

with the sample, the load is applied in a step-wise manner and hold constant afterwards. This 

results in initially very high displacement rates respectively high strain rates, which decrease 

rapidly during the course of the experiment. In doing so, a wide strain rate range to be 

investigated within a single test at a quasi-constant volume element.  

Another approach is the design of a new indenter setup where a piezo-driven, displacement-

controlled, transducer, also called SmarTip, was used for testing at strain rates up to 1000 NKO 

[19, 150]. 

 

4.4. Correlation of small-scale and macroscopic experiments 

In previous chapters, macroscopic and local characterization procedures were presented, hence 

the question of the correlation of local hardness with macroscopic stress arises. The correlation 

of indentation and uniaxial tests is complex since there are significant differences in the stress 

and strain states, their uniformity as well as in the constancy of the probed volumes (Fig. 13).  

In an indentation test, a stress and strain gradient is present within the plastically probed 

volume below the indenter tip (gray semicircle in Fig. 13), the stress state is triaxial. The 

hardness determined represents, thus, the mean contact pressure $� within the plastic zone. 

The average strain applied to a material during indentation depends on the radius or opening 

angle of the indenter. For self-similar geometries such as the Berkovich geometry, a constant 

average strain of 7.16% is induced, while sharper indenter geometries such as the Cube corner 

geometry induce a constant average strain of 21.98% [195]. Furthermore, 3/0��- expands 

continuously with increasing penetration depth.  
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In a compression test, on the other hand, the stress state is uniaxial and the stress distribution 

is uniform within the sample (Fig. 13). The tested volume is constant but the strain increases 

with increasing deformation. 

 

Figure 13: Comparison of indentation and uniaxial compression testing. 

 

On a continuum length scale, different concepts have been derived to relate ?I:J to HIℎJ. For 

spherical indentation, local plasticity below the indenter occurs if $� becomes about 10% higher 

than the yield stress of the material (Hertzian contact). The initially elastic contact becomes 

elastic-plastic, the plastic zone below the indenter is first surrounded by purely elastically 

deformed material. Increasing the load applied to the indenter causes an expansion of the 

plastic zone until it finally reaches the free surface. Consequently, the material flow is no longer 

impeded by the surrounding material and the contact becomes fully plastic [155, 196, 197]. At 

this point of indentation, the contact pressure remains constant, since a further increase in P is 

compensated by an expansion of the plastic zone. The correlation of contact pressure and yield 

strength of the material is then given in Eq. 22 [155, 196, 198]: 

$� = � ∙ ?� (22) 

with a constraint factor. The constraint factor depends on the material, the indenter geometry 

and the friction coefficient of the interface. For a self-similar, pyramidal Berkovich indenter, it 

can be assumed to be � ≈ 3 for metals and � ≈ 1.5 for glasses, in a first approximation [155, 

196-198]. Self-similarity means that the indenter tip has a constant ratio of penetration depth 

and contact radius, causing a constant representative strain. 
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More advanced equations have been recently developed e.g. by Su et al. [199] and Kermouche 

et al. [179, 200] for a more accurate calculation of the representative, equivalent uniaxial stress ?� and the representative, equivalent uniaxial strain rate :�� from DSI experiments.  

The equivalent uniaxial strain rate from indentation creep tests can be expressed as [199]: 

:�� = T 1� tan �U �ℎ�ℎ� (23) 

with equivalent cone angle θ (θ = 70.3° for Berkovich geometry) and pile-up/sink-in parameter � [148, 199]. This parameter depends on m and θ [199]: 

�I!, �J = ��I�J + �OI�J! + �rI�J!r + �^I�J!^ (24) 

the parameters ��I!, �J are outlined in [199]. The corresponding representative stress is 

reported by Su et al., as: 

?� = T 1��rU T %gIℎ tan �JrU (25) 

where F is the reduced contact pressure [148, 199]. It can be expressed by Eq. 26 [199]: 

�I!, �J = ��I�J + �OI�J! + �rI�J!r + �̂ I�J!^ + ��I�J!� (26) 

the parameters ��I!, �J are outlined in [199]. Another expression for ?� is reported by 

Kermouche et al. (Eq. 27) [131, 200]: 

?� = <^� tan A<O tan A −I1 − <rJ �� (27) 

where A (A = 90° − � = 19.7° for Berkovich geometry) is the inclined face angle and <� are 

geometric constants. For the Berkovich geometry <O = 0.66, <r = 0.216 and <^ = 0.24 are 

applicable [131, 200]. 
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4.5. Size effects 

Care needs to be taken when analyzing and comparing small scale indentation data, since size 

effects and can influence the measured hardness data.  

 

4.5.1. Pop-in 

At small indentation depths, sudden jumps in the displacement signal occur, while the applied 

load remains constant. These jumps in the load-displacement curve are called “pop-ins” and 

indicate the transition from a purely elastic to plastic deformation. Pop-in events not only 

indicate the nucleation of dislocations, but can also be evidence for phase transformations or 

crack formation [201]. 

 

4.5.2. Indentation size effect 

A second size effect is related to strain gradients when testing at penetration depths below 

approximately 1 µm [202]. Strain gradients cause an increase in H with decreasing penetration 

depths for most applicable materials. This depth dependent behavior is called “indentation size 

effect” (ISE) [203, 204].  

 

Figure 14: Schematic illustration of the generation of geometric necessary dislocations during indentation with a  conical 

body, adapted from [204]. 

 

The ISE can be associated to the formation of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs), 

which are generated in addition to the pre-existing statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) 

during the indentation process (Fig. 14) [204, 205]. The material forms dislocation rings to 

mimic the shape of the indenter during plastic deformation, this causes work hardening of the 

material. The GND density depends on the penetration depth and opening angle of the 

equivalent cone. The influence of GNDs on H is larger the smaller the indent, since the gradient 
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in plastic deformation increases with decreasing penetration depth [206]. The hardness is 

related to the GND and SSD densities >�)' respectively >		' [204, 207]: 

� = �?� = ��@ = ��4�Q�>�)' + >		' (28) 

with Taylor factor M and a geometric constant 4. At large penetration depths, the hardness 

reaches a constant level �� and is basically determined by the SSD density. The macroscopic 

hardness can be represented in a simplified equation [204, 207]: 

�� = �?� = ��@ = ��4�Q�>		' . (29) 

This will lead to the expression [204]: 

�r��r = �1 + ℎ∗ℎ  (30) 

where ℎ∗ the characteristic length is. The hardness is affected by the ISE if ℎ < ℎ∗ [202, 204, 

208]. 

For some time, it was not clear whether the ISE effect is real or caused by systematic errors, 

such as inadequate sample preparation. Detailed investigations have shown that ISE actual 

occurs, but can also be caused by systematic errors. A deformation layer and, thus, a hardness 

gradient may be present in the near-surface volume if the preparation is not carried out 

carefully. Furthermore, the formation of an oxide layer can lead to high hardness values at small 

indentation depths. The appearance of the ISE can also be influenced by the surface roughness 

and tip rounding of the indenter [202, 209-211]. A careful sample preparation is therefore 

essential. 

 

4.6. High temperature indentation testing 

Testing materials at non-ambient temperatures is well established for conventional testing 

procedures like tensile, compression or creep experiments. Performing nano- and 

micromechanical experiments at these temperatures, however, is quite challenging due to e.g. 

a limited thermal stability, oxidation effects and tip wear. For this reasons, various DSI systems 

and test procedures have been developed for testing at non-ambient conditions in order to 

reduce the impact on test results [19, 24-30, 130, 147, 148, 150, 151, 155, 212]. The evolution 

of minimum and maximum test temperatures of DSI systems since the early 1990s is shown in 

Figure 15.  
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Figure 15: Chronological development of the minimum and maximum test temperatures of DSI systems. Reprinted with 

permission from Barnoush et al. [147], Copyright (2019), MRS Bulletin, Springer. 

 

Figure 16 summarizes the essential test parameters, challenges and quantifiable material 

properties of an indentation experiment. The biggest challenge for testing at elevated 

temperatures is the wear of the indenter tips, which leads to tip rounding. Furthermore, the 

temperatures of tip and sample surface must be identical (isothermal contact) and precisely 

controlled to prevent the impact of thermal drift. The major factors affecting HT DSI 

experiments are briefly discussed in the following.  

 

Figure 16: Variables, capabilities and challenges of high temperature indentation experiments.  
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4.6.1. Thermal drift and temperature management 

Temperature changes during a DSI experiment lead to thermal expansion or contraction of the 

indentation system (Fig. 7, tip, shaft, frame and/or specimen, etc.) which significantly 

influences the signal of the depth channel. A drift correction is, therefore, necessary for accurate 

data acquisition.  

Thermal drift becomes visible by a time dependent change in penetration depth at a constant 

load. In general, there are two causes for this behavior, creep and thermal drift. For the drift 

correction, an exact determination of the drift rate without the influence of creep deformation 

is required. This can be achieved by a load reduction of e.g. 90% at the end of the indentation 

experiment before holding it constant. The change in depth over time in the partially unloaded 

state represents the thermal drift rate, which is assumed to be constant for the subsequent 

correction [167]. However, for long-term experiments as well as for high drift rates, this rather 

simple correction is insufficiently accurate. In general, experiments should only be performed 

under stable ambient conditions where drift rates are reasonable small (< 0.1 nm/s). 

Furthermore, it is also possible to determine the stiffness based and therefore pile-up and drift 

independent penetration h and H as discussed in section 4.2 (Eq. 12 and 18) [95, 152]. 

Maintaining constant operating conditions is much more difficult if the experiments are not 

performed at ambient temperature. The absolute temperature must be accurately measured and 

controlled. Furthermore, an isothermal contact between tip and specimen has to be ensured 

such as any temperature mismatch cause thermal drift. Thermal drift can be distinguished 

between contact drift and system drift.  

The system drift is mainly caused by a thermal expansion or contraction during heating or 

cooling prior to testing. It decreases to zero as soon as a thermal equilibrium has been reached. 

The system must, therefore, be kept at a constant temperature for a certain time. Contact drift, 

on the other hand, is related to a temperature mismatch between the tip and the sample surface 

temperature. For this reason, it is important to match the temperatures before running 

experiments. This is often accomplished by using two independently controllable heating 

elements for the specimen and tip as well as advanced temperature matching procedures [28, 

29, 212].  

During the approach segment, before the tip gets in contact with the sample, successively more 

radiant heat is transferred. This can lead to temperature changes, especially at the tip, since its 

heat capacity is lower than that of the sample. The heat transfer to the actuator and the load 
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frame must be minimized in order to keep thermal drift rates low and the frame stiffness high. 

This requires a sophisticated cooling system [29].  

 

4.6.2. Environmental effects 

High temperature testing in an ambient environment can lead to the formation of oxide layers 

on the sample surface and a possible oxidation of the indenter material. Diamond, used as 

indenter material, in particular is susceptible to oxidation even at moderate temperatures 

starting at about 400 °C [27]. Oxidation effects can be reduced by operating in an inert gas 

atmosphere or in vacuum. Hydrogen embrittlement may occur when hydrogen-containing inert 

gases are used, testing under vacuum conditions therefore seems to be the method of choice at 

high temperatures, but other challenges arise here. The vacuum pumps used must be 

mechanically well insulated from the vacuum chamber to minimize vibrations, the same applies 

to the water pump in the cooling circuit. A lamellar water flow is essential for a low noise floor 

as well. Testing in vacuum complicates the temperature adjustment since there is no convection 

that can slightly balance out temperature differences [25, 29, 32, 213, 214].  

 

4.6.3. Indenter materials and tip wear 

The limited temperature stability of diamond requires the use of other ceramic indenter 

materials, such as sapphire (Al2O3), WC, SiC, B4C or cubic BN for testing at high temperatures. 

The hardness of these materials (Fig. 17), however, is significantly lower causing a higher 

mechanical wear of these indenters, especially when testing at high temperatures. In addition 

to its mechanical stability, the chemical resistance against the sample material is of major 

importance. Some sample materials based on e.g. Ni, Ti, Cr and Al are very affine to oxygen, 

carbon or nitrogen, resulting in degradation of the tip. The material of the indenter must 

therefore be carefully selected to avoid chemical interactions with the sample material [27, 29]. 
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Figure 17: Temperature dependent Vickers (HV) and Knoop (HK) hardness of indenter materials. The dotted lines represent 

the extrapolated Vickers hardness of materials for which only Knoop hardness data were available. Reprinted  with permission 

from Wheeler & Michler [27] , Copyright (2013), Review of Scientific Instruments, American Institute of Physics.
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5. List of selected publications 

 

This cumulative dissertation reflects the main results of the peer-reviewed publications listed 

below. The full-text reprints are attached in chapter “10.2 Relevant full-text reprints”.  

 

Publication A: 

A new nanoindentation creep technique using constant contact pressure 

Olena Prach, Christian Minnert, Kurt E. Johanns, Karsten Durst 

Journal of Materials Research, 34 (2019) p. 2492-2500. DOI: 10.1557/jmr.2019.188. 

 

A new indentation creep method has been developed where a constant contact pressure is 

applied within the creep segment. The constant contact pressure approach is similar to a 

uniaxial creep experiment performed at a constant stress level, whereas a simultaneous 

relaxation of stress and strain rate is observed in case of a constant load and hold indentation 

creep experiment. The results of the newly developed test procedure are compared with the 

well-established constant load and hold indentation creep method. For this, long-term creep 

tests are performed on ultra-fine grained CuZn5, CuZn30 and fused silica. For both methods, 

the stiffness based indentation depth is used to reduce the influence of thermal drift, sink-in 

and pile-up effects on the creep data. The minimum strain rates which could be achieved in a 

long-term CCP test at a constant stress level were in the range of 5 ∙ 10K�NKO. 
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Publication B: 

Nanoindentation creep testing: Advantages and limitations of the constant contact 

pressure method 

Christian Minnert, Karsten Durst 

Journal of Materials Research, 37 (2022) p. 567-579. DOI: 10.1557/s43578-021-00445-6. 

 

The newly developed constant contact pressure creep method is validated by comparing the 

results with data determined by uniaxial compression creep and stress dip experiments. Tests 

were carried out on ultrafine-grained Cu and CuAl5. Furthermore, the new CCP method was 

modified in order to study possible load history effects caused by the loading protocol. 

Additional indentation strain rate jump and constant load hold indentation creep tests were 

performed for comparison. The results in terms of strain rate sensitivity coefficients are very 

similar for uniaxial and constant contact pressure experiments, indicating a change in 

deformation mechanism at low strain rates. The material’s response in a CLH, on the other 

hand, shows a rather continuous transition already at higher strain rates caused by relaxation 

effects. The CCP method, thus, represents a significant improvement, making it possible to 

investigate the local time-dependent mechanical properties of a material reliably and 

comparably with uniaxial tests. 
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Publication C: 

New ultra-high temperature nanoindentation system for operating at up to 1100 °C 

Christian Minnert, Warren C. Oliver, Karsten Durst 

Materials & Design, 192 (2020) p. 108727. DOI: 10.1016/j.matdes.2020.108727. 

 

A new ultra-high instrumented indentation system was designed for testing in the temperature 

range from room temperature to 1100 °C. The indenter is equipped with a 1 N high load 

actuator and is designed for a high machine stiffness to perform tests from small to large 

penetration depths. The combination of the dynamic testing capabilities (continuous stiffness 

measurement technique) and high frame stiffness enables the determination of correct Young’s 

modulus and hardness data up to the maximum operational temperature. A sophisticated 

temperature management reduces the impact of thermal drift on the results. The indenter is 

installed inside a scanning electron microscope equipped with a water cooled backscattered 

electron detector for in-situ testing. Operating in vacuum reduces oxidation effects. The testing 

capabilities were demonstrated using fused silica and Mo as reference materials. Moreover, a 

new indentation creep methods and a temperature matching procedure were presented for the 

first time. Additional short-term creep test using a newly developed step load and hold creep 

method were performed on single crystalline Ni and compared with results from strain rate 

jump tests.  
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Publication D: 

Thermally activated dislocation mechanism in Mo studied by indentation, compression 

and impact testing 

Christian Minnert, Hamad ur Rehman, Karsten Durst 

Journal of Materials Research, 36 (2021) p. 2397-2407. DOI: 10.1557/s43578-021-00126-4. 

 

The brittle-to-ductile transition of body centered cubic Mo was investigated using indentation, 

compression and Charpy pendulum impact tests. The brittle-to-ductile transition is related to 

the mobility of screw dislocations which carries the plastic deformation. A maximum in strain 

rate sensitivity, determined by strain rate jump tests, was found at the on-set of the transition 

before decreasing in the ductile regime. At the same time, the activation volume starts to 

increase and exceeds approx. 5 b³. It turned out that the analysis of the activation volume, 

which is independent of the microstructure and testing method, gives an indication of the BDTT, 

as it depends only on the obstacle spacing. Thus, analyzing the course of the temperature 

dependent activation volume can be used as a complementary approach to impact testing for 

determining the BDTT of bcc metals.  
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6. Synopsis of publications 

 

The following synopsis briefly summarizes the main results of the articles relevant for this thesis. 

The project focuses on the implementation of new test approaches and a new test device for the 

investigation of thermally activated deformation processes on small length scales. For this 

purpose, two new indentation loading protocols as well as a new in-situ indentation system 

with a maximum operating temperature of 1100 °C have been established.  

First, two new test procedures, applying a constant contact pressure (Publications A and B [33, 

34]) or a step load and hold approach (Publication C [32]) are introduced and compared in the 

context of conventional macroscopic experiments. Second, the new custom made high 

temperature indentation system is presented (Publication C [32]). Finally, HT indentation 

experiments are carried out to investigate thermally activated dislocation processes using CG 

Mo (Publication D [35]) and SX Ni [32] as reference materials. Furthermore, an alternative 

approach for the characterization of the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature will be 

outlined.  

 

6.1. Transient indentation testing – method development 

Various indentation test procedures have been developed in the past to investigate the 

(transient) mechanical response of materials and its associated deformation mechanisms based 

on strain rate sensitivity, stress exponent or activation volume. The results are supposed to be 

comparable to uniaxial experiments and at the same time offer the advantage of determining 

the local mechanical properties. The strain rate range in which CSR and SRJ indentations tests 

can be performed is, however, typically limited to 10KO − 10K^ NKO for the most available DSI 

systems like the G200 indenter (Keysight Technologies, USA) and the Prometheus HT indenter 

(KLA Instruments, USA) used and presented in this dissertation. Testing at very low or high 

strain rates therefore requires new, more advanced loading protocols. 

It was shown that the SRJ method developed by Maier et al., provides comparable results to 

macroscopic, uniaxial experiments e.g. [111, 112].  However, if one compares indentation creep 

loading protocols like the CLH method with its uniaxial counterpart, clear differences can be 

identified in the stress profile h?IvJi, which raises the question of the comparability of the 

different testing techniques [34].  
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Figure 18: Schematic comparision of different contact situations during a CCP, CLH and CCS indentation creep and 

relaxations experiments, adapted from [33, 179]. 

 

In a CLH indentation creep experiment, the applied load is kept constant and the resulting strain 

rate is analyzed. Creep deformation causes a slight but continuous expansion of the plastically 

probed volume and an increase in contact area (Fig. 18). This leads to a decrease in the applied 

stress or contact pressure, as both are given by the ratio of % ��⁄ . The strain field within the 

plastic volume is self-similar and results in a constant representative strain throughout the test 

when pyramidal indenter geometries such as the Berkovich geometry are used. This is in 

contrast to uniaxial creep experiments, where the stress is kept constant and the change in 

strain rate is analyzed. For this reason, a new indentation creep method using a constant contact 

pressure approach was developed for testing at small strain rates.  

Testing transients in material’s response at high strain rates is accomplished by using a modified 

CLH method where the strain rate changes by four orders of magnitude within a short time 

scale. This is particularly advantageous for testing at high temperatures where long contact 

times can lead to severe tip wear. A schematic comparison of the different contact situations 

and the resulting correlations of strain rate and contact pressure, are sketched in Figure 18 for 

the CCP, CLH and CCS test protocol. 
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6.1.1. Long-term constant contact pressure creep testing 

The CSM-based CCP loading protocol consist of two test segments, the initial strain rate 

controlled loading up to a predefined load or contact depth limit (here 500 nm) and the 

subsequent creep segment (here 3000 s). In the beginning of the CCP creep segment, the 

initially high contact pressure is adjusted to a previously defined, lower stress level which is 

held constant by controlling P/S² (Eq. 18). The methodology is presented below using data 

from CCP tests on a UFG binary Cu alloy containing 30 wt.% of Zn (CuZn30).  

The contact pressure adjustment is evident from the load drops at the beginning of the CCP test 

segment (Fig. 19a and 19b). Once the new stress level is reached (Fig. 19c), the load is again 

continuously increased in order to compensate for the enlargement of the plastic zone. This is 

in contrast to the well-established CLH indentation creep method, where the load is kept 

constant throughout the creep experiment. The resulting loading rate during CCP tests is 

significantly decreasing with contact pressure (Fig. 19b). 

 

Figure 19: Constant contact pressure experiments on UFG CuZn30:  a) load-displacement curves, b) applied load as a function 

creep time, c) contact pressure vs. depth and d) raw and corrected indentation depth over time. Reproduced with permission 

from Prach et al. [33], Copyright (2019), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 
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The contact stiffness, determined at a high frequency of e.g. 45 Hz, is used to determine an 

indentation depth (Fig. 19d) which is unaffected by thermal drift, pile-up and sink-in effects 

(Eq. 12) and used for the calculation of the creep strain rate (Eq. 13). The reduced modulus, 

used as an input for the calculation of the contact pressure (Eq. 18), is assumed to be depth 

independent. 

 

Some differences become apparent by comparing data from a CLH and a CCP test. Figure 20a 

and 20b shows the raw contact pressure plotted as a function of time and indentation depth for 

both test methods using UFG CuZn30 as model material. In both test protocols, the load is 

initially applied at a constant strain rate until the depth limit of 500 nm is reached. The data in 

this initial segment are therefore congruent for both test procedures (Fig. 20a and 20b). The 

initial drop in contact pressure observed in the loading segment can be attributed to an ISE. 

The contact pressure is, however, constant at penetration depths of approx. 300 nm and above 

(Fig. 20b), the ISE is therefore not influencing the creep data determined later on.  

 

Figure 20: Comparative analysis of contact pressure and strain rate during a CCP and a CLH experiment on UFG CuZn30: 

a) contact pressure vs. time, b) contact pressure vs. indentation depth and c) the resulting strain rate vs. contact pressure. 

Reproduced with permission from Prach et al. [33], Copyright (2019), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 
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In the creep segment, the contact pressure is kept constant in the case of the CCP method, while 

it exhibits a clear transient behavior during a CLH experiment (Fig. 20a and 20b). The strain 

rate (Fig. 20c) changes only slightly during a CCP test due to the constantly applied driving 

force within the considered creep period of 3000 s. In a CLH test, the driving force decreases 

continuously, causing the creep strain rate to decline much more sharply. Figure 21 compares 

the contact pressures (Fig. 21a) and strain rates (Fig. 21b) of CCP experiments performed at 

different stress levels with a CLH experiment according to Maier et al. [95]. Strain rates from 

CCP experiments show a kind of steady state behavior already after a quite short creep time. 

The creep strain rate depends on the selected contact pressure. CCP tests at very low contact 

pressures, such as 2.5 GPa in the example presented, display a similar transient behavior as a 

CLH test. This behavior becomes clear considering the load-time curves shown in Figure 19b. 

Large contact pressures reductions to e.g. 2.5 GPa result in very small loading rates. The applied 

load is therefore approximately constant and thus similar to a CLH test. 

 

Figure 21: Comparison of CCP and CLH experiments: a) evolution of contact pressure and b) strain rate with creep time on 

UFG CuZn30. Reproduced with permission from Prach et al. [33], Copyright (2019), Journal of Materials Research, Springer 

Nature.  

 

Finally, the residual penetration depths for both test methods are compared after different creep 

periods of up to 3000 s (Fig. 22). For this purpose, CCP experiments at a constant contact 

pressure of 3 GPa and CLH experiments at a constant load of 20 mN (similar initial stress level, 

Fig. 19a) were performed on CuZn30. The residual depth profiles were captured using a 3D-

Laser scanning microscope (LEXT OLS4000, Olympus, USA). The penetration depth during CCP 

experiments increases by approx. 440 nm within 3000 s, while only a minor increase of approx. 

20 nm is recorded for the equivalent CLH experiment. The marginal increase in depth during 

the CLH tests finally causes a stress relaxation as discussed above. 
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Figure 22: Depth profiles of the residual indents of a) CCP and b) CLH tests on UFG CuZn30 after different creep durations. 

Reproduced with permission from Prach et al. [33], Copyright (2019), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

Application of the CCP Method 

The new CCP method presented above was applied to amorphous fused silica, UFG Cu I��	 = 425 ± 115 V!J and binary NC or UFG Cu-X alloys. The binary Cu-X alloys contain 

5 wt.% of Al (CuAl5, ��	 =  133 ± 46 V!), Sn (CuSn5, ��	 = 62 ± 26 V!), Zn (CuZn5, ��	 =  304 ±  142 V!) or 30 wt.% of Zn (CuZn30, ��	 = 100 ± 50 V!), respectively [34, 

215]. All model materials exhibit a largely depth-independent hardness which is important to 

exclude an influence of the ISE on the results. In addition, NC and UFG metals show an 

increased creep deformation compared to the CG state due to the grain size dependent change 

in the deformation mechanisms [216].  

 

The relations of strain rate and applied contact pressure are presented in Figure 23. Fused silica 

(Fig. 23a) exhibits a quite linear correlation between contact pressure and strain rate. This 

results in a constant strain rate sensitivity coefficient of 0.014. Data determined by the CCP and 

SRJ method agree well, indicating the validity of the CCP data at high strain rates. The 

material’s response of NC and UFG Cu-X alloys, on the other hand, can be classified into a high 

and low stress regime, indicated by constant but different strain rate sensitivity coefficients 

(Fig. 23b). A similar behavior was found in literature for nanostructured Cu [42]. In the high 

stress regime, strain rate sensitivities and activation volumes of 0.012/23 b³ (CuSn5) to 

0.037/19 b³ (CuZn5) could be determined by CSR, SRJ and CCP experiments. These data match 

well with results from conventional indentation SRJ tests (! = 0.024 for CuAl5 [217]; ! =  0.011 for CuSn5 [215]; ! = 0.027 for CuZn5 [33, 215]; ! = 0.019 for CuZn30 [33, 

215]). 
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Figure 23: Correlation of strain rate and contact pressure determined by indentation SRJ, CSR and CCP experiments. Results 

are shown for a) fused silica, b) binary NC and UFG Cu-X alloys. Figure a) is reproduced with permission from Prach et al. 

[33], Copyright (2019), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

For all materials investigated, a further reduction in contact pressure results in an apparent 

increase in strain rate. This effect is illustrated in Figure 24 for UFG CuAl5, where a negative 

strain rate sensitivity coefficient of -0.547 was found. Therefore, the question arises about the 

limits of the CCP method in terms of the maximum possible reduction in contact pressure and 

the existence of a loading history effect. 

 

Figure 24: Apparent increase in strain rate at large contact pressure reductions in a CCP experiment, exemplified for UFG 

CuAl5. 
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Loading history effect 

 

Figure 25: Constant contact pressure experiments on UFG CuAl5: a) load-displcament curves, b) applied load over time, c) 

P/S² over displacment, d) fitted contact pressure profiles over time, e) resulting indentation strain rate over time and f) time 

dependent raw contact stiffness for different contact pressures applied. Reprinted with permission from Minnert et al. [34], 

Copyright (2021), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

Additional tests were performed on UFG Cu and UFG CuAl5 to address these questions and to 

study potential changes in the contact situation caused by the partial unloading at the beginning 

of the CCP segment. The potential loading history effect is investigated by CCP experiments 

with incremental H reduction events which are compared to the “standard” CCP method 
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presented in section 6.1.1. Finally, the CCP method was validated by uniaxial constant stress 

and stress dip experiments [34]. 

The load-displacement and load-time plots of single unloading CCP tests applying contact 

pressures between 2.40 and 3.04 GPa on UFG CuAl5 are shown in Figure 25a and 25b. The 

general behavior is similar to previously discussed data on UFG CuZn30 (Fig. 19a and 19b). 

The P/S² data controlled within the creep segment to keep the contact pressure (Fig. 25d) 

constant are displayed in Figure 25c. A reduction in contact pressure results in lower strain 

rates (Fig. 25e). For low contact pressures (e.g. 2.2 GPa and 2.3 GPa for CuAl5), the analysis 

of the contact stiffness exhibits an initial decrease I∆~J of up to 3% at the beginning of the creep 

segment (Fig. 25f) before increasing again with progressing creep time and penetration depth. 

In this situation, an apparent increase in deformation strain rate and consequently a negative 

m is observed, as mentioned earlier.  

The occurrence of a negative SRS is associated with a slight decrease in S. The contact stiffness 

or its decrease at the beginning of the CCP creep segment (Fig. 25f) can, thus, be identified as 

the limiting factor for the maximum stress reduction since a changing S is related to changes in 

the contact situation. At large stress reductions, the contact may no longer be fully plastic and 

the elastic properties of the sample may become dominant. For UFG Cu and CuZn5, the stress 

could be reduced most by 37% while for fused silica, the maximum reduction is only 12%. All 

other alloys investigated allow a stress reduction of 14-26% [34]. 

 

Additional CCP experiments with incremental unloading events I∆� =  0.1 − 0.2 �%k J were 

performed to investigate the potential presence of a loading history effect. The load-

displacement data of these tests are illustrated in Figure 26a. The unfiltered raw data of contact 

pressure is plotted in Figure 26b as a function of creep time. The comparison of CCP data from 

experiments with a single or multiple stress reduction events (Fig. 26c) shows a good 

agreement. Moreover, the minimum contact pressure could not be further reduced by the 

incremental unloading procedure. This clearly demonstrates that the results are not affected by 

a loading history effect [34]. 
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Figure 26: Constant contact pressure test with incremanetal unloading events: a) load-displacement curves, b) raw contact 

presures over time and c) indentation strain rate over contact pressure for SRJ, CSR, CCP and CLH experiments. An equal 

creep duration of 3000 s was chosen for CCP and CLH experiments. Reproduced with permission from Minnert et al. [34], 

Copyright (2021), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

Validation of the CCP method 

The newly developed CCP method was validated using macroscopic, compression stress dip 

tests on UFG Cu and CuAl5. The results are plotted in Figure 27. The indentation stress or 

contact pressure is converted to an equivalent uniaxial stress (Eq. 22) by a constraint factor of 

3.0 for UFG Cu and 2.8 for UFG CuAl5 [95, 111]. The comparison of indentation and uniaxial 

test data clearly shows the same trend and can be distinguished in a high and a low stress 

regime. For UFG Cu, a very similar course of indentation and uniaxial data was found, whereas 

some differences occur in the low stress regime of UFG CuAl5. This behavior might be related 

to grain coarsening within the plastic zone below the indenter, which is more pronounced than 

in compression samples due to the higher stresses applied [90, 217-219].  
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Figure 27: Comparison of uniaxial constant stress, stress dip experiments and indentation data on UFG CU and UFG CuAl5. 

Reprinted with permission from Minnert et al. [34], Copyright (2021), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

Dislocation annihilation and stress-assisted grain growth led to a softening of the material. The 

microstructure of UFG Cu is most susceptible to stress mediated grain growth and also exhibits 

the largest change in rate sensitivity between the two regimes. Alloying with substitutional 

atoms like Al, Sn and Zn causes pinning effects at grain boundaries and dislocations. The 

microstructure is, thus, more stable resulting in a less pronounced change in m. In the low stress 

regime of CuAl5, the difference between indentation and uniaxial data can be attributed to 

different driving forces for stress-driven grain coarsening. This is consistent with previous 

studies, where stronger grain coarsening was also observed within the plastic zone below an 

indent than in a compression specimen, due to the three-times higher stresses applied in an 

indentation experiment [90, 217-219].   

The material’s response of fused silica and Cu-X alloys is analyzed in terms of m and V. Alloy-

specific Burgers vectors were used for the calculation of the activation volumes [220, 221]. The 

results of DSI and uniaxial experiments are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. 
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Table 1: Results from indentation CSR, SRJ, CCP and CLH experiments. Data taken from [33, 34, 215]. 

Material  ¡¢ £¤ ¤¥ Method 
High stress regime 

 
Low stress regime 

m V in nm³ V in b³ m V in nm³ V in b³ 

Fused silica - CCP2 0.014 0.086 -  - - - 

Cu 425 ±115 
CCP² 0.024 0.551 33  0.501 0.033 2 

CLH 0.047 0.301 18  - - - 

CuAl5 133 ±46 
CCP² 0.017 0.422 25  0.164 0.051 3 

CLH 0.020 0.371 22  - - - 

CuSn5 62 ±26 CCP² 0.012 0.401 23  0.111 0.052 3 

CuZn5 304 ±142 CCP² 0.037 0.321 19  0.318 0.051 3 

CuZn30 100 ±50 CCP² 0.020 0.356 20  0.068 0.124 7 

 

Table 2: Results from compression strain rate jump and constant stress experiments [34, 215]. 

Material  ¡¢ £¤ ¤¥ 
High stress regime  Low stress regime 

m V in nm³ V in b³ m V in nm³ V in b³ 

Cu 425 ±115 0.026 0.534 32  0.140 0.117 7 

CuAl5 133 ±46 0.012 0.557 33  0.048 0.152 9 

 

In the indentation high stress regime, strain rate sensitivities of 0.012-0.037 and activation 

volumes of 19-33 b³ could be determined by CSR, SRJ and CCP experiments on UFG Cu and 

NC or UFG Cu-X alloys. The SRS coefficient of UFG Cu coincide with values of 0.009-0.031 

published in literature and uniaxial experiments of this work [52, 217, 222-227]. Furthermore, 

good consistency with reference values from literature was also found for the other alloys 

investigated [33, 215, 217]. In the low stress regime, considerably higher m values of 0.068-

0.501 and activation volumes of 2-7 b³ were found indicating a change in deformation 

mechanism [42, 43].  

The well-established CLH indentation creep method provides strain rate sensitivity coefficients 

and activation volumes of 0.047/18 b³ for UFG Cu and 0.020/22 b³ for UFG CuAl5, which is 

somewhere in between the data determined in the high and low stress regime of CCP tests. The 

change in m is rather continuous indicating relaxation processes to be dominating the materials 

                                                
2 Results of the high stress regime are based on CSR, SRJ and CCP tests. 
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behavior. This behavior is comparable to the results of uniaxial stress relaxation tests on Cu 

[43].  

For fused silica a constant m value of 0.0139 was found correlating with an activation volume 

of 0.0861nm³. However, the data show a slight scatter, so that a low and high stress regime 

might be identified here as well [33]. Nevertheless, the m and V values agree with data from 

Zehnder et al. [228], who found a SRS coefficient of 0.0143 and an activation volume of 

0.0793 nm³. The constant SRS implies that there is no strain rate dependent change in the 

deformation behavior of amorphous fused silica. 

 

Deformation mechanisms in binary NC and UFG Cu alloys 

According to Blum et al. [53, 54, 102, 229-233], Milička [234-236] and Sun et al. [54, 233], 

the material’s response of a uniaxial stress dip depends on the amount of stress reduction. It is 

related to the dislocation motion and the balance of dislocation generation and annihilation 

processes. For small stress reductions, dislocation glide and dislocation generation is 

dominating the deformation behavior, while for large stress reductions relaxation processes 

become significant. Relaxation processes are related to a reversal of the dislocation motion 

direction so that annihilation at the grain boundaries takes place. Thus, the strain rate 

immediately after stress reduction is caused by the net flow (forward and backward flow) of 

dislocations, so that negative strain rates can be observed if the backward flow is dominant.  

With increasing test duration and progressive deformation, dislocation generation dominates 

again and the deformation behavior enters a kind of steady state.  

A similar behavior can be identified from the determined activation volumes in this work. Large 

V in the high stress regime indicate deformation based on dislocation nucleation and motion, 

while low values at large stress reductions can be attributed to dislocation annihilation and 

grain boundary mediated processes [20, 42, 43]. It should be noted, however, that multiple 

deformation mechanisms may be involved simultaneously during deformation. This is in 

particular relevant when testing a transient material behavior where no steady state condition 

has been reached. The calculated activation volume reflects, thus, only an average with limited 

significance for individual processes.   

 

The constant stress approach was implemented for the first time in an DSI method. It is 

equivalent to a uniaxial constant stress test, yielding to very similar results, whereas the CLH 
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method is a kind of a relaxation-creep method. The creep properties at low strain rates I< 10�NKOJ cannot be determined correctly using the CLH loading protocol as it is significantly 

affected by relaxation effects. Nevertheless, there are also clear differences between the 

standardized uniaxial test methods and the new experimental approach presented here. 

In a uniaxial test, the sample volume is constant and the applied strain is continuously 

increasing. This is in contrast to an indentation creep experiment, where mostly self-similar 

indenter geometries are used which applies a constant average plastic strain, e.g. 7.16% for a 

Berkovich indenter [195]. Furthermore, in a CCP test, the probed volume is continuously 

increasing as the load has to be ramped in order to keep the contact pressure constant (Eq. 18, 

Fig. 19a-c). In consequence, new previously undeformed material will be consumed by the 

expanding plastic zone. It is therefore not clear whether primary or secondary creep 

mechanisms control the creep response of the material. A steady state in microstructure can, 

thus, never be reached in an indentation creep experiment. However, also the uniaxial constant 

stress experiments do not reach a steady state behavior for the applied test parameters in this 

work. A steady stead condition might be achieved if the test duration will be significantly 

extended and the microstructure does not change with deformation. However, the expanding 

test volume also offers an advantage over macroscopic test procedures. In the case of very 

unstable microstructures, where grain coarsening can occur even during a uniaxial compression 

test, new material in its initial state is continuously deformed. This might reduce the effect of 

grain coarsening on the determined creep parameters. 

 

6.1.2. Step load and hold test protocol 

Indentation testing at high temperatures is quite challenging, as a sophisticated thermal 

management must be established to achieve low thermal drift rates. In addition, tip wear is 

currently the biggest issue when testing materials such as Ni-based superalloys at high 

temperatures due to their high hot hardness and chemical interaction with the indenter material 

used. The amount and impact of tip wear on test results can be reduced by analyzing data at 

large penetration depths as well as by reducing the contact times between tip and specimen. 

The reduction of contact time requires the development of new loading protocols, in which, the 

transient material behavior can be investigated on a short time scale. For this purpose, a 

modified loading protocol was developed for testing transients in the high to intermediate strain 

rate regime. The method is based on a quasi-static CLH method with an initial step-like loading 

which was developed by Phani and Oliver [148, 149]. 
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The newly developed test procedure, in the following called, step load and hold method, 

consists of two different test segments. In the first segment, the tip is slowly brought into contact 

with the sample (no impact) and afterwards loaded in a stepwise manner (Fig. 28a-c). A high 

indentation strain rate can be achieved by applying a load of e.g. 95 mN with a loading rate of 

e.g. 200 mN/s. The load will then hold constant for a short time e.g. 1.5 s before the static load 

is superimposed with a dynamic displacement (CSM technique) in the second test segment 

[32]. The dynamic displacement was accomplished, by applying a constant load fraction h%&� %'  ⁄ i as suggested by Phani et al. [185, 186] (section 4.3.3). For the experiments 

performed in this work, a load fraction of 0.1 was used. At the same time, the mean load was 

slightly decreased by about 0.2% compared to the load at the end of the first test segment to 

compensate for the superimposed dynamic load. The corresponding load-displacement and 

load-time curves are shown in Figure 28a and 28b. 

 

Figure 28: Step load and hold test on SX Ni: In a) load-displacement curve, b) applied load over time, c) time-dependence of 

indentation depth and d) indentation strain rate over hardness. Data reproduced with permission from Minnert et al. [32], 

Copyright (2020), Materials & Design, Elsevier Ltd. 
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The impact of thermal drift on the hardness I� = % ��⁄ J is negligible during the first test 

segment, due to the short test duration. In the second test segment, the continuously 

determined contact stiffness (CSM) is used to determine a pile-up and drift independent contact 

depth and hardness (Eq. 12 and 18). The change in depth, as well as the resulting strain rate 

as a function of hardness is shown in Figure 28c and 28d. A broad strain rate interval can be 

scanned within a short time interval (Fig. 28d) by the combination of the step load (high strain 

rate regime) and the CSM based CLH segment (intermediate to low strain rate regime) [32].  

 

Engineering materials frequently exhibits local inhomogeneities. Applying a wide range of 

strain rates at an almost constant sample volume also has the advantage that these 

inhomogeneities do not affect the measured transient data as much as testing two different 

volume elements of the sample. In addition, due to the short contact times, more tests can be 

carried out, which improves the statistics of the results [148]. The long-term behavior or the 

response at very slow strain rates I< 10K� NKOJ, however, cannot be determined with adequate 

accuracy. The reasons for this are discussed in the next section. 

 

6.2. New in-situ high temperature indentation system  

The novel, custom made in-situ high temperature DSI system presented below was developed 

by KLA Instruments (Oak Ridge, TN, USA) [32]. The operation temperature ranges from room 

temperature (RT) to 1100 °C.  This provides, for the first time, the ability to characterize the 

local mechanical properties of superalloys or TBC systems at or close to their actual operating 

temperature. 

An illustration of the device is shown in Figure 29. The system is equipped with a load-

controlled actuator. Its maximum load of 1 N can be applied with a load resolution of 6 nN, a 

noise floor of 0.9 µN was found. The maximum displacement of the system is 80 µm. The 

displacement signal can be determined with a resolution of 0.04 nm, where the noise floor is 

less than 0.1 nm. The frame stiffness is considerably higher than 1 MN/m even at the maximum 

test temperature. Dynamic tests can be performed with a maximum frequency of 1 kHz, which 

allows a continuous determination of contact stiffness (CSM technique) [32]. Moreover, testing 

at high dynamic frequencies provide higher (partial-) unloading rates than in quasi-static 

experiments. This ensures that the required minimum unloading rate (ISO 14577) is exceeded 

even at high creep rates and provides therefore reliable data [156].  
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Figure 29: Illustration of the Prometheus in-situ high temperature indenter. The heat shield has been omitted for presentation 

reasons. Reprinted with permission from Minnert et al. [32], Copyright (2020), Materials & Design, Elsevier Ltd. 

 

Two independently adjustable heating elements on the sample and the tip side allow the setting 

of an isothermal contact. The temperatures are measured by means of thermocouples type K 

and controlled via PID loops. One thermocouple is placed close to the tip to measure its 

temperature h+-�/i as accurately as possible. The second thermocouple for measuring the 

sample temperature h+���/01i is placed between the sample heating element and the sample, 

for this purpose a slot was cut into the Mo sheet which protects the sample heater (insert 

Fig.  29). Alternatively, the thermocouple can also be inserted into a lateral drill hole of the 

specimen (Fig. 30). 

 

 

Figure 30: Schematic cross-section of a standard sample, the Mo sheet beneath and the sample heater. The thermocouple for 

measuring the sample temperature can be inserted either into a slot in the Mo sheet or into a lateral bore inside the specimen. 

The two positions for the thermocouple are marked by the red arrows. 
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The specifications of the system are not changing with operation temperature due to a 

sophisticated cooling system, which keeps the actuator always close to room temperature. The 

cooling system consists of a heat shield, cooling springs, Peltier elements, and actively cooled 

Cu blocks [32].  

The indenter is installed in a W-cathode VEGA 3 GMH (Tescan, Czech Republic) scanning 

electron microscope equipped with an active vibration damping unit of the vacuum chamber, a 

secondary electron (SE) as well as a water cooled backscattered electron (BSE) detector for 

imaging at up to 1100 °C [32].  

 

The capabilities of the new system were demonstrated by test measurements on reference 

materials like fused silica (low temperature range) and Mo (high temperature range). 

 

6.2.1. Temperature verification and matching 

The accuracy of the temperature measurement was verified by examining the α-γ phase 

transition of pure iron. For this, a Fe sample was mounted and the thermocouple was placed 

into the lateral drill hole (Fig. 30). The sample temperature (Fig. 31, black curve) was 

continuously increased by 2 K/min and the corresponding heating power (blue curve) was 

monitored. The onset of the endothermic phase transition, indicated by oscillations of the 

temperature slope, is observed at about 927.5 °C. This is close to the phase transition 

temperature reported in literature (911 °C) [237].  

 

 

Figure 31: Sample temperature and applied heating power plotted as a function of time at the endothermic α-γ phase transition 

of pure iron (Armco). A constant heating ramp of 2 K/min was used in the experiment. 
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The small offset between literature and experimentally determined transition temperature can 

be explained by a temperature gradient during heating. The experimentally determined 

transition temperature is thus about 1.4% (in absolute T) higher than the expected transition 

temperature. This demonstrates the accuracy of the measurement of the absolute test 

temperature.  

 

The indenter tip was used as a temperature probe for adjusting the sample surface temperature 

to ensure an isothermal contact. Even slight temperature mismatches can be detected as the tip 

temperature is very sensitive due to its small heat capacity. The isothermal contact was achieved 

by applying a semi-automated temperature matching procedure before testing. This procedure 

was first presented in Publication D [32]. 

 

 

Figure 32: Semi-automated temperature matching procedure for setting an isothermal contact, examplarily illustrated for SX 

Ni at 800 °C: a) applied force, b) resulting displacment, c) tip temperature, d) sample temperature, e) system drift and d) 

contact dift plotted vs. time. Reprinted with permission from Minnert et al. [32], Copyright (2020), Materials & Design, 

Elsevier Ltd. 

 

In the first step, the tip was brought in contact with the sample surface by applying a force of 

30 mN for 30 s (Fig. 32a). If a temperature difference between tip and sample is present, 

thermal expansion or contraction, mainly on the tip side (smaller heat capacity) will occur, 
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causing a change in the displacement signal (Fig. 32b). After a contact time of 30 s, the tip is 

removed from the sample for 90 s to allow the temperature to settle (Fig. 32c and 32d) before 

it is brought back into contact. The thermal drift can be determined by analyzing the 

displacement signal during the contact and between the individual contact cycles.  

A distinction between system drift (Fig. 32e) and contact drift (Fig. 32f) can be made. The 

system drift is caused by a thermal expansion/contraction of the frame, which mainly occurs 

during the heating or cooling process. It can be determined by the change in displacement 

between the individual loading cycles (Fig. 32b). The contact drift, on the other hand, is a 

measure of the temperature difference between the tip and the sample surface. It can be 

identified by the slope of the displacement signal during contact (Fig. 32b). The contributions 

of system and contact drift can be determined largely independently of each other, which 

significantly reduces the time required for the temperature adjustment. The impact of creep 

deformation on the displacement signal is reduced by testing the same position repetitively. The 

relevant test parameters during the T matching procedure at 800 °C are plotted in Figure 32 as 

an example. 

 

The temperature profiles during CSR experiments on fused silica at 200 °C and Mo at 1100 °C 

are plotted in Figure 33. A very good temperature stability was achieved after matching the 

temperature resulting in low thermal drift rates of less than 0.2 nm/s even at the maximum test 

temperature. The difference between tip and sample temperature (Fig. 33b) is due to the offset 

in the positions of the thermocouples and the temperature gradient within the sample. 

 

Figure 33: Temperature profiles of the tip, respectively, tip and sample when testing a) fused silica (low temperature range) 

and b) Mo (maximum temperature). Reproduced with permission from Minnert et al. [32], Copyright (2020), Materials & 

Design, Elsevier Ltd. 
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6.2.2. Reference measurements on CG Mo 

Reference measurements were performed on commercially pure (99,95%, ASTM-B-387 Type 

361) Mo to demonstrate the functionality of the system up to its maximum operating 

temperature. A CSM-based CSR method and a sapphire Berkovich indenter was used for these 

tests.  

 

Figure 34: Constant strain rate test on Mo at different temperatures: a) load-displacement curves, b) corresponding contact 

stiffness, c) Young’s modulus profiles, d) hardness profiles, e) averaged E and f) normalized hardness. Reprinted with 

permission from Minnert et al. [32], Copyright (2020), Materials & Design, Elsevier Ltd. 
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Representative load-displacement curves determined at different temperatures are illustrated 

in Figure 34a. Increasing the test temperature leads to a softening of the material and thus to 

larger indentation depths. More interesting, however, is the depth-dependent course of the 

contact stiffness (Fig. 34b). The contact stiffness increases linearly with penetration depth, 

which is essential for the correct determination of Young’s modulus data. Stiffness data 

recorded at 900 °C and 1100 °C differ slightly from data determined at lower temperatures. 

Nevertheless, also at 900 °C and above, a linear relationship up to a penetration depth of about 

1500 nm can be observed. Data at higher penetration depths was therefore not considered in 

the analysis. 

The slight decrease in stiffness with increasing temperature can be attributed to an increasing 

compliance of the indentation system (tip, shaft, frame, specimen holder, etc.). This is taken 

into account in the analysis by an adjustment of the frame stiffness to achieve a depth 

independent E. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of sapphire’s Young’s modulus is 

considered in the data evaluation. The frame stiffnesses at room temperature and 1100 °C are 

shown as dashed lines in Fig. 34b for comparison. It drops only slightly due to the sophisticated 

thermal management where the temperature of most components does not change significantly. 

The temperature and depth dependent E and H profiles are visualized in Figure 34c and 34d. 

The averaged modulus data are plotted in Figure 34e in comparison with literature data 

determined by pulse-echo methods. An excellent coincidence was found for both, normalized 

H and E, up to 1100 °C. This is the first time that Young’s moduli have been correctly determined 

at temperatures of 1000 °C and above using DSI technology. Previous test systems were not 

able to accomplish this as they did not apply the CSM technique and did not achieve the high 

unloading rates required [30, 156]. 

 

6.2.3. Tip wear and thermal expansion 

Nevertheless, indentation testing at high temperatures remains challenging. Tip wear is 

currently the biggest issue, in particular when testing materials such as Ni-based superalloys at 

high temperatures due to their high hot hardness and chemical interaction of the indenter and 

sample material. The indenter material must therefore be carefully selected to be compatible 

with the specimen material and test conditions (temperature and atmosphere). The high 

temperature experiments on Mo and Ni are performed with Berkovich indenters made of 

sapphire. 
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The extend of tip wear is evident by the change in depth-dependent contact area after testing 

Mo and Ni at different temperatures. It Is obvious that there is no significant change when 

testing Mo (Fig. 35a). This implies that Mo and sapphire are largely inert to each other and the 

mechanical wear is insignificant. This is in accordance to literature [27]. If, on the other hand, 

Ni is tested, strong changes in the tip shape function already occur in the medium temperature 

range (Fig. 35b). This is caused by dissolution of sapphire on contact with Ni [27]. For this 

reason, the tip had to be replaced after testing at 1009 °C. 

 

Figure 35: Changes in contact area of Berkovich sapphire tips used for testing a) Mo and  b) Ni at high temperatures. Reprinted 

with permission from Minnert et al. [32], Copyright (2020), Materials & Design, Elsevier Ltd. 

 

Another parameter affecting accurate data determination besides tip wear is thermal expansion 

of the indenter tip. The tip area function is commonly determined using reference 

measurements on a material with well-known properties, such as fused silica at room 

temperature. It is then assumed to be constant and temperature independent [127].  

This assumption is valid for self-similar, conical or pyramidal indenter geometries as long as the 

coefficient of thermal expansion is isotropic as for diamond. Real indenter tips, however, always 

exhibit a certain amount of manufacturing-related tip rounding, which increases progressively 

during operation. The tip radius of the spherical region near the apex of the indenter therefore 

increases with increasing temperature. This results in a temperature dependent deviation in the 

tip area function of typically ≤0.5% at temperatures of up to 1000 °C for the most indenter 

materials except sapphire and tungsten carbide. These exhibit a larger thermal expansion 

coefficient [24, 27].  

For high temperature experiments in this work, large penetration depths were chosen where 

the indentation depth is significantly larger than the tip radius. The effect of the temperature 
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dependent change in tip radius can therefore be neglected. The sapphire tips used, however, do 

not exhibit an isotropic thermal expansion behavior. This results in a temperature dependent 

change of the equivalent cone angle of the self-similar tip geometry.  

Considering the anisotropy in thermal expansion of a sapphire single crystal, the projected 

contact area at 1100 °C I∆+ = 1080 �J is slightly overestimated by approx. 0.18%. This 

estimation is based on the assumption of two constant thermal expansion coefficients for the 

c- axis (indentation axis) and the a-axis (orthogonal to the indentation axis) of the crystal [238]. 

Thermal expansion of the indenter tip was not considered in the data evaluation in this work 

due to its minor influence on the results and the fact that the exact orientation of the tip is not 

known since it is not routinely checked by the tip manufacturers. 

 

6.3. High temperature indentation testing – transient material behavior 

In the following, the high temperature indentation technique is applied to study thermally 

activated dislocation motion and its related BDT using bcc Mo as reference material. Additional 

uniaxial compression and Charpy pendulum impact tests are carried out to evaluate the results 

[35]. Furthermore, the newly developed HT indenter is used in combination with the SLH 

method to investigate the transient material response of Ni at temperatures of up to 1100 °C. 

The results are then assessed on the basis of data from conventional experiments [32].  

 

6.3.1. Thermally activated dislocation motion in bcc Mo 

Dislocation mobility in bcc metals like Mo is strongly temperature and strain rate dependent, 

causing a brittle behavior at low and a ductile behavior at high temperatures as discussed 

before. The BDT is conventionally investigated using Charpy pendulum impact tests 

(section 2.1.1) in order to determine the BDTT. Its exact determination is quite challenging and 

can vary depending on the definition used [78]. A better understanding of the active 

deformation mechanisms might be provided by the activation volume. 

The question therefore arises as to how the activation volume determined by a SRJ experiment 

correlates with the dislocation mobility and whether it can be used for the definition or at least 

as an indicator for the BDTT as it is an extrinsic material parameter dependent on testing 

conditions and microstructure of the material [79-81].  
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Figure 36: Brittle-to-ductile transition of CG Mo investigated by Charpy pendulum impact experiments: a) the absorbed energy 

shown for different test temperatures, the BDT range is highlighted by the gray area. Representative samples tested at different 

temperatures ranging from RT to 250 °C clearly indicates the transition from b) the brittle (0.26 J) to c) the transition (3.03 J) 

and finally to d) the ductile (8.64 J) state. Reproduced with permission from Minnert et al. [35], Copyright (2021), Journal of 

Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

In Publication D, compression and indentation SRJ tests were performed in comparison with 

Charpy pendulum impact tests. In an impact test, the specimen is deformed abruptly leading to 

high strain rates and a three-dimensional stress state in the notch base. A similar stress-state is 

present within the plastic zone below the indenter tip but the strain rate is much smaller. 

Additional compression SRJ tests were performed in which the strain rate is comparable to 

indentation SRJ tests, while the stress state is uniaxial and thus clearly different. 

The temperature dependent impact energy determined via Charpy pendulum impact tests is 

plotted in Figure 36a. The data show two plateaus where the absorbed energy is approximately 

independent of the test temperature. In the low temperature range (-100-75 °C), brittle fracture 

was observed (Fig. 36b) resulting in an impact energy of about 0.2 J. In the high temperature 

range (110-250 °C), on the other side, specimens deform in a ductile manner (Fig. 36d). In 

consequence, the energy absorbed by the sample is increasing to approx. 9 J. A clear transition 

behavior can be found in the temperature range between approx. 75-110 °C (Fig. 36c). This 

overall behavior is well known for bcc metals and was already reported in literature e.g. [81].  
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The analysis of the temperature dependent SRS determined by indentation and compression 

SRJ tests shows a maximum close to the transition range (50-110 °C, highlighted in gray) 

determined by impact experiments (Fig. 37a). For comparison, additional literature data for 

polycrystalline (Nemat-Nasser [75] and Cheng et al. [76]) and single crystalline (Seeger & 

Hollang [73]) Mo are plotted as well.  

 

 

Figure 37: Temperature dependent a) strain rate sensitivity and b) activation volume of Mo. The brittle to ductile transition 

range determined by Charpy pendulum impact experiments is highlighted in gray. Reproduced with permission from Minnert 

et al. [35], Copyright (2021), Journal of Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

A maximum in SRS was determined for polycrystalline Mo at about 50-80 °C according to 

literature (Nemat-Nasser [75] and Cheng et al. [76]) and compression and indentation test 

results of this work. The overall course of m is consistent with observations made on bcc 

tungsten [239]. Both materials exhibit a maximum in m at similar homologous temperatures of 

0.13 +� (Mo) and 0.17 +� (tungsten), which is close to +. ≈ 0.2 ∙ +� for bcc metals [74]. 

Comparing the absolute m values of polycrystalline Mo, very similar results are obtained for 

compression and literature data. In contrast, SRS coefficients determined by indentation testing 

are smaller. This might be related to the different, triaxial stress state within the plastic zone 

below the indenter.  

 

The SX data (Seeger & Hollang [73]) show significantly higher rate dependencies with a 

maximum in m at about 100 °C. The higher strain rate dependence can be attributed to the 

lower strength of a single crystal compared to a polycrystal, where grain boundaries provide an 

additional strengthening effect. Differences between SX and polycrystalline data as well as 

different test procedures causing different deformation rates can be understood by analyzing 

the activation volume (Fig. 37b).  
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It is noticeable that V is almost independent of the microstructure (single or polycrystalline) 

and the applied test method (stress state and strain rate) as it is normalized by ?� or H 

respectively (Eq. 3b and 3c). Small activation volumes of about 5 b³ were found in the brittle 

low temperature regime, this is comparable with V of 4-7 b³ found for SX bcc tungsten and 

chromium [47]. Activation volumes of ≤ 5 b³ indicate that the deformation is governed by a 

kink mechanism [47].  This process takes place rather locally, so only a few atoms are involved 

in this process, resulting in a small activation volume. The motion of kink pairs, on the other 

hand, is the limiting process at high temperatures, where activation volumes of >20 b³ were 

found and the material deforms ductile. 

 

Figure 38: Intersection temperatures of a) SX Mo [73], b)  CG Mo [75, 76] as well as indentation and compression SRJ data  

determined by a linear fitting approach. Reproduced with permission from Minnert et al. [35], Copyright (2021), Journal of 

Materials Research, Springer Nature. 

 

The course of V as a function of temperature can be described by approximation with two linear 

fitting functions (Fig. 38). The literature data for SX Mo (Fig. 38a) and CG Mo (Fig. 38b) show 

a rather continuous transition, whereas the indentation (Fig. 38c) and compression data (Fig. 

38d) of this work shows two linear regimes. Calculating the temperature at which the two 

fitting lines intersect results in an intersection temperature +�,- of approx. 77 °C for SX Mo and 

76-88 °C (0.13-0.14 +�) for polycrystalline Mo. Comparing the intersection temperatures with 
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the BDT range determined by Charpy pendulum impact tests (highlighted in gray), it is 

noticeable that +�,- (marked in red) approximately corresponds to its lower limit. The maximum 

in SRS was observed at slightly lower temperatures.  

 

The knee temperature is the temperature at which the thermal component of the yield stress 

becomes zero (Fig. 2) and the material exhibits a ductile deformation behavior. It can therefore 

be assumed that +. represents a theoretical limit for the maximum BDTT, however, +. does not 

necessarily correspond to the BDTT determined by impact tests. For SX Mo, a +. of 450 K 

(177 °C) was found [71]. At + < +., the thermal component of ?� is non-zero, meaning that the 

mobility of screw dislocations is the limiting factor for plastic deformation [79, 80, 240]. 

Depending on the remaining dislocation mobility and applied deformation rate, the material 

exhibits a brittle or a semi-brittle/semi-ductile behavior. 

 

Based on the present data, +�,- represents an alternative for the estimation of the BDTT. The 

correlation with V connects the rather empirically determined BDTT from impact tests with 

metal-physical parameters. For the sake of clarity, it must be noted that the analysis presented 

here, only allows an estimate of the BDTT, since the change in V can also be continuous, as 

shown in Figure 38a and 38b. In this case an exact description with the use of linear fitting 

functions is limited and may cause some inaccuracies.  

The transition temperature determined in this manner may represent the actual BDTT for the 

material. For technical applications, however, +�,- is presumably of little interest since the 

ductility is insufficient high. Nevertheless, a definition of BDTT related to physical parameters, 

such as the activation volume, is useful since different data sets can be compared, regardless of 

the specimen geometry or the test equipment used. This is not possible with the conventional 

Charpy pendulum impact experiments where the difference in potential energy is analyzed. 

 

6.3.2. Indentation creep testing at ultra-high temperatures 

Step load and hold experiments were carried out on single crystalline Ni in 〈100〉 orientation at 

temperatures between RT-1100 °C using the presented HT indentation system. Additional SRJ 

tests were performed for comparison. In Figure 39a, the time dependent depth signal of a SLH 

experiment is plotted for the different temperatures applied. The resulting strain rates are 

plotted as a function of H in Figure 39b. It is obvious that the material gets softer with increasing 

temperature, resulting in higher penetration depths and lower hardness values. Furthermore, 

the indentation strain rates are increasing as well. The largest change in strain rate occur within 
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the first 1.5 s of the experiment (first test segment) illustrated by the upper part of Figure 39b. 

In the subsequent 40 s creep segment (lower part of Fig. 39b), the strain rate decreases by only 

about one order of magnitude. However, both creep segments correlate well, resulting in a 

linear relationship over the whole strain rate range of about four orders of magnitude 

(Fig. 39b). The results from SLH and SRJ indentation testing are compared with literature data 

using the temperature compensated uniaxial strain rate (Eq. 23) and the corresponding uniaxial 

stress (Eq. 25) data normalized by the shear modulus of the material (Norton plot, Fig. 39c).  

 

Figure 39: Step load and hold test on SX Ni at various temperatures: a) load-displacement curve, b) indentation strain rate 

over contact pressure and c) temperature compensated strain rates versus normalized uniaxial stresses. Reproduced with 

permission from Minnert et al. [32], Copyright (2020), Materials & Design, Elsevier Ltd. 

 

A very good correlation between the SRJ and SLH data as well as reference values from 

literature, determined by uniaxial and indentation testing, was found. This clearly shows the 

possibilities of the newly developed method to determine the material behavior within a short 

test period in a wide strain rate range. Moreover, the present data yields to an activation energy 

for creep of 216 ± 22 kJ/mol (evaluated at :�� = 0.002 NKO). The activation energy from SLH 

experiments is thus slightly lower than literature data of 243- 285 kJ/mol which correspond to 
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the activation energy for self-diffusion in Ni [241-246]. The deviation may be due to the 

complex, three-dimensional stress state within the plastic zone and the non-steady state 

condition in deformation rate caused by the short creep time. Moreover, a steady state condition 

has not yet been achieved due to the rather short creep time. Low strain rates as they usually 

occur during creep deformation can only be achieved by a significant extension of the test 

duration. Analyzing data at lower creep strain rates would result in slightly higher activation 

energies 

The SLH method is, therefore, well suited to study the transient material behavior at high and 

medium strain rates, but not at very low strain rates, due to strong tip wear (Fig. 35b) and 

relaxation processes within the plastic zone as discussed earlier for CLH tests.  
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7. Summary and conclusion 

 

This PhD thesis was carried out within the DFG project (project no. 326946902) “Indentation 

creep: New machine and test methodology development at various length scales, high temperatures 

and low deformation rates”. Focus of the thesis was, therefore, on the investigation of the 

thermally activated deformation behavior of materials at high temperatures and low strain rates 

applying the DSI technique. This required the development of new loading protocols as well as 

the improvement of the design of indentation systems. 

 

Mechanical properties of materials including their stress and strain rate dependent deformation 

behavior is strongly correlated to thermally activated mechanisms such as generation, 

annihilation and motion of dislocations. These processes are traditionally characterized by 

macroscopic test procedures. The DSI technique provides, however, the possibility to determine 

mechanical properties at a local scale. This allows individual microstructural constituents like 

individual phases to be characterized. Moreover, a rather simple sample preparation is required, 

since a single polished, plane-parallel, specimen is sufficient to perform thousands of tests. For 

these reasons, new test procedures and test platforms have been under development for several 

decades, making the semi-automated depth-sensing indentation testing technique a powerful 

characterization tool e.g. [16, 22, 23, 126, 131, 134, 137, 142, 145, 147]. 

 

Two new indentation loading protocols for studying the time-dependent deformation behavior 

of materials have been presented in this thesis [32-34]. The constant contact pressure method 

provides information on the deformation resistance at low deformation rates and long 

timescales. This loading protocol is comparable with conventional uniaxial creep or stress dip 

experiments. Different contact pressures can be applied by controlling P/S², where the 

maximum contact pressure is limited by the velocity of the control loops of the systems. The 

maximum stress in the creep segment is therefore always smaller than the initial stress at the 

end of the first test segment. The minimum contact pressure is limited by the contact situation. 

The comparison of experiments with single and incremental unloading events do not show any 

differences, hence, the influence of a loading history effect can be excluded. Furthermore, it 

could be proven that indentation data agree well with macroscopic uniaxial stress dip tests. An 

advantage of the incremental contact pressure reduction approach is the shorter test duration, 

which is particularly important for testing at elevated temperatures. 
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The SLH method can be applied for testing the transient plastic deformation behavior at high 

and medium strain rates. High strain rates in the order of 10� NKO can be achieved in the first 

second of the experiment using the presented Prometheus HT indentation system. The resulting 

strain rate drops sharply down to 10K� NKO within seconds. This method can, thus, be used to 

analyze a large strain rate range in a short time scale, reducing the contact times required to a 

minimum. The results on SX Ni show excellent agreement with reference data in the normalized 

Norton plot [32]. The linear relationship of the two test segments indicates that there is no 

change in the active deformation mechanisms under the test conditions investigated. The 

activation energy is with 216 kJ/mol comparable to literature data [241-244].  

 

Furthermore, a newly developed in-situ indentation system with a maximum operation 

temperature of 1100 °C is presented. The advanced design of the instrument has eliminated or 

evaded several issues with previous indenters [29, 30]. The sophisticated thermal management 

leads to low thermal drift, while the combination of the high load actuator and the high machine 

stiffness enables the possibility of testing at large penetration depths respectively large contact 

areas. Experiments performed at large penetration depths are less affected by tip wear, which 

is currently the biggest challenge in the field of HT indentation testing [27, 29]. The dynamic 

testing capabilities of the instrument are essential for an accurate determination of S, since the 

maximum unloading rates of previous, quasi-static systems are not high enough to measure 

correct Young’s modulus data at 1000 °C and beyond [30]. Furthermore, the contact stiffness 

can be used to determine a drift and pile-up independent indentation depth and hardness [33, 

34, 95, 157]. The outstanding performance of the new instrument was demonstrated by 

reference measurements on fused silica and Mo, whose results correlate well with literature 

data [32]. As a result, reliable Young’s modulus values could be determined for the first time 

applying small-scale DSI testing at temperatures beyond 1000 °C.  

 

Thermally activated dislocation mechanisms at the brittle-to-ductile transition of bcc Mo were 

investigated using the DSI technique, macroscopic compression tests and Charpy pendulum 

impact tests. A significant increase in activation volume, starting from about 5 b³, could be 

observed at the onset of the BDT range determined by impact experiments. An intersection 

temperature can be determined by linear fitting of the temperature dependent activation 

volumes in the low and high temperature range. The BDTT is an extrinsic material parameter 

which can be related to dislocation mobility. The intersection temperature was, thus, identified 

as an alternative approach for the estimation of the BDTT.  
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In this thesis, the limits of DSI were pushed a little further. The CCP method provides the 

possibility to perform indentation creep tests at constant equivalent stresses similar and 

comparable to conventional uniaxial experiments. In addition, it has been demonstrated for, 

the first time, that reliable DSI experiments can be carried out at temperatures of up to 1100 °C. 

However, the biggest hurdle for a broader application of the small-scale DSI technique at high 

temperatures remains the limited lifetime of the indenter tips. In order to reduce the effect of 

tip wear, new indenter materials are required which can withstand the harsh test conditions 

[27]. A possible work around has been realized with the SLH method by significantly reducing 

the test duration and, thus, also diffusion-related wear
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8. Outlook 

 
In future, alternative indenter materials must be found that are both mechanically robust and 

chemically inert to a large number of materials [27]. Potential candidates are e.g. HfC, TaC and 

HfTaC compositions as they are reported as the materials with the highest melting temperature 

and good mechanical and chemical properties [247-249]. Besides this, it is also possible to use 

blunter indenter geometries like flat punches or spherical indenters. These indenter geometries 

exhibit large contact areas even at small penetration depths. A slight change in contact area, 

caused by tip wear, is therefore insignificant to a certain extent.  

 

The contact size of a flat punch indenter is well defined and will not change throughout the 

experiment. A new approach for creep testing with flat punch indenters was, therefore, recently 

presented by Matschkal-Amberger et al. [130]. These experiments must be supported by finite 

element simulations to determine correct conversion factors. In addition, an accurate 

orthogonal alignment of the specimen surface to the indenter axis is challenging and an 

additional alignment procedure is required for this. The use of large punches also necessitates 

high loads and a very high frame stiffness of the indentation device. This difficulty can be 

overcome by testing free-standing structures such as micropillars. Micropillar testing also allows 

stress-strain diagrams to be recorded and the strain hardening behavior to be investigated. The 

fabrication of these free-standing structures, however, is associated with a high preparative 

effort.  

 
Local stress-strain diagrams can also be determined by using spherical indenters [137, 138]. 

The production of ideal spherical indenters is complex, particularly since they are grinded 

manually. The determination of a representative tip area function is, therefore, challenging as 

even slight deviations can cause an inaccurate representation of the actual material behavior. 

 
Testing with non-self-similar indenter geometries requires an adaptation or the development of 

new loading protocols. The interesting aspect of using a spherical geometry is, on the one hand, 

a more homogeneous stress distribution compared to three-sided pyramidal indenters like the 

Berkovich geometry used in this thesis. On the other hand, the applied strain increases with 

increasing penetration depth, i.e. with increasing creep duration. This is in contrast to a self-

similar indenter geometry where the applied strain remains constant. An increase in strain is 

also observed in a uniaxial constant stress experiment. This may provide an even better 

correlation between indentation and uniaxial experiments.
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A new constant contact pressure (CCP) indentation creep method is presented, which is based on keeping the
mean contact pressure as defined through Sneddon’s hardness constant, until a steady-state strain rate is achieved.
This is in contrast to the conventional constant load–hold (CLH) creep experiments, where the load is held constant
and relaxation in both hardness and strain rate occurs at the same time. Besides controlling the mean contact
pressure, the dynamic stiffness is furthermore used to assess the indentation depth, thereby minimizing thermal
drift influence and pile-up or sink-in effects during long-term experiments. The CCP method has been tested on
strain rate sensitive ultrafine-grained (UFG) CuZn30 and UFG CuZn5 as well as on fused silica, comparing the results
with those of strain rate jump tests as well as the CLH nanoindentation creep tests. With the CCP method, strain
rates from 5 × 10−4 s−1 down to 5 × 10−6 s−1 can be achieved, keeping the mean contact pressure constant over
a long period of time, in contrast to the CLH method. The CCP technique thus offers the possibility of performing
long-term creep experiments while retaining the contact stress underneath the tip constant.

Introduction
Instrumented indentation testing is a versatile tool commonly

applied for measuring mechanical properties, such as hardness,

Young’s modulus, and fracture toughness on a localized scale [1,

2, 3, 4, 5]. In recent years, significant advances have been made,

which have allowed the measurement of thermally activated

processes using indentation testing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

Nanoindentation creep experiments play a significant role in

determining the thermally activated properties on the nanoscale.

The loading conditions for indentation creep tests reported in

literature are fundamentally different from those for a conven-

tional creep test, where deformation is observed under constant

stress [6, 14, 15]. The pioneers in the nanoindentation creep

testing are Mulhearn and Tabor [9]. Later, the constant loading-

rate test, which was proposed by Mayo and Nix [16], enables an

accurate determination of the strain rate sensitivity (SRS) m of

the material. In the indentation load relaxation experiments [13],

the position of the indenter is fixed after reaching a predeter-

mined penetration depth and a decrease in the indentation load

is monitored as a function of time. Nevertheless, it is rather

difficult to keep the penetration depth constant, as a result of the

continuous load and displacement change, which makes the

analysis rather difficult [17]. The constant load test [12] is rather

similar to the conventional uniaxial creep experiments. At the

peak load, a change in hardness is found during the short dwell

time. The strain rate can be determined from the displacement

rate divided by the indentation depth _h=h, and finally, the log–log

plot of stress against strain rate helps to find the stress exponent n.

Last, constant strain rate test, developed by Lucas and Oliver [18],

proposes to control the indentation strain rate during the loading

sequence by the means of the loading rate divided by load _P=P.

Since multiple tests are performed, the changes in the hardness

from test to test should be carefully considered in this method.

With the strain rate jump (SRJ) method, the SRS can be

determined from a single indentation test, by varying the in-

dentation strain rate during certain depth ranges during the

indentation [7]. Long-term indentation creep tests suffer from

thermal drift influences, which can be overcome based on the

dynamic stiffness, as has been shown by Goldsby and colleagues

[19] and has been recently implemented in a method developed by

Maier et al. [8]. Due to this, the dwell time of the experiment can

be increased to several hours excluding any influence of thermal

drift. Despite these improvements, the stress underneath the

indenter tip decreases during long-term experiments, which leads

in turn to stress relaxation [8, 10].
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The present work was initiated with the above challenges in

mind. A new indentation creep testing method is proposed,

where the mean contact pressure is kept constant. An approach

of the proposed method is quite different from conventional

indentation creep experiments, where the load on the sample is

kept constant and the hardness is constantly decreasing due to

the increasing contact depth/area. By using the contact stiffness

for controlling the experiments, thermal drift correction is also

considered, and effects from pile-up or sink-in on the determi-

nation of the contact area do not affect the results of the

presented method.

For the method development, ultrafine-grained (UFG)

materials CuZn5 and CuZn30 after high-pressure torsion

(HPT) have been used [20]. In contrast to single crystalline

materials, the UFG materials do not exhibit a strong in-

dentation size effect (ISE) [21, 22]. At larger indentation

depths, many thousand grains are deformed and the hardness

stays constant with the increase in indentation depth for a given

indentation strain rate. Thus, the material hardness is in

a steady-state condition [7, 10, 20].

Constant contact pressure method—
theoretical background
Figure 1 schematically illustrates the contact geometry with the

plastic zone underneath the indenter, as well as indentation

strains for the SRJ and load–hold indentation creep method

[8], in comparison with the new constant contact pressure

(CCP) method.

During SRJ tests [Fig. 1(a)], the indentation rate _P=2P
� �

is controlled after the target depth is reached. During

a single indentation, appropriate changes in strain rate

can be performed up to a target depth over a short time,

which significantly reduces thermal drift effects. After

a jump, the plastic zone extends further, leading at the

same time to a material-dependent transient in hardness

[23]. The SRS is then simply determined from the constant

hardness values at each strain rate. Since the new strain rate

is reached very fast, a minimal transient period can be

found. However, due to the control of the strain rate during

the experiment, only strain rates down to 10�3 s�1 can be

kept constant.

In the constant load–hold (CLH) method, the load is fixed

and held constant (P 5 constant) during a prescribed time

period, after reaching a predetermined target depth value

[Fig. 1(b)]. Since the applied load is held constant, the

indentation depth and thereby the size of the plastic zone

vary only slightly with time and mainly relaxation takes place.

The tip sinks slightly into the material and the hardness as

well as the applied mean contact pressure decrease until

a further displacement into the surface is no longer detectable.

The method has the advantage that low strain rate down to

10�6 s�1 can be achieved. However, during the test, the

material is in a transient condition and a steady state is never

reached.

In the CCP method after reaching the target depth value,

a fixed mean contact pressure value (hardness value) is held

constant [Fig. 1(c)]. Any increase in the size of the contact leads

to an increase in the load to keep the stress level constant. With

the increasing indentation depth, also the plastic zone is expand-

ing until a steady state in indentation strain rate is reached.

Which also leads to a more significant increase in the indentation

depth compared to CLH. The indentation strain rate is declining

during that time period until the prescribed mean contact

pressure (hardness) and a constant strain rate is achieved. Since

the mean contact pressure is used to control the experiments, also

small strain rates down to 10�6 s�1 can be achieved with this

method.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the resulting strain rate and plastic zone volume Vplast evolution underneath an indenter during SRJ, CLH, and CCP tests.
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To prevent pile-up and thermal drift effects [10, 24] for the

final result determined from the CLH and CCP methods, the

contact pressure (hardness) is calculated based on Sneddon’s

equation [Eq. (1)] [1, 25], which was not done in the original

SRJ method. Therefore, through this paper, the Sneddon’s

hardness is also calculated for the SRJ test, based on the

harmonic contact stiffness S:

S ¼ 2bffiffiffi
p

p � ER �
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ac

p
; ð1Þ

where Er is the reduced modulus, Ac is a contact area, and b is

a constant, which depends on the geometry of the indenter [1, 25].

Extracting the contact area Ac from Eq. (1), the pile-up

corrected hardness, based on the thermal drift independent

contact stiffness channel, can be presented as:

H ¼ P

AC
¼ P � 4 � b

2

p
� E

2
R

S2
; ð2Þ

where P is the applied load.

In the CCP experiments, the main controlling parameter

is the set mean contact pressure (or hardness value), which

is kept constant over the whole creep part. At the beginning

of the creep segment, to achieve the set mean contact

pressure value, a transient in hardness takes place. There-

fore, only the segment with a constant hardness value is

taken into account.

By knowing the contact area and the tip area function, the

contact depth is given as follows:

h ¼ hc þ e � P
S

; ð3Þ

where e is a constant that depends on the indenter geometry,

which for a Berkovich tip e 5 0.75 [3, 8].

The strain rate was calculated according to Nix and Mayo

[16], i.e., the indentation strain rate _e is the time derivative of

the indentation depth _h or the applied load _P divided by the

indentation depth h or the applied load P [Eq. (4)] [9, 18].

_e ¼
_h

h
¼ 1

2

_P

P
�

_H

H

� �
� 1

2

_P

P
: ð4Þ

The SRS and activation volume are calculated with Eqs. (5)

and (6) [7, 8]:

m ¼ d lnHð Þ
d ln _eð Þ ; ð5Þ

A ¼ C �
ffiffiffi
3

p
kT � d ln _eð Þ

dH

� �
; ð6Þ

where C is a constrain factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, and

T is a temperature.

Results and discussion
In Fig. 2, the general approach of the CCP test is shown for

UFG CuZn30 for different contact pressures of 3.0, 2.9, 2.8, and

2.5 GPa. The initial loading segment for the CCP tests was

performed under strain rate control up to a target indentation

depth of 500 nm [Fig. 2(a)]. All indentation tests overlap

during the initial test segment and a constant depth indepen-

dent hardness level of 3.1 GPa is reached at an indentation

Figure 2: The CCP experiments on the UFG CuZn30: (a) load versus depth, (b)
raw indentation and corrected indentation depth versus time, and (c) contact
pressure versus time.
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depth of approximately 400 nm [Fig. 2(c)]. As soon as the

target depth is reached, the control software is switched to the

CCP test, in which Sneddon’s hardness [Eq. (2)] is kept

constant at the chosen values, by controlling the P/S2 signal

[Fig. 2(c); raw hardness values at CCP segment]. Switching to

a lower mean contact pressures leads to a transient regime until

a CCP is held for a certain time period. If the contact stiffness

increases with time due to, e.g., creep effects, the machine

adjusts the load level accordingly [Fig. 2(a)]. The required

adjustment of the load and the loading rate therefore depends

on the set P/S2 or CCP values. To keep the mean CCP constant

at a high level (3.0 GPa), a higher loading rate is required as

compared with the lower CCP of 2.5 GPa [Fig. 2(a)]. During

the CCP segment, the indentation depth and the corrected

indentation depth [Eq. (3)] are continuously recorded

[Fig. 2(b)]. The depth correction with Eq. (3) is required to

account for the thermal drift effect during the long-time creep

experiments [Fig. 2(b)]. The strain rate _e during the CCP test is

then calculated using _h=h Eq. (4). The strain rate analysis in the

current work is based on _h=h, since the channel provide the

smallest noise level. _P=P and _S=S provide the same strain rate

levels. The resulting true indentation depth and load data as

well as the hardness values were fitted with a three-parameter

power-law function to smooth the raw data. The initial part of

the creep segment, where slight unloading is observed, was

excluded from the analysis.

Next, the CCP results are compared with the CLH test

results (Fig. 3). During the approach segment, both CLH and

CCP tests run with the same CSR (constant strain rate)

parameters, using the same strain rate value and target depth

[Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The starting conditions for the two test

approaches are thus the same. At the beginning of the CCP

segment, some time is needed to reach the set contact pressure,

whereas in the CLH segment the contact pressure evaluation

starts from the very beginning of the creep segment [Fig. 3(b)].

This leads to a difference in the contact pressure values at the

start of the creep segment [Figs. 3(a)–3(c)]. It is also quite

apparent that the contact pressure value in the CCP method is

constant during the whole creep segment and a significant

increase in indentation depth is found with time [Fig. 3(b)].

The CLH test, however, shows a declining contact pressure value

and only a limited increase in indentation depth. Figure 3(c)

shows the evaluation of the data by analyzing the strain rate as

a function of the contact pressure throughout the indentation

test. In the loading segment, until reaching the target depth,

a decline in hardness due to the initial ISE is found. However, the

hardness is relatively constant at a depth of larger than 300 nm

and the ISE does not play a role in the creep segment. In the

CLH test segment, the hardness and the indentation strain rate

are continuously dropping and neither contact pressure nor

hardness value reaches a steady state. In the CCP test, however,

the strain rate and the contact pressure are constant after

a certain time period.

In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), results from the CCP tests at

different contact pressure levels are compared with the results

of a load–hold indentation experiment at a load of 20 mN,

analyzing only the test segment results. The CLH experiment

was performed at the same target depth of 500 nm, and the

load level at that indentation depth was kept constant. The

Figure 3: (a) Raw contact pressure values versus time, (b) raw contact
pressure values versus indentation depth, and (c) strain rate versus contact
pressure for CCP and CLH experiments of the UFG CuZn30.
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strain rates for all experiments have been evaluated according

to Eq. (4) and are plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).

The hardness for the CLH experiments starts at a higher

value and continuously declines, crossing the values from the

CCP tests [Fig. 4(a)]. The same applies to the strain rates,

which are initially relatively high for the CLH test and

continuously decrease with time. The strain rates during the

CCP test initially decrease slightly and reach a certain satura-

tion level after a short time period, which depends on the set

contact pressure value. The strain rates during the CLH test

and the contact pressure thereby cross the values found during

the CCP test [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)].

Even though the contact pressure is kept constant at 2.5

GPa, the strain rate at this contact pressure exhibits a similar

decline as in the CLH test. This means that at this low contact

pressure, a similar relaxation process is taking place as in the

CLH experiment, which will be discussed later on.

From the data on contact pressure and strain rate, it can be

concluded that in the CLH test, the stress in the material is

continuously decreasing, resulting in a transient behavior of the

strain rate, which still continuous after a creep time of 3000 s.

Therefore, a steady-state condition is never achieved, and all

reported data stem from transient in the creep behavior at

reduced mean contact pressures. In the CCP method, a plateau

in strain rate is reached after 1500 s (for high contact

pressures). Apparently, in the CCP test, the applied stress in

the material is controlled and the material reaches a steady-

state condition at a nearly constant deformation rate.

In Fig. 5(a), the strain rates that were obtained from the

CCP are compared with the results from SRJ tests, analyzing

the hardness values at different strain rates in a log/log plot.

The SRS m is there simply given as the slope in the diagram. It

was found that the m value is constant for a wide range of

contact pressures and strain rates, and the results of SRJ and

Figure 4: (a) Evaluated contact pressure data for the CLH and CCP experiments versus time and (b) strain rate versus time on the UFG CuZn30.

Figure 5: (a) SRS m of CuZn30, based on SRJ and CCP tests. The contact pressure in the initial loading segment of the CCP experiment is marked as constant strain
rate. (b) Corresponding load versus time plot for different contact pressures. The dashed line represents the load at the target depth.
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CCP tests nicely overlap with each other. The SRS is constant

for contact pressures between 2.90 and 3.35 GPa, and strain

rates are in the range of 1.0 � 10�1 s�1 to 2.9 � 10�5 s�1. At

lower contact pressures, a change in the m value is observed.

Apparently, the deformation behavior and the deformation

condition during the CCP test are changing. This can be

understood by analyzing the load versus time data at different

contact pressure values [Fig. 5(b)].

A small drop in load can take place even at high hardness

values of 3 GPa, and with the decrease in the applied contact

pressure (2.5 GPa), this drop becomes more pronounced. The

contact stiffness remains constant during this small drop

(unloading segment) due to an elastic recovery of the material.

At very low contact pressure values, the plastic zone extends

negligible and the test condition is changing from CCP to CLH.

After transition, the continuously increasing load can be

observed, even for low contact pressure values. The system

keeps the mean stress underneath the tip constant, and

indentation depth increases slightly to keep contact pressure

invariable and as a result CCP (hardness values).

In the following analysis, the results of CCP, CLH

experiments, and SRJ tests are compared for fused silica

(FQ) and HPT CuZn5 and CuZn30. The hardness values

from the SRJ test can be overestimated due to pile-up effects,

which were not considered in the original analysis [24].

Therefore, in the current data set, Sneddon’s equation [Eq.

(2)] was applied, similar to the CLH and CCP experiments.

Generally, the strain rates (Fig. 6) from the CCP for all tested

materials are lower than those applied during SRJ by one

order of magnitude. The cause of this difference can be found

in the method sequence. It was reported [26] that high strain

rates lead to a higher dislocation density. Since the standard

CSM is used with the standard strain rate (0.025 s�1) to reach

target depth, after which the control mode is changed and as

it was mentioned earlier a small unloading can take place in

the meantime, leading to dislocation annihilation and rear-

rangement. Strain rates found during the CCP tests for the all

samples (Fig. 6) are in good accordance with the low strain

rates in the SRJ experiments. Nevertheless, the maximum

contact pressure which can be achieved and kept constant

during CCP test is slightly lower in comparison to the SRJ

tests. In contrast to the CLH test, where relaxation takes place,

the evaluated strain rates from the CCP method approach

a plateau value after a short transient time. Thus, a steady-

state condition is reached. For all tested materials, also

a change in the SRS exponent is found for lower contact

pressures. For keeping the low contact pressure, the applied

indentation load is reduced by roughly 20%. The depth of the

indentation is only slightly increasing and the load level is

approaching the initial indentation load. For these test

conditions, the expansion of the plastic zone is strongly

reduced and mainly relaxation processes within the plastic

zone are taking place, leading to a much higher rate sensitivity

of the material. This change in deformation condition appears

at strain rates between 10�5 and 10�6s�1, which cannot be

controlled in SRJ experiments.

To analyze the expansion process of the plastic zone, the

residual indentation depths after CLH at an applied load of 20

mN and CCP at a contact pressure of 3 GPa were determined

using a 3D-LASER scanning microscope (LEXT OLS4000,

Olympus, Pennsylvania, USA). Depth profiles after different

Figure 6: Results from nanoindentation CCP, CLH, and SRJ test of (a) fused
Silica, (b) HPT CuZn30, and (c) HPT CuZn5.
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creep times were investigated and the depth increase is plotted

in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Depth increase in the CCP test after the

3000 s of creep is around 440 nm, and for the CLH, it is only

20 nm using the same contact pressure value. Nevertheless, the

depth profile analysis can show only the general tendency of

the depth increase, because the average depth increase can vary

from indent to indent.

Table I gives an overview of the obtained activation volume

and SRS. It is not fully clear that only one mechanism is

contributing to the thermal activation, and therefore, the

activation volumes numbers are only representative of the

material response under the described testing condition. The

SRS exponent m of 0.12 was found for the FQ in CCP

experiment and activation volume around 0.088 nm3, which

is in good agreement with the literature data. Zehnder et al.

determined the mvalue of 0.0143 and an activation volume of

0.0793 nm3 [27]. Bruder et al. reported m values of 0.028 and

0.018 for CuZn5 and CuZn30, respectively [20]. Besides the

well-reproduced m values at high stresses, also the data at low

contact pressures are presented. Here a strong increase in m

as well as activation volume at a CCP is found. During the

lower stress values, the plastic zone is only slightly expanding

and the higher m values obtained are thought to be repre-

sentative for relaxation processes taking place within the

plastic zone. The interpretation of the different deformation

regimes for the different materials is beyond the scope of the

current publication but opens new directions for further

future research.

Conclusion
A new long-term nanoindentation creep method based on the

constant contact pressure has been developed. In contrast to

the already existing CLH creep method, CCP method is

controlled by P/S2. Constant stress can be hold over an

extended period of time due to the minimization of the thermal

drift effects. Moreover, an applied stress levels can be con-

trolled. This method gives a possibility to study the deforma-

tion resistance of the material at various stress levels and strain

rates several magnitudes smaller than during SRJ test can be

achieved.

The method has provided SRS data from CuZn30, CuZn5,

and FQ. The strain rates obtained from the CCP experiment

lie between 5 � 10�4 and 5 � 10�6 s�1 depending on the

applied stress level. Using the CCP method, slow strain rates

with constant stress levels can be held for a long period of

time. On the other hand, for the SRJ experiments, a longer

time is required to achieve the slow strain rate, which can be

crucial due to the thermal drift effect. SRS values for the

CuZn30, CuZn5, and FQ were found to be 0.017, 0.033, and

0.012 at high stress levels, respectively, which is in good

accordance with the obtained results from the SRJ method. At

lower stress values, we find a higher SRS for all materials,

indicating a different deformation regime. The CCP method

opens new possibilities in assessing the deformation and creep

mechanism at constant contact stresses over a wide range of

strain rates.

Figure 7: Depth profiles after (a) CCP and (b) CLH experiments on CuZn30.

TABLE I: SRS m and activation volume A obtained by nanoindentation for HPT
CuZn30, HPT CuZn5, and FQ in this study.

Material Method

Strain rate sensitivity m

Activation volume Aa

in nm3
High

pressure
Low

pressure

CuZn30
CCP 0.017 0.068 0.411
SRJ 0.020 . . . 0.343

CuZn5
CCP 0.033 0.318 0.370
SRJ 0.026 . . . 0.414

FQ
CCP 0.012 0.023 0.097
SRJ 0.013 . . . 0.088

aCalculated for the high contact pressures.
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Materials and sample preparation
The materials used in this study were FQ, UFG CuZn30 (29.4

at.% Zn), and UFG CuZn5 (4.87 at.% Zn). The UFG copper-

based solid solutions were selected since they show a strain rate

sensitive behavior at room temperature [7, 8, 20]. Fused silica is

generally used as a reference material for tip-shape calibration,

as it shows a large elastic recovery without any pile-up. The

CuZn30 and CuZn5 samples were processed by HPT using

samples in the form of solid disks.

Nanoindentation experiments were performed with

a Nanoindenter G200 (Keysight Technologies) equipped

with a three-sided Berkovich indenter tip. The machine

stiffness and the tip shape calibrations were performed in

accordance with the Oliver–Pharr method [4]. The samples

were ground and diamond polished down to 0.25 lm,

followed by final vibration polishing, to remove the surface

deformation layers.

Nanoindentation SRJ tests, according to the method de-

veloped by Maier et al. [8, 20], were performed to investigate

the local SRS. A minimum of nine indentation SRJ tests were

performed using strain rates of 0.05, 0.005, and 0.0005 s�1. For

the CLH method [8] and for the CCP method, a minimum of

four tests were performed. The experiments were first run with

CSR up to target depth and then CLH, SRJ, and CCP

approaches were used. For all experiments, a unified target

depth of 500 nm was used.
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Different loading protocols have been developed in the past to investigate the creep properties of 
materials using instrumented indentation testing technique. Recently, a new indentation creep method 
was presented, in which the contact pressure is kept constant during the creep test segment, similar to 
the constant stress applied in a uniaxial creep experiment. In this study, the results of constant contact 
pressure creep tests are compared to uniaxial and constant load hold indentation creep experiments on 
ultrafine grained Cu and CuAl5. The constant contact pressure method yields similar stress exponents as 
the uniaxial tests, down to indentation strain rates of  10–6  s−1, whereas the constant load hold method 
results mainly in a relaxation of the material at decreasing applied pressures. Furthermore, a pronounced 
change in the power law exponent at large stress reductions is found for both uniaxial and constant 
contact pressure tests, indicating a change in deformation mechanism of ultrafine grained metals.

Introduction
Creep properties have been determined for a long time with 
standardized, macroscopic test methods (e.g. [1–3]). However, 
sample and test preparation of these standardized experiments 
are quite time-consuming. Furthermore, it is not possible to test 
individual phases such as those found e.g. in Ni-based super-
alloys using macroscopic test procedures. Macroscopic creep 
testing methods require relatively large sample volumes, which 
is critical for the analysis of the creep response in small volumes 
of e.g. thin coatings [4].

Indentation testing, moreover, allows to perform a multitude 
of creep tests semi-automatically on a single polished sample 
surface, which significantly increases the sample throughput. 
The small volume probed allows the mechanical properties of 
individual microstructure components or thin films to be inves-
tigated [5, 6]. Therefore, various indentation creep and relaxa-
tion test procedures have been developed for investigating the 
local, time-dependent mechanical properties. These test pro-
cedures promise to provide results comparable to macroscopic 
tests [7–14]. However, a direct comparison of macroscopic and 
indentation loading protocols reveals significant differences.

In an uniaxial creep experiment, the applied stress is kept 
constant for the entire creep segment and the time-dependent 
strain and strain rates are analyzed. In the most commonly used 

constant load hold (CLH) indentation creep method, the load 
is kept constant and the time-dependent change of hardness 
and indentation depth are analyzed. For self-similar pyramidal 
indenters, the resulting strain gradient distribution below the 
indent is often interpreted as a constant representative strain 
whereas the hardness can be understood as a representative 
stress acting within the plastic zone [15]. Indentation testing 
results thereby in a complex triaxial stress state and the plasti-
cally deformed volume is expanding throughout the experiment 
as described e.g. by Johnson’s expanding cavity model [16, 17]. 
Moreover, both, hardness and indentation strain rate decline 
with increasing creep time during a constant load and hold 
experiment, which is in contrast to uniaxial creep testing.

To overcome the limitations of the constant load and hold 
test, namely the declining indentation stress and indentation 
strain rate, we have recently presented a new constant contact 
pressure (CCP) indention creep method [11], in which the con-
tact pressure, respectively, the stiffness based hardness [8, 11, 
18]:

is kept constant throughout the entire creep segment by con-
trolling P/S2 , where P is the applied load and S is the contact 

(1)H =
4Pβ2E2r

πS2
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stiffness, β is a geometrical constant and Er is the reduced modu-
lus. The contact stiffness is determined using the continuous 
stiffness measurement (CSM) technique, where the loading 
signal is superimposed with an additional sinusoidal dynamic 
displacement. The contact stiffness is thereby determined at an 
oscillation frequency of 45 Hz, applying a dynamic displace-
ment amplitude of 2 nm. Based on the contact stiffness, the 
contact pressure can be easily evaluated by using Eq. 1, which 
was introduced by Joslin and Oliver [18]. Since the contact stiff-
ness is directly related to the contact area, Eq. 1 can be used to 
determined directly the contact pressure, assuming a constant 
and depth independent Young’s modulus. This contact pressure, 
determined at a frequency of 45 Hz, is thus based on the current 
contact situation and is independent of pile-up or thermal drift 
effects [8, 11, 18].

During a CCP test, the indenter tip is first indentation strain 
rate controlled loaded onto the surface up to a predefined load or 
depth, and then the contact pressure is kept constant, but at a lower 
level compared to the initial hardness value. To keep the average 
indentation stress inside the plastic zone (the mean contact pres-
sure) constant, the applied load P has to increase continuously, 
which is in contrast to uniaxial testing (Fig. 1). The plastic zone 
thus expands with the increasing load, while the resulting inden-
tation strain rate declines with creep time until a plateau in the 
indentation strain rate is reached [11].

The contact stiffness, determined during the creep segment is 
also used to assess the contact depth hc using Eq. 2 [8]:

with indentation depth h, and a geometrical constant ε = 0.75 
for a three-sided pyramidal Berkovich indenter. The indentation 
strain rate ε̇ind can be defined via Eq. 3:

(2)h = hc +
εP

S

(3)ε̇ind =
ḣ

h
=

1

2

(

Ṗ

P
−

Ḣ

H

)

≈
1

2

Ṗ

P

whereas the indentation creep rate is defined as ε̇ind = ḣ/h in 
the CCP and CLH method.

Another advantage of the CCP test method is that the nanoin-
denter adjusts the loading rate, in order to keep the contact pres-
sure constant and only has to monitor changes in load or indenta-
tion depth vs time in order to determine the strain rate. This allows 
to assess much smaller strain rates in comparison with constant 
strain rate (CSR) and strain rate jump (SRJ) experiments, which 
keep the strain rate constant and allow only a limited variation in 
indentation strain rate  (10–1–10–3  s−1). Further details and results 
of experiments performed with the CCP test methodology on 
fused silica and ultrafine grained alloys can be found in [11].

The strain rate sensitivity can be analyzed by the strain rate 
dependent change in deformation resistance or stress (Eq. 4) [7]:

with indentation strain rate ε̇ind and uniaxial strain rate ε̇uni . 
The activation volume is associated with the active deforma-
tion mechanisms and is given for uniaxial and indentation test 
by Eq. 5 [7, 8]:

with stress exponent n, Boltzman constant k, absolute tempera-
ture T and uniaxial flow stress σf  . It should be noted, that the 
absolute number of V is not sufficient to describe the complete 
deformation behavior, since several mechanisms may be active 
simultaneously. The Berkovich hardness and uniaxial flow stress 
at a representative strain of about 7.2% can be converted in each 
other using a strain-rate independent constraint factor C, for 
metals a constraint factor of 2.8–3 was found [7, 8].

It should be noted, that even if the indentation strain rate 
plateaus during a constant contact pressure experiment and a 
steady state in deformation resistance is achieved, the deformation 

(4)m =
d(lnH)

d(ln ε̇ind)
=

d(ln σ)

d(ln ε̇uni)

(5)m =
1

n
=

√
3kT

Vσf
=

C
√
3kT

VH

Figure 1:  Comparison of the CCP nanoindentation creep method with a conventional uniaxial creep test. Adapted from [11].
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microstructure is not necessarily in a steady state. This is caused by 
a continuous expansion of the plastic zone, whereby fresh, initially 
undeformed material is continuously being deformed. It is there-
fore not clear which creep mechanism dictates the minimum creep 
rate measured during an indentation test and how this relates to 
the minimum creep rate found in uniaxial creep experiments.

Comparing with literature, it should be noted that the 
CCP test protocol is quite similar to uniaxial stress dip tests, 
in which the sample is first loaded to a certain strain level 
and then partially unloaded, until the desired stress level is 
reached. Subsequently, the reduced stress is kept constant 
until the end of the experiment, analyzing the transient creep 
behavior [19–27]. Stress dip tests have been used in litera-
ture to investigate the materials response at different stress 
levels and a quasi-constant microstructure [25, 28–32], by 
Blum et al. e.g. [19–24, 31, 32] and Milička e.g. [25–27]. It 
has been observed that the resulting creep rate immediately 
after a stress drop depends on the magnitude of stress reduc-
tion which can be related to a changing deformation behavior.

Furthermore, Sun et al. used uniaxial stress dip tests inside 
a synchrotron to analyze the dynamic recovery behavior of 
nanocrystalline Ni and NiFe alloys [31, 32]. They found that 
the balance between dislocation nucleation and annihilation 
and thus the dislocation density changes depending on the 
amount of stress reduction during a stress dip test. At high 
stress levels and forward deformation, grain boundaries can 
act as sources but also as sinks for the dislocations. Strong 
stress reductions cause an inversion of the dislocation motion 
(backward deformation), leading dislocations to annihilate in 
the grain boundaries. This relaxation process leads to a reduc-
tion of the defect density and thus to a softening of the mate-
rial. Thus, the equilibrium dislocation density correlates with 
the applied stress [20, 31–33].

A review on deformation mechanism of nanocrystalline 
and ultrafine grained fcc metals like Ni or Cu can be found 
in [8, 34–38]. The time-dependent deformation behavior of 
materials is strongly influenced not only by the homologous 
temperature and the applied stress, but also by loading his-
tory and the microstructure, respectively [20–22, 24, 25, 31, 
32, 37–42].

From our previous publication [11] a few open questions 
remained, related to the contact situation after the indentation 
stress reduction, as well as for a possible change in deforma-
tion mechanism of ultrafine grained (UFG) materials. A pro-
nounced increase in the strain rate sensitivity exponent was 
found for UFG CuZn30 after large indentation stress reduc-
tions, leading to low creep rates. It was not fully clear, which 
maximum indentation stress reductions are possible for a CCP 
test and if the observed changes in indentation strain rate 
sensitivity at low indentation stress levels and large contact 
pressure reductions are caused by the contact situation, or a 

loading history effect, or if the enhanced strain rate sensitivity 
is indicative of a change in deformation mechanisms.

In the following, the long-term CCP indentation creep 
methodology is presented with respect to maximum indenta-
tion stress reduction and load history effects. The results of 
the CCP tests are compared to SRJ, as well as CLH indenta-
tion creep experiments. Furthermore, uniaxial compression 
SRJ experiments as well as stress dip tests were carried out on 
macroscopic compression samples of UFG Cu and a binary 
UFG Cu alloy with 5 wt% Al.

The UFG microstructures were generated by a semi-con-
straint high pressure torsion (HPT) process. More detailed 
information on sample processing and test parameters can be 
found in “Materials and methods” section. UFG Cu-alloys have 
been used as reference materials as they can be easily produced 
via a HPT deformation and show already a significant creep 
deformation at room temperature. In addition, good data sets 
on strain rate sensitivities and stress exponents are already avail-
able for Cu [33, 37, 38, 43–53] as well as for the investigated 
CuAl5 alloy investigated [53]. Furthermore, UFG materials 
do not show a pronounced indentation size effect and are thus 
nicely suited for indentation creep testing. The hardness is thus 
nearly independent of the indentation depth and data recorded 
at different indentation depths can be easily compared. This is 
in contrast to single crystalline materials, where an indentation 
size effect also needs to be considered [54].

Results and discussion
Indentation CCP testing

The CCP test procedure consists of two test segments, the 
initial loading with a constant indentation strain rate (here 
up to an indentation depth of 500 nm) and the subsequent 
creep segment where the contact pressure is kept constant 
(here for 0.8 h). Different contact pressures have been applied 
by varying the ratio of P/S2 , where the partial unloading 
at the beginning of the CCP segment was done in a single 
step. The load–displacement relationship for CCP tests on 
CuAl5 applying four different contact pressure reductions is 
shown in Fig. 2a. In total, the contact pressure was varied in 
eight different stages between 3.04 and 2.40 GPa (Fig. 2d). At 
the beginning of the creep segment (Fig. 2a), the indentation 
control is switched from strain rate control to a constant con-
tact pressure control based on Eq. 1. Doing so, it is apparent 
that the slope of the load–displacement (Fig. 2a), or load-time 
data (Fig. 2b), is significantly dropping, when reducing the 
contact pressure. The P/S2 ratio is adjusted at the beginning of 
the creep segment (Fig. 2c) to set the desired contact pressure 
(Eq. 1) and then kept constant until the end of the experiment.
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A reduction in contact pressure results in a smaller increase 
in in indentation depth during the creep segment (Fig. 2a). 
Based on the displacements, the resulting indentation creep 
strain rates are plotted in Fig. 2e. Here it is clear that both the 
indentation depth and the indentation strain rate declines with 
a reduction in indentation contact pressure. The corresponding 
data for Cu are shown in the Supplemenatry (S1). This data is 
later on (Sect. 3.3) used for a comparison with the uniaxial test 
results.

To analyze the maximum allowable indentation stress reduc-
tion, the contact stiffnesses for different contact pressures are 
shown in Fig. 2f., For low contact pressures (2.2–2.4 GPa) a 
slight decrease of up to 3.1% in S (Fig. 2f) can be found for 
H = 2.2 GPa in the beginning of the creep segment. Further-
more, an apparent increase in the indentation strain rate (not 
shown) was found for these low contact pressures, which can-
not be justified physically and the test were discarded from a 
further analysis.

Figure 2:  Indentation CCP tests on CuAl5 applying a single unloading event. In (a) the load vs. displacement, in (b) the load vs. time, (c) the P/S2 ratio vs. 
displacement, (d) the applied contact pressures vs. time, (e) indentation strain rate vs. time and (f ) the contact stiffness vs. time is plotted for a single 
partial unloading event at the beginning of the CCP test segment. The individual stiffness curves are each shifted by an offset of 1E4 N/m for a better 
visibility.
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The exact reasons for this behavior are not fully clear, but the 
indenter could potentially lose contact during unloading, also 
due to the dynamic oscillation of the indenter tip. As a result 
of the, albeit marginal, unloading, the contact stiffness may no 
longer be determined correctly [55]. A pronounced decrease 
in S or at least a significant increase of its scattering would be 
an indication for contact issues if the tip would lose the con-
tact temporarily due to the load reduction and the additional 
dynamic displacement (CSM technique). The scattering is 
independent of the applied pressure, however, a large reduction 
in contact pressure, can lead to changes in the contact situa-
tion and the material behavior could change from fully plastic 
to elastic–plastic deformation.

In this study and our previous publication on UFG Cu alloys 
and fused silica [11], the contact pressure could be reduced by 
approx. 12% (fused silica) to 37% (UFG Cu) (reference value 
at 0.01  s−1). For CuAl5, the contact pressure (Eq. 1) of 2.4 GPa, 
corresponding to a reduction of 25%, represents the lower limit. 
A detailed study of the indentation profiles is also given there.

Load history effect

It is unclear whether the time-dependent deformation behavior 
is affected by the magnitude of sudden contact pressure reduc-
tion at the beginning of the creep segment. Therefore, additional 

CCP tests were carried out on CuAl5 in which the contact pres-
sure was reduced incrementally in order to investigate a possible 
load history effect.

The corresponding load–displacement curves as well as the 
contact pressure and depth as a function of time are plotted in 
Fig. 3a, b and c. Up to six successively decreasing contact pres-
sures with a reduction in contact pressure of 0.1 GPa, and 0.2 
GPa were applied in the two test series.

A decline in S at very low contact pressures can also be 
observed with the incremental test method (Fig. 3d), compa-
rable to the original procedure (single unloading, Fig. 2f). The 
contact stiffness is thus exclusively affected by the reduction of 
the contact pressure in relation to the initial value at the end 
of the loading segment. The resulting indentation strain rates 
for the different contact pressures are compared in Fig. 5b to 
each other.

Uniaxial constant stress testing

The results of the uniaxial constant stress tests on CuAl5 are 
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, the stress strain response of tests 
with and without partial unloading segments are plotted. The 
samples were loaded up to total strains of 3%, reaching a 
saturation stress. Larger plastic strains caused shear failure of 

Figure 3:  Indentation CCP tests on CuAl5 applying multiple partial unloading events. In (a) the load vs. displacement, in (b) the raw contact pressure vs. 
time, (c) the corrected indentation depth vs. time and (d) the contact stiffness vs time is plotted.
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the specimens and could not be applied. The partial unload-
ing was done in displacement control. In the following creep 
segment, the engineering stress is kept constant for 10,800 s 
(3 h), resulting in a time dependent creep deformation as 
shown in Fig. 4b. The resulting creep strain rate as a function 
of test time and total strain is illustrated in Fig. 4c, d.

It is evident that the resulting strain and strain rate 
strongly depend on the applied stress level. For constant 
stress levels or small stress reductions, a high creep strain 
as well as a high strain rate can be observed during the test 
period (Fig. 4c). In contrast, a larger stress reduction results 
in a very low forward deformation of the sample and thus a 
low creep strain rate. However, a steady state creep condition 
is not reached during the experiment as the strain rate is 
continuously decreasing with the applied strain as illustrated 
in Fig. 4d. The uniaxial stress strain diagrams for Cu can be 
found in the supplementary (S2). Cu exhibits a similar behav-
ior as CuAl5, except that the strain rate as a function of strain 
shows saturation at large stress reductions and large strains. 
The material approaches a steady state behavior.

Comparison of strain rate sensitivity

The results of nanoindentation experiments (CSR, SRJ, CCP and 
CLH) are plotted in Fig. 5a for Cu and in Fig. 5b for CuAl5, 
whereas the results of the uniaxial tests (SRJ and constant stress) 
for Cu and CuAl5 are plotted in Fig. 5c, d respectively. The CSR 
data were determined in the initial loading segment of CCP 
tests, prior to partial unloading, and presented for comparison. 
The data from CCP tests was averaged over the last 500 s of 
the individual creep segments (between 2500 and 3000 s for 
CCP tests with a single unloading event). Data from constant 
stress tests were averaged in the creep segment between 2500 
and 3000 s.

The data of the CSR, SRJ and CCP nanoindentation and 
uniaxial experiments agree well with each other and show two 
distinct regimes in the deformation behavior, with a lower strain 
rate sensitivity exponent in the high and a higher strain rate sen-
sitivity exponent in the lower stress regime. The observed transi-
tion from the high to the low stress regime takes places at strain 
rates of about 10−5 − 10−6 s−1 for both uniaxial and indentation 

Figure 4:  Uniaxial constant stress tests on CuAl5 with partial unloading at the beginning of the creep segment: stress vs. strain (a), strain vs. time (b), 
strain rate vs. time (c) and strain rate vs. strain (d).
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test approaches. The observed transition in the deformation 
behavior is thus not a testing artefact of the CCP test method, 
but clearly results from a change in the deformation mechanism 
in the tested UFG Cu and UFG CuAl5. In Fig. 5b, also the results 
of the incremental unloading ( �H = 0.1− 0.2GPa ; black and 
green triangles) are shown in comparison to the results of CCP 
tests with a single unloading increment (blue circles). All three 
test series on CuAl5 (Fig. 5b) agree with each other and a his-
tory effect can thus be excluded for the current testing results.

In the high stress regime, a strain rate sensitivity value of 
m = 0.024 was obtained for UFG Cu (Fig. 5a) by nanoindenta-
tion CCP, CSM and SRJ tests, which agrees with the exponent 
m = 0.026 from the uniaxial strain rate jump tests (Fig. 5c). Both 
values are in good agreement with literature data of 0.009–0.031 
[43–48, 51, 53]. CLH tests results in m = 0.047 which is signifi-
cantly larger than literature values. For UFG CuAl5, (Fig. 5b, d), 
SRS parameter of 0.012–0.017 (SRJ and CCP tests) were found 
which are smaller by a factor of two than previously reported 
values of 0.024–0.026 [53] determined by SRJ indentation 
tests. The SRS coefficient determined by CLH tests is 0.020 and 
therefore comparable with the indentation SRJ/CCP data set 
(m = 0.017). The results of CLH experiments follow to a certain 
extend the data from SRJ, CSR and CCP data. However there, a 

continuous decline in indentation strain rate and contact pres-
sure is found, leading to slightly larger strain rate sensitivity 
exponents compared to CCP, CSM and SRJ tests.

In the low stress regime, however, significantly larger m val-
ues in the range of 0.140–0.501 could be determined for UFG Cu 
by uniaxial constant stress and CCP indentation tests, respec-
tively. The SRS has therefore increased by a factor of up to 21. 
A similar, but clearly less pronounced, trend was also observed 
for CuAl5, where m values of 0.048–0.164 were determined. The 
CLH experiments did not show the observed transition found in 
the other experiments after a test duration of 3000 s. A similar 
behavior was also observed by Yang et al. for relaxation tests on 
nanostructured Cu [38].

The corresponding activation volumes were calculated using 
Eq. 5 and the material specific Burgers vectors b [56]. The activa-
tion volumes determined in the high stress regime from SRS and 
CCP tests are quite similar for Cu ( VCu = 24− 26b3 ), while V 
from CLH tests is lower at 18 b3 (Fig. 5a). For CuAl5, V of 12–20 
b3 were found with very similar values from the indentation 
tests of 17 b3 and 22 b3. Activation volumes larger than 10 b3 
indicate that dislocation cross slip is the dominant deforma-
tion mechanism [57]. In contrast, V in the range of 2–9 b3 were 
calculated for the low stress regime, with only minor differences 

Figure 5:  Comparison of the stress dependent equivalent strain rates from nanoindentation (a, b) and uniaxial experiments (c, d) on UFG Cu (left 
column) and UFG CuAl5 (right column). The CCP creep data was averaged over the last 500 s of the creep segments. Data from constant stress tests 
were averaged in the creep segment between 2500 and 3000 s.
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between the activation volumes from uniaxial constant stress 
and indentation CCP tests. The deformation behavior in the 
high stress regime is, thus, related to nucleation and motion of 
dislocations, where dislocation annihilation and grain boundary 
mediated processes becomes dominant in the low stress regime 
[37, 38, 57].

The calculated activation volumes only represent an average 
value and provide only limited information on the actual mate-
rial behavior as several deformation mechanisms can be active at 
the same time. This is moreover true, since a steady state condi-
tion is not achieved and other transition mechanism, like grain 
coarsening could influence the calculated values. A detailed dis-
cussion of the deformation processes including microstructural 
influences will be prepared for a separate publication.

A direct comparison of different data sets determined by 
indentation and compression experiments are given in Fig. 6. 
We would like to point out that the uniaxial constant stress tests 
are only to be used for comparison with indentation tests. We 
are aware that the selected creep times are not sufficient to reach 
a steady state condition (e.g. Fig. 4c, d). However, uniaxial tests 
were performed in a similar manner to CCP tests but there are 
clear differences.

Hardness values were converted to equivalent uniaxial 
stresses using constant constraint factors of 2.8 for CuAl5 and 3 
for Cu. The direct comparison of the indentation and uniaxial 
tests shows a good correlation for UFG Cu and the high stress 
regime of CuAl5. In the low stress regime of CuAl5, deviations 
between the data sets occur.

In CCP experiments, the average representative strain 
is constant, since a Berkovich indenter with a self-similar 

geometry has been used whereas the probed volume increases 
with testing time. In contrast, the specimen volume is constant 
in a uniaxial test, but the applied strain increases continuously. 
The stress reductions are comparable for both test procedures 
but the absolute stresses within the plastic zone underneath 
the indenter are way higher than in the compression sam-
ples. Unstable microstructures are susceptible to high stresses, 
therefore changes in the microstructure like grain coarsening, 
are more likely to occur in the case of indentation tests than 
in a compression test [58–60].

Relaxation processes potentially assisted by grain growth 
is expected to occur particularly with UFG Cu as observed by 
Maier-Kiener et al. [53] during nanoindentation testing, while 
alloying Al leads to a pinning effect of the grain boundaries 
and thus to a more stable microstructure of CuAl5. This also 
becomes clear from the course of the strain rate as a function 
of time, respectively, strain. While the strain rate of UFG Cu 
(Online Fig. 10c, d) is in a kind of steady state, the decrease of 
the strain rate of CuAl5 (Fig. 4c, d) is still significant.

In CuAl5, the change in strain rate sensitivity or deforma-
tion mechanism takes place at similar stress reductions but 
is more pronounced for CCP indentation tests. Relaxation 
processes driven by the inversion of the dislocation motion 
during the stress dip is dominant for uniaxial testing while a 
slight grain coarsening is expected to occur during indenta-
tion testing [53] due to the higher indentation stresses and 
the indentation stress gradient within the plastic zone below 
the indenter.

Figure 6:  Comparison of the results 
from indentation and uniaxial 
experiments performed on UFG Cu 
(a) and UFG CuAl5 (b).
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Advantages and limitations of the CCP method

The results from CCP tests revealed two deformation regimes 
for the UFG Cu and UFG CuAl5 alloy. This is similar to the 
results form uniaxial tests from this work and literature show 
a similar course as the CCP data [37, 42].

In the newly developed CCP method, the contact pres-
sure within the plastic zone is kept constant by controlling 
P/S2 . The results (Fig. 5), are thus comparable to conventional 
uniaxial creep tests where the stress is kept constant, even 
at very low strain rates. The expansion of the plastic zone is 
much more pronounced than in a CLH test [11]. This is how-
ever compensated by a simultaneously, continuous increase 
in the applied load (Fig. 2a, b). In consequence, previously 
undeformed material is continuously being absorbed by the 
expanding plastic zone (Fig. 1). The material microstructure 
and plastic zone thus is never in a steady state condition, even 
though a steady state in contact pressure is achieved. However, 
also the uniaxial does not show a steady state behavior for the 
used testing conditions. A significant extension of the creep 
time and a temporally constant microstructure would be nec-
essary to achieve this condition. Comparing the development 
of the creep rates of CCP and uniaxial tests (Figs. 2e and 4c), 
it is also noticeable that the minimum creep rate is reached 
much faster during the CCP than the uniaxial experiments.

The maximum possible stress reduction, i.e. the minimum 
contact pressure that can be applied during the CCP creep seg-
ment, correlates with S. In case of large contact pressure reduc-
tions (Fig. 2f), a slight drop in contact stiffness is indicative of 
changes in the contact situation and the reliability of the cor-
responding creep data is questionable.

The material response immediately after indentation stress 
reduction does not necessarily correspond to the actual creep 
behavior as investigated by Blum et al. e.g. [19–24, 31, 32] 
and Milička e.g. [25–27] using uniaxial stress dip tests. It has 
been observed that the resulting creep rate immediately after 
a stress drop depends on the magnitude of stress reduction 
which can be related to a changing deformation behavior. 
Small stress reductions causing dislocation glide and disloca-
tion generation. Relaxation processes play a dominant role for 
large stress reductions.

Relaxation processes are caused by large stress reductions 
as the direction of dislocation motion can be reversed and dis-
locations will annihilate at grain boundaries. This can lead to 
a negative strain rate immediately after the stress drop, since 
the material response after partial unloading is determined 
by the net flow (forward and backward flow) of dislocations. 
However, with increasing test duration, dislocation nucleation 
will take place again due to the steadily progressing defor-
mation. The dislocation density is changing until an equilib-
rium of dislocation nucleation and annihilation processes are 

established. The resulting long-term deformation rate is thus 
related to the final, stress dependent dislocation density [19, 
20, 24, 31, 32].

In this study, no significant differences were observed 
between the single and incremental partial unloading experi-
ments (Fig. 5b). However, the data are not reliable as soon as 
the contact stiffness decreases during partial unloading event. 
This represents the limiting factor for the reduction of the con-
tact pressure. The upper contact pressure limit is given by the 
maximum loading rate, which is limited by the control loops 
of the device.

Furthermore, the higher contact depths when applying mul-
tiple contact pressures in succession significantly did not affect 
the resulting creep rates. This demonstrates the robustness of 
the method dealing with long testing times and high contact 
stiffnesses.

Conclusions
The recently developed constant contact pressure (CCP) inden-
tation creep method was successfully validated by macroscopic 
compression tests. For this purpose, macroscopic SRJ tests as 
well as long-term constant stress creep experiments as well as 
nanoindentation CCP, SRJ and CLH tests were performed to 
determine the strain rate sensitivity of UFG Cu and CuAl5 as 
processed by high pressure torsion.

It could be demonstrated that the CCP method provides 
reliable creep data and strain rate sensitivity exponents at 
indentation strain rates down to about  10−6  s−1 whereas a high 
and low stress regime can be distinguished. In the high stress 
regime, a low strain rate sensitivity is observed compared to 
the low stress regime. The difference in strain rate sensitivity 
between the two regimes is more pronounced for UFG Cu in 
comparison to the UFG CuAl5 solid solution. Here, the defor-
mation behavior is dominated by dislocation annihilation and 
grain boundary mediated processes. Furthermore, it could be 
shown that the well-established CLH method is more similar to 
a relaxation than a creep test. It gives thus deviating results to 
uniaxial creep experiments especially at very low strain rates. 
Applying several partial unloading events during a single CCP 
experiment does not affect the material’s response (no history 
effect), as only the long term creep behavior was analyzed. The 
smallest achievable contact pressure is determined by the con-
tact situation. Large reductions of the contact pressure lead to a 
reduction of the contact stiffness. The contact is then no longer 
fully plastic, which means that the elastic properties of the mate-
rial influence the results and thus the correct creep behavior is 
no longer described correctly. The CCP method opens up the 
possibility of determining the creep properties of individual 
phases of materials under constant indentation stress condi-
tions. The method is therefore ideally suited to analyze strain 
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rate dependencies and stress exponents at very low indentation 
strain rates, which cannot be achieved by any other indentation 
creep method. Interestingly, the indentation strain rate reaches 
an approximate constant value much faster than in uniaxial tests, 
which significantly reduces the testing time. This is an advantage 
especially for testing at elevated temperatures.

Materials and methods
Experiments were performed on an ultrafine grained CuAl alloy 
containing 5 wt% Al (purchased from Wieland-Werke AG, Ger-
many) as well as on technical pure Cu.

Sample processing

The UFG microstructures were generated by severe plastic 
deformation (SPD) using a semi-constrained high pressure 
torsion press (Walter Klement GmbH, Austria). Therefore, 
discs with a diameter 20 mm and an initial height of 4.5 mm 
(approx. 3.3 mm after HPT processing) were deformed apply-
ing a compressive force of 1450 kN (pressure of approx. 
4.5 GPa) and a rotational speed of 1 rpm until 25 revolutions 
were completed. The high degree of deformation applied to 
the material during HPT processing results in homogeneous 
grain refinement throughout the specimen. The upper anvil 
was actively cooled to dissipate some of the energy gener-
ated by plastic deformation in order to achieve a fine final 
grain size.

Afterwards, rectangular bars were cut out of the HPT sam-
ples, lathed and cut into compression specimens. This proce-
dure is exemplarily shown in Fig. 7. The final cylindrical com-
pression samples had a diameter of 2.5 mm and a length of 
3.125 mm (aspect ratio of 1:1.25). The remaining sections of 
the HPT samples (Fig. 7c, left and right sections) were grinded 
and subsequently metallographically prepared using different 
diamond suspensions with particles sizes of 6, 3 and 1 µm. An 

oxide particle suspension (colloidal silica, particle size 0.04 µm) 
with additional ferrinitrate was subsequently used for the final 
(vibrational) fine polishing.

The resulting grain sizes after HPT processing were analyzed 
using a high-resolution scanning electron microscope (Mira3, 
Tescan, Czech) in backscattered electron (BSE) contrast imag-
ing mode (Fig. 8) and a line intercept method. The grain sizes 
were analyzed at about the half radius (r = 5 mm) of the HPT 
disc in order to investigate a representative microstructure. The 
analysis yields average grain sizes of 425 nm for Cu and 133 nm 
for CuAl5.

Nanoindentation testing

Nanoindentation experiments were performed with a G200 
(Keysight, USA) indentation system equipped with a diamond 
Berkovich tip (Synton-MDP, Switzerland). The system was cali-
brated according to Oliver and Pharr [61, 62] using fused silica 
as reference material.

Strain rate jump tests according to Maier et  al. [7] 
were performed in order to determine the strain rate 
sensitivity in the indentation strain rate range between 
(

Ṗ/P = 0.05− 0.0005 s−1
)

 . Additional long term creep tests 
were carried out using the constant load hold (CLH) [8] and 
the recently developed constant contact pressure (CCP) method 
[11].

In both creep test methods, strain rate controlled loading 
occurs in the first test segment until a penetration depth of 
500 nm is reached, followed by creep segment. In case of the 
CLH method, the applied load is hold constant during the creep 
time of 3000 s (0.8 h). In contrast, a continuously loading takes 
place in the creep segment of the CCP method in order to keep 
the previously selected contact pressure constant. The creep seg-
ment for the CCP tests lasted 3000 s. An indentation strain rate 
of 0.025  s−1 was applied in the initial, constant strain rate loading 
segment of both, CLH and CCP experiments.

Figure 7:  Sample Processing: (a) undeformed HPT sample, (b) sample after HPT processing, (c) cutted rectangular bar, (d) lathed bar and (e) final 
compression samples.
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In all three methods, the contact stiffness is continuously 
recorded and used for the calculation of the drift independent 
and pile-up corrected hardness, respectively, contact pressure 
according to Eq. 1. Therefore, a dynamic displacement of 2 nm 
was applied with a dynamic frequency of 45 Hz.

Compression testing

Compression tests were performed using a universal testing 
device (Instron, Type 5967, USA) equipped with a 30 kN load 
cell and carbide punches. All compression experiments were 
carried out inside a closed cabinet in order to reduce the impact 
of thermal drift on the test results. The cross-sectional area was 
assumed to be constant.

Compression strain rate jump tests were carried out apply-
ing strain rates of  10–3–10–5  s−1.

Additional compression experiments where the stress was 
hold constant were performed. The creep/constant stress seg-
ment started once an approximately constant stress level had 
been reached. A pyramidal Berkovich indenter generates a rep-
resentative plastic strain of about 7.2% inside the plastic zone. 
This rather large plastic strain could not be achieved during 
compression testing due to shear fracture.

In the constant stress (creep) experiments, the stress level 
was varied at the beginning of the creep segment similar to the 
nanoindentation CCP method by changing the applied load. The 
partial unloading during these stress dip tests were performed 
displacement controlled with an unloading rate of 5 µm/s. The 
constant stress tests lasted 3 h.
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In this work a new ultra-high temperature (UHT) nanoindentation system for testing at up to 1100 °C is pre-
sented. The system is capable to perform indents from small scale up to large indentation depths due to the com-

bination of a 1 N actuator and a frame stiffness of N1 � 106 N�
m even at 1100 °C. Dynamic testing allows a

continuous determination of the contact stiffness (CSM) and thus also the depth-dependent hardness and inden-
tation modulus. Low drift rates can be achieved by an independent tip and sample heating. Operating the
nanoindenter inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a high temperature backscattered
electron (BSE) detector opens the possibility of in-situ observations, as high vacuumminimizes oxidation effects.
TheHT capability of the system is demonstrated on three referencematerials: fused silica,molybdenumassessing
the change inmodulus with increasing temperature using constant strain rate tests (CSR). The creep response of
single crystalline Ni has been assessed by strain rate jump (SRJ) as well as a step-load and hold creep (SLH)
method. The resulting modulus, hardness as well as the strain rate sensitivity from RT up to 1100 °C are in
good accordance with literature data, highlighting the applicability of the system.
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1. Introduction

Over the past decades, the continuous development of new nanoin-
dentation systems and new test protocols has made nanoindentation
testing to a powerful tool for mechanical characterization on small
length scales [1,2]. The advantages compared to conventional, macro-
scopic tests are not only the simple sample preparation and the rapid
test rates, but also the variety of characterization options. Nanoindenters
are used to determine hardness and Young's modulus on a local length
scale. Furthermore, strain rate dependencies, fracture toughness, creep,
fatigue behavior or adhesive strength of layers and coatings can be de-
termined [3–7].

In order to increase the efficiency of jet engines or gas turbines for
power generation, their operating or combustion temperature must be
increased. However, this is often limited by the materials used [8].
Therefore, the development of new high temperature (HT) materials,
such as Ni or Co-based alloys, as well as the improvement of thermal
barrier coatings and bond coats, plays an important role in current re-
search [8–14].

For this reason, nanoindentation systems have been developed for
testing the local properties of materials and thin coatings at elevated
temperatures [1]. Nanoindentation thereby enables to characterize the
influence of alloying elements, chemical or microstructural gradients
on a single phase of a material [15–17].

Thermal activated mechanisms can be analyzed by nanoindentation
testing in terms of strain rate sensitivities/stress exponents, activation
volumes and activation energies [3,5,14,18–22]. Therefore, tests with a
controlled strain rate at different temperature or a changing strain
rate have to be carried out. It has been shown that local, nanoindenta-
tion experiments, introducing a complex stress state in the material,
provide comparable results to macroscopic, bulk and/or uniaxial exper-
iments [3,5,19–21,23–26].

However, nanoindentation testing at elevated temperatures is quite
challenging and several issues need to be considered [1]. Chemical reac-
tions between tip and sample can lead to high tip wear, which strongly
affects the measurements especially at low indentation depths [27]. In
addition, a sophisticated temperature management is necessary to
keep the drift rates as low as possible. Thermal drift can be caused by
a temperature mismatch between tip and sample, therefore an inde-
pendent sample and tip heating is required in order to match the tem-
peratures [1]. Dynamic testing enables the possibility to measure the
stiffness and, thus, the Young's modulus continuously. The stiffness
data can also be used to calculate the hardness [5]. Environment assisted
HT nanoindentation testing can be used to determinemechanical prop-
erties of e.g. superalloys under more application-related conditions
where oxidation plays a role [28–30]. However, the oxidation of amate-
rial makes it more difficult to determine reliable material properties
during nanoindentation. For this reason, experiments at high tempera-
tures are preferably carried out in vacuum to minimize the influence of
oxidation effects. The formation of thin oxide layers during heating can-
not be completely avoided even in a high vacuum, but it can be signifi-
cantly reduced [1,31–33].

Themaximum reported testing temperature of the currentHTnano-
indentation systems is 1000 °C working in vacuum [32]. However, the
determination of the contact stiffness data at these extreme tempera-
tures is challenging due to high drift rates and insufficiently fast
unloading rates [32].

In this work, nanoindentation tests from room temperature (RT) to
1100 °C were performed using an advanced commercial prototype,
load-controlled in-situ system from Nanomechanics Inc./KLA. The ultra-
high operating temperature of the system offers the possibility to
determinemechanical properties aswell as thermally activated processes
of HT materials at their application temperature. Operating the
nanoindenter inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped
with a HT backscattered electron (BSE) detector opens the possibility of
in-situ observations, as high vacuum reduces oxidation effects [32,34].
The testing capabilities of the new system is demonstrated on
three different materials using the continuous stiffness measure-
ment (CSM) method, strain rate jump (SRJ) tests and step load and
the hold (SLH) creep method. The low T capabilities is shown on
fused silica as a reference material for indentation testing. The high
temperature tests were performed on polycrystalline body centered
cubic molybdenum, for which temperature dependent modulus data
is available. Single crystalline (SX) Ni with its face centered cubic
structure is an important base metal for many high temperature ma-
terials as Ni-base superalloys and has been chosen as a reference for
the creep tests.

1.1. Dynamic indentation testing for continuous property determination
and measurement of thermally activated processes

Nanoindentation enables the determination of thermally activated
mechanisms, by using different loading scenarios [3,5,18–21]. The fol-
lowing subsection gives a brief overviewof the various nanoindentation
test methods using a pyramid-shaped Berkovich indenter and their
comparison to macroscopic, uniaxial tests.

Indentation testing relies on an accurate determination of the con-
tact area AC, which is based on Sneddon's equation, relating the contact
stiffness S to the reduced modulus ER and the contact area. The defini-
tion of S is shown in Eq. (1) [35,36]:

S ¼ 2βffiffiffi
π

p � ER �
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ac

p
¼ SCSM ð1Þ

with the constant β and the unloading stiffness SCSM determined by a
dynamic oscillating loading signal.

Thus, the contact area can be expressed as:

Ac ¼ π
4β2 �

S2

E2R
: ð2Þ

The correct contact depth hc can now be calculated by knowing the
correct tip area function f(hc) = Ac:

f hcð Þ ¼ m0h
2
c þm1hc þm2h

1�
2

c þm3h
1�

4
c þ…þmnh

21−n

c ¼
Xn
i¼0

mih
21−i

c

ð3Þ

determined by calibration on a reference material like fused silica
[36]. It has been discussed in literature that the hardness based on stiff-
ness gives much more reliable hardness data, since it is unaffected by
thermal drift, pile-up and sink-in [5].

The three different test methods used in this work are presented
below. Further details on the used input parameters are given in
subsection 3.1.

A constant strain rate �ε is used in the continuous stiffness measure-
ment (CSM) method, where the loading signal is superimposed by a si-
nusoidal oscillation. The definition of the strain rate, based on the work
of Mayo and Nix [37], is given in Eq. (4) [5,38,39].

�ε ¼
�h
h
¼ 1

2

�P
P
−

�H
H

� �
≈

�S
S
≈

1
2

�P
p

ð4Þ

with indentation depth h, applied load P and hardness H. The stiffness
signal S can be determined continuously. Thus, it is possible to calculate
the hardness and Young's modulus as a function of indentation depth.
The hardness is defined by the ratio of the applied load and depth de-
pendent projected contact area [5,38]:

H ¼ P
Ac

¼ P � 4β2 � E2R
π � S2

ð5Þ
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with the reduced modulus ER and the constant β. The Young's modulus
E of the sample can be calculated with Eq. (6) [38]:

Esample ¼
1−ν2
� �

sample

1
Er

−
1−ν2

E

� �
indenter

ð6Þ

assuming a known modulus of the indenter material, as well as the
Poisson's ratio ν of the tip and sample material.

The SRJ method, developed by Maier et al. [3], is based on the CSM
method mentioned above. In contrast to a CSM test is the strain rate
changed within a single test (see Fig. 1). This allows to determine the
strain rate sensitivitym in a “constant” volume/microstructure element.
The strain rate sensitivity m of a material can be computed by compar-
ing the strain rate dependent hardness values of the material:

m ¼ 1
n
¼ d lnHð Þ

d ln �εð Þ ð7Þ

with n being the stress exponent.
The correct analysis of strain rate dependencies of softmaterials or at

high temperatures can be rather difficult as the hardness changes only
slightlywith strain rate. The analysis becomes easier if the applied strain
rate can be varied over several orders of magnitude. However, this is

typically limited by about three orders of magnitude (e.g. �ε ¼ 10−1−

10−41�
s) with the SRJ method described above [18,26,40]. Therefore,

the load and hold creep tests with an initial step load (SLH) according
to Sudharshan Phani et al. [21,41] were performed (see Fig. 1) on single
crystalline nickel. The big advantage of the SLH test is, that the strain
rate can be varied by seven orders of magnitude within a single test
[41]. Furthermore, the test duration is only 40 s, reducing the tip and
sample interaction as well as thermal drift effects.

The test SLH protocol consists of two different test segments. In the
first segment, the tip is slowly approaching the sample surface (no im-
pact) and after contact, a step load is appliedwith a defined loading rate
which results in very high strain rates in the beginning of the experi-
ment. Afterwards, the load is kept constant for a short time e.g. 1.5 s,
while the hardness is calculated by the applied load and the projected

contact area, the strain rate is determined by
�h.

h
.

After 1.5 s the dynamics/sinusoidal oscillation was switched on. This
marks the start of the second test segment, which is similar to a stan-
dard CSM test. Also here the load is kept constant, the strain rate is de-

scribed by
�S.

S
. Thermal drift is a big issue in indentation creep testing,
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the time dependent load, ind
therefore the stiffness based hardness was calculated in this test seg-
ment (Eq. (5)).

Hardness and strain rate determined by indentation testing has to be
converted into uniaxial stress σ and strain rate �ε using Eqs. (8) and (9)
[21,25] in order to compare the results with literature data determined
by macroscopic testing:

σ ¼ 1
Fc2

� �
L

π h tan θð Þð Þ2
 !

ð8Þ

�ε ¼ 1
c tanθ

� �
1
h

� �
dh
dt

� �
ð9Þ

with reduced contact pressure F, pile-up/sink-in parameter c, equiva-
lent cone angle θ, Load L and indentation depth h. The activation energy
for creep can be calculated with Eq. (10) [19]:

H
E
¼ G � exp

Qc

nRT

� �
ð10Þ

with pre-exponential coefficient G, activation energyQc in kJ/mol, stress
exponent n, gas constant R and absolute temperature T.

2. New high temperature indentation system

The newly developed ultra-high temperature nanoindentation sys-
tem is equipped with an actively cooled high load actuator with a max-
imum load of 1 N. Thereby the system is able to perform indents from
small scale all the way up to large indentation depths in order to mini-
mize the impact of tip blunting and surface oxidation on the test results.
The indenter was designed for high machine stiffness, which is neces-
sary for accurate data analyzation at large indentation depths. The
actuator can be driven at a high frequency, allowing a continuous deter-
mination of the contact stiffness. This is essential for determining the
depth dependent material properties, like hardness and modulus. Fur-
thermore, the contact stiffness can be used to determine pile-up and
drift independent hardness values [5]. The active cooling of the actuator
ensures that machine calibration during high temperature or long term
testing remains constant and comparable to the RT properties. An accu-
rate sample positioning is achieved by using a piezo-driven x-y stage
(SmarAct GmbH) with a resolution of 20 nm.

The system is equippedwith independent tip and sample heaters. K-
type thermocouples are used tomeasure and control the temperature of
the sample, tip and actuator housings. The temperature control is car-
ried out via PID loops which allows an independently adjustment of
entation depth and strain rate during SRJ and SLH tests.
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the sample and tip temperature. Thus, low drift rates can be achieved
after temperaturematchingbetween tip and sample. A detailed descrip-
tion of the system will be given in the subsequent sections.

2.1. Tip holder, shaft design and actuator

A schematic drawing of the indenter system is shown in Fig. 2. The
centerpiece of the system is the 1 N actuator, the surrounding actuator
housing can be actively cooled via a Peltier heat pump and the cool
block on top of the housing. It is thermally insulated from the two Cu
blocks on the side of the actuator housing. These lateral Cu blocks are
connected with the base of the column via cooling springs. The temper-
ature of these blocks is also controlled via Peltier elements located be-
tween the Cu blocks and the outer cooling blocks.

The magnetic driven and load controlled actuator is able to perform
frequency specific loading experiments to determine the elastic stiff-
ness of the sample continuously with a dynamic frequency of up to
1000 Hz. The maximum displacement range is 80 μmwith a resolution
of 0.04 nm and a noise floor below 0.1 nm. The load is applied with a
load resolution of 6 nN, the load noise floor of the system is 0.9 μN.
These specifications do not change while heating the system due to
the active cooling of the actuator housing which keeps the actuator at
room temperature. Thus, the optimal force and displacement resolution,
as well as the low noise level will be maintained even at a temperature
of 1100 °C (Appendix A.1). Active cooling also offers an advantage in
long-term creep testing at RT, by continuously dissipating the heat gen-
erated in the actuator during holding periods.

A high frame stiffness is achieved by separating the resistive tip
heater from the loading axis. This results in a frame stiffness higher

than 1 � 106 N�
m even at maximum operation temperature.

2.2. Sample holder with integrated heating and cooling option

In contrast to standard RT systems, the specimen cannot be glued to
the specimen holder as conventional adhesives cannot withstand these
extreme temperatures. It is therefore clamped onto the sample heater
using four 0.5mmthick tungstenwires (see Fig. 2). Only a small amount
of heat is transferred from the sample to the sample holder due to the
small contact areas between the wires and the sample, reducing the re-
quired heating and cooling capacities. An additional molybdenum sheet
is placed between the sample and sample heater to protect the heating
element and prevents the sample from being welded to the heating el-
ement. A trench was etched into the molybdenum sheet in which the
Fig. 2. Indenter set-up. The heat shield is
sample thermocouple can be placed. Alternatively, the sample thermo-
couple can be inserted directly into the sample using a lateral drill hole,
if available. This offers the possibility to measure the sample tempera-
ture close to the sample surface.

2.3. Cooling system

Cooling is provided by a closed loop cooling system consisting of a
high-pressure pump, a water chiller and Peltier heat pump elements.
The water is first pumped with a pressure of about 586 kPa (5.86 bar)
through the cooling block on the sample side and afterwards through
the three cooling blocks on the actuator housing. The water cooled
block on the sample side of the system is in direct contact with the cop-
per block surrounding the sample heater. The temperature of that block
is kept close to RT by varying the water temperature via the water
chiller in the delivery system.

The heat from the indenter tip is extracted at the base of the column.
This is accomplished through cooling springs that provide a thermal
path from the base of the column to the cooling system. Two of the
water cooled blocks on the actuator side of the system are attached to
the end of the heat extraction springs via two Peltier heat pumps.
These pumps are controlled so that the base of the column that attaches
to the actuator shaft remains at RT. The additional mechanical stiffness
due to the cooling springs is reduced by using multiple thin springs in-
stead of two thick springs at the same thermal cross section. The final
water cooled block on the actuator side of the system is attached to
the copper block surrounding the actuator through an additional Peltier
heat pump that is controlled to maintain the actuator at room temper-
ature at all times. A nickel plated heat shield between the tip heater
and the actuator housing reduce the heating of the actuator caused by
radiation.

2.4. Temperature control and adjustment

Numerous publications are dealing with the cause and effect of ther-
mal drift on indentation test results [1,33,42–45]. In order to reduce the
influence of thermal drift a temperature adjustment between tip and
sample has to be carried out before testing at elevated temperatures to
achieve a thermal equilibrium. Changes in displacement signal are caused
by thermal drift. Thermal drift can be caused by a temperaturemismatch
between tip and sample (contact drift) and/or by a change in tempera-
ture of thewhole gantry (systemdrift). The adjustment of tip and sample
temperature is done by using a standardized, semi-automated tempera-
ture matching procedure developed by Nanomechanics Inc./KLA. A
not shown for illustration reasons.
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detailed description of the temperature adjustment procedure is given in
the Appendix A.2.

2.5. Test environment

The indenter is installed inside a Tescan Vega 3 scanning electron
microscope (SEM) equipped with a secondary electron (SE) detector
and awater cooled backscattered electron (BSE) detector. In-situ exper-
iments, sample positioning and imaging even at the maximum operat-
ing temperature can be carried out using the integrated water-cooled
BSE detector. Fig. 3 is taken with the water cooled backscattered elec-
tron detector at 1100 °C to demonstrate the imaging capability of the
SEM at maximum operating temperature of 1100 °C. The high vacuum
environment (~10−3 − 10−4 Pa) reduces oxidation effects during test-
ing. Low noise levels are achieved by an active vibration damping of the
vacuum chamber.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Testing of different materials for system validation

Nanoindentation experiments at elevated temperatures were per-
formed using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) technique,
strain rate jump (SRJ) and the step load and hold (SLH) test protocols.
All tests were performed in batch mode. Fused silica was tested as it is
widely used as a referencematerial due to its isotropicmechanical prop-
erties. Tip shape and frame stiffness calibration at room temperature
were performed according to Oliver and Pharr [36]. Additional tests on
fused silica were performed after testing at high temperatures in order
to investigate changes in tip geometry. The results are presented in in
the Appendix A.3.

For the CSM tests, amaximum load of 1 N and a constant input strain

rate
� �P.

P

	
of 0.2 1/s were applied, followed by a peak load hold time of

5 s and an unloading by 90% of Pmax. The unloading has been performed
in 1 s. Thermal drift was measured for 40 s after a settle time of 40 s at
Fig. 3. Backscattered electron contrast image of a sapphire tip above a nickel sample at
1100 °C.
0.1 Pmax. For the superimposed CSM loading a target frequency of
100Hz anda harmonic amplitude of 4 nmwere used. SRJ testswere per-

formed according to Maier et al. [3] with a change in strain rate
� �P.

P

	
from 0.2 1/s to 0.05 1/s. Creep test with an initial step load were per-
formed according to Sudharshan Phani et al. [21,41]. A step load of
95 mN was applied with a loading rate of 200 mN/s and hold constant
for 1.5 s before switching on the dynamics (CSM) for 40 s.

Molybdenumwas chosen as a referencematerial due to its high tem-
perature mechanical properties which make it an interesting construc-
tion material for HT applications. The high thermal conductivity of Mo,
compared to fused silica, causes higher drift rates if there is a tempera-
ture mismatch between tip and sample. An advantage compared to
other materials is that Mo does not cause excessive tip wear due to
chemical reactions with the sapphire tip used [27]. The sample thermo-
couple was placed into a lateral drill hole of the Mo sample. Thus, the
temperature could be measured very close to the test locations.

Nickel is the base metal for a variety of high temperature alloys, the
so called Ni-based superalloys and therefore an attractive material for
future research. Furthermore, there is a good data set on the creep be-
havior, which can be used for comparison. The strain rate sensitivity of
a Ni single crystal in 〈100〉 orientation was determined using SRJ and
creep tests with an initial step load. Further information about the pro-
duction and processing of the Ni single crystal can be found in [46,47].
3.2. 3.2 Fused silica

Constant strain rate tests were performed as stated above, using a
standard Berkovich diamond tip (MicroStar). Fused silica was tested at
room temperature, 200 °C and 300 °C. The sample temperature was
the set value, while the tip temperature was adjusted to achieve an iso-
thermal contact. Temperature matching was carried out with the semi-
automatic procedure described in the Appendix A.2, using a maximum
force of 30 mN and cycle load on/load off time of 30 s/90 s, until drift
rates below 0.16 nm/s were achieved. The sample thermocouple was
placed in theMo sheet between sample and sample heater. A difference
in tip and sample temperature of about 0.8 °C was determined during
temperature matching at 200 °C.

The temperature change during testing was well below 0.01 °C
(Fig. 4) which results in drift rates of 0.158 nm/s. The slight change in
temperature at the end of the test segment is caused by a changing ther-
mal contact between tip and sample due to partial unloading for ther-
mal drift measurement. The measured temperature of the actuator
was 22.5 °C respectively 23.8 °C during testing at 200 °C and 300 °C.
Fig. 4. Tip temperature during the indentation of fused silica at 200 °C. Temperatures are
plotted for the test segment as well as the subsequent drift measurement segment.
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The good temperature stability even at low temperatures like 200 °C
demonstrates the capability of the system to control the heating power
very well even at low current outputs.

The corresponding load-displacement data, as well as the dynamic
contact stiffness are plotted in Fig. 5a and b. Hardness and modulus
are shown in Fig. 5c and d. The indentation depth as well as the contact
stiffness values are increasing with temperature. This leads to the well
observed phenomena in literature, that the hardness of fused silica is
Fig. 5. a) Temperature dependent load displacement curve, b) contact stiffness vs. depth, c) Yo
d) hardness vs. temperature of fused silica. Literature data taken from [2,33,43,44,48,49].
decreasing with temperature, while at the same time the Young's mod-
ulus is slightly increasing [2,33,43,44,48,49].

The measured hardness and modulus data in this study fit very
well with literature (Fig. 5e–f). Higher drift rates have only a minor
effect on the data due to the large contact depths achieved by the
high load applied. The changing system stiffness during heating
was compensated in order to get a depth independent, constant
modulus of the sample. The frame stiffness is slightly decreasing
ung's modulus vs. depth, d) hardness vs. depth, e) Young's modulus vs. temperature and
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from 1:276 � 106 N�
m at RT to 1:136 � 106 N�

m at 300 °C and as such
nearly independent of temperature.
3.3. Molybdenum

Ultra-high temperature nanoindentation experiments on a mirror
finished, commercially pure (99,95%, ASTM-B-387 Type 361), polycrys-
talline Mo sample were carried out using an ultra-high temperature
sapphire Berkovich tip (Synton MDP). More detailed information on
Fig. 6. a) Temperature dependent load displacement curve, b) contact stiffness vs. depth, c) Yo
d) hardness vs. temperature of molybdenum [51–53].
the tips used is given in the Appendix A.3. All tests were carried out in
batch mode applying the CSM test protocol as described above. Addi-
tional RT tests on fused silicawere done between each test temperature
to calibrate the tip area function according to the procedure developed
by Oliver and Pharr [36]. The influence of thermal expansion of the tip
on the tip area function can be neglected as it is already discussed in lit-
erature [2,27].

A temperature dependent Young's modulus of sapphire as well as a
temperature dependent Poisson's ratio of molybdenum was used for
the analysis [27,50]. The Poisson's ration of Sapphire (νSap = 0.24)
ung's modulus vs. depth, d) hardness vs. depth, e) Young's modulus vs. temperature and
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was assumed to be constant and T independent [27]. The frame stiffness
was adjusted in order to get a depth independent Young's modulus.

Therefore, the frame stiffness was reduced by about 6.6% from 1:246 �
106 N�

m at RT to 1:164 � 106 N�
m at 1100 °C (Fig. 8b). The actuator tem-

perature was decreasing to 15.4 °C by testing at 1100 °C.
Representative, temperature dependent load-displacement

curves as well as the temperature dependent stiffness data are
plotted in Fig. 6a and b. The contact stiffness is slightly decreasing
with increasing temperature. The stiffness follows a linear rela-
tionship for all T and depth ranges, except for the measurements
at 1100 °C.

For this reason, were only data up to an indentation depth of max.
1500nmanalyzed. At this indentation depth the contact stiffness is sim-
ilar to the frame stiffness of the system. At higher indentation depths,
the frame compliance is larger than the contact compliance, which
leads to increasing inaccuracy when determining Young's modulus,
penetration depth and thus hardness. The modulus and hardness data
as a function of indentation depth is plotted for several temperatures
in Fig. 6c and d.

The comparison of measured hardness and Young's modulus data
with literature data shown in Fig. 6e and f. Literature data for hard-
ness were measured with a micro hardness tester, while the Young's
modulus was determined by pulse-echo methods. Additionally, the
Young's modulus was calculated according to the following model
[54]:

E Tð Þ ¼ E 0 Kð Þ � 1−0:5
T
Tm

� �
ð11Þ

with E (0 K), Young's modulus at 0 K and melting temperature Tm.
The fit is normalized to a room temperature modulus of 325 GPa
[55].

Young'smodulus data arefitting verywell to the data determined by
pulse-echo methods and the model, even at a temperature of 1100 °C.
The good consistency of measured and literature Young's modulus
data indicates the correct determination of the projected contact area
and thus of the measured hardness values. The temperature depen-
dence of H matches nicely the literature data.

3.4. Single crystalline nickel

SRJ and SLH tests were performed on SX Ni as described above. All
tests were performed with UHT sapphire Berkovich tips (Synton
MDP). A temperature dependent tip modulus was used for the anal-
ysis, the Poisson's ratio of Ni was assumed to be constant [27]. The
sample thermocouple was placed into the Mo sheet.

In SRJ tests, hardness values immediately before and after the
strain rate jump were analyzed. An overview of test statistics and
SRSs are given in Table 1. The frame stiffness of the nanoindenter

was adjusted from 1:166 � 106 N�
m , at RT to 1:001 � 106 N�

m at
1100 °C. An actuator temperature of 14.4 °C was measured at the
maximum test temperature.
Table 1
Strain rate sensitivity of nickel determined with SRJ and step-load creep tests.

T in
°C

SRJ tests Creep tests

Number of
tests

Max. drift rate
in nm/s

m Number of
tests

Max. drift rate
in nm/s

m

RT 6 0.065 0.001 4 0.037 0.001
499 6 0.072 0.013 4 0.095 0.010
835 5 0.069 0.027 3 0.108 0.028
1009 4 0.042 0.051 5 0.136 0.060
1100 4 0.180 0.055 2 0.767 0.098
The depth dependent hardness of the SRJ tests is plotted in Fig. 7a for
different temperatures. Ni is strongly softening with temperature and
mainly deforms plastic. The hardness data below 1000 nm are not rep-
resentative of the material response, since strong tip rounding prevents
ameasurement of indentation size effects at low temperature. However,
for larger depths, the hardness is nearly depth independent and only an
influence of T and strain rate on the hardness is found. In Fig. 7b is the
Fig. 7. a) Depth dependent hardness and b) temperature dependentmodulus of SXNi. Tip
and sample temperature as a function of time during SRJ test on nickel at 1100 °C with a
drift rate of 0.069 nm/s are shown in (c) [46,56,57].



Fig. 8. A) Depth-time behavior of Ni at different temperatures using a step-load and hold
test. B) Temperature dependent Indentation strain-rate as a function of hardness for
nickel. C) Temperature compensated uniaxial strain rates vs. normalized uniaxial stress
data [14,46,58–60].
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temperature dependent Young's modulus plotted and compared to cal-
culated data using Eqs. (12) and (13) [56]:

G Tð Þ ¼ 78:9 1−0:64 T−300 Kð Þ=Tmð Þ GPa Tm ¼ 1726 Kð Þ ð12Þ

E Tð Þ ¼ G Tð Þ � 2 1þ νð Þ ð13Þ

with temperature T and melting temperature Tm and Poisson's ratio ν.
The nanoindentation data are shifted to slightly lower values, but the
temperature dependent related decrease described by the slope of the
fitting lines is very similar. The temperature stability at 1100 °C (sample
temperature is set temperature) is shown in Fig. 7c. The scattering is a
bit higher than at lower temperatures (Fig. 4) but still good.

Fig. 8a shows the temperature dependent depth-time relationship
during the performed step load and hold creep tests. The indentation
strain rate as a function of hardness in Fig. 8b. High strain rates in the
initial part of the tests can be achieved by applying a step load and
hold the load for 1.5 s. In this first test segment is the hardness calcu-
lated by indentation depth whereas the hardness in the second part of
the experiment is determined by the stiffness signal (Sneddon's hard-
ness) using the CSM technique. The hardness values of the two test seg-
ments match very well, as can be seen from the linear relationship with
the strain rate (Fig. 8b). Thus the influence of the thermal drift is low.
This test protocol allows to vary the strain rate over five orders of mag-
nitude within a single test.

The results of the SRSs determined by SRJ and creep tests are com-
pared in Table 1. It could be demonstrated that m values determined
via creep tests are in good accordance with SRJ tests. The relatively
high drift rates during creep testing have a negligible influence on the
results, since hardness is calculated based on the stiffness signal of the
CSMmeasurement.

Themeasured hardness and strain ratewere converted into uniaxial
stress and strain rate using Eqs. (8) and (9) for comparison with litera-
ture data. The resulting temperature compensated uniaxial strain rate
and normalized uniaxial stress data are compared with creep data
from literature. This is shown in Fig. 8c. The results form SRJ und step
load and hold tests show a similar behavior. Tests at 1100 °C show a
small deviation, this can be attributed to the fact that a new tip was
used for these tests.

The activation energy for creep can be calculatedwith Eq. (10) using
two different strain rates. The activation energy for �ε ¼ 0:3 s−1 is 140 kJ/
mol, whereas the activation energy in the low strain rate regime ð �ε ¼ 0
:002 s−1Þ 216 kJ/mol is. In literature activation energies in the range of
243–285 kJ/mol are determined. The difference to literature data can
be explained by the fact that the steady state condition in the strain
rate has not yet been reached, furthermore the complex stress state
below the indenter.

4. Conclusion

The results of the very first nanoindentation tests using the load con-
trolled PrometheusUHTnanoindentermanufactured byNanomechanics/
KLA has been presented. Tests with diamond and sapphire Berkovich tips
at temperatures between 20 °C and 1100 °Cwere performed on fused sil-
ica, molybdenum and SX nickel in 〈100〉 orientation. The improved
nanoindentation system offers for the first time the possibility to de-
termine reliable Young's modulus and hardness data at tempera-
tures up to 1100 °C using dynamic methods like the continuous
stiffness measurement (CSM). Low drift rates even at ultra-high
temperatures could be achieved by a sophisticated temperature
management including multiple independent heating and cooling
options. Additionally, a semi-automated temperature matching pro-
cedure has been presented.

The combination of the 1 N high load actuator and the high frame

stiffness ð≥1 � 106 N�
mÞ allows experiments to be carried out at higher
indentation depths, which are less sensitive to tip wear and thermal
drift. Tip and tip braze materials for operating at high temperature are
still a pending issue which needs to be solved in future. Nevertheless,
it could be shown that sapphire is a good tip material for testingmolyb-
denum even at 1100 °C. Testing in nickel at high temperatures cause
massive tip wear as already reported in literature [27]. The set up inside



Fig. 9. Influence of temperature on calibration. A) Phase angle vs. Dynamic frequency,
b) Compliance vs. Dynamic frequency and c) Damping vs. Displacement.
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a SEM allows in situ observations while the vacuum atmosphere mini-
mize oxidation. It could be shown that imaging is possible up to the
maximum temperature. A further improvement of the image quality
will allow a good positioning or even in-situ experiments at 1100 °C
in future. The temperature dependent hardness and Young's modulus
data of fused silica are consistent with previous tests. The temperature
control at low temperatures like 200 °C is challenging due to the low
current output. Nevertheless, the excellent temperature stability at
low temperature could be demonstrated. Tests at higher temperatures
were performed on molybdenum and nickel. Young's modulus and
hardness data correspond well with literature data. Also the tempera-
ture compensated uniaxial strain rates and normalized uniaxial
stress data, as well as the determined activation energy for creep in
Ni fit with literature data at least in the low strain rate regime. This
demonstrated that nanoindentation experiments even under these
extreme conditions give similar results as conventional uniaxial
experiments.
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Appendix A

A.1. Influence of temperature on the actuator calibration

Asmentioned above is the actuator temperature is slightly changing
during testing at non ambient temperatures. The maximum tempera-
ture of the actuator is controlled by an active cooling of the actuator
housing. Whereas the lowest actuator temperature is controlled by
the coolingwater temperature which has to be reducedwith increasing
test temperature. In consequence, the actuator temperature was de-
creasing with increasing test temperature from RT to 14.4 °C, the max-
imum actuator temperature was 23.8 °C.

In order to investigate the influence of temperature on the cali-
bration, the actuator was cooled down to 12 °C and heated up to
25 °C using the water circuit described above. In Fig. 9, the temper-
ature dependent phase angle (Fig. 9a), compliance (Fig. 9b) and
damping (Fig. 9c) are plotted. The data are nearly constant, only
for the damping a small deviation could be observed, which is how-
ever in the range of the scattering [61–64].
A.2. Semi-automated temperature matching procedure

Before starting the temperature matching process, the sample and
tip are heated to the same temperature and hold there for a couple of
minutes until temperatures are settled and thermal gradients caused
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by fast heating (10 K/min) areminimized. During the T matching pro-
cedure, the tip is brought into contact with the sample for a few sec-
onds using a predefined constant force e.g. 25 mN and then
removed from the sample surface again (see Fig. 10a–b). This
loading- unloading procedure is automatically repeated several
times. The raw displacement (Fig. 10b) and the temperatures of
the tip and sample are continuously recorded (Fig. 10c–d). Now, ei-
ther the tip or the sample temperature has to be varied manually
until the drift rate is steadily decreasing. The corresponding contact
and system drift are calculated independently by the software
(Fig. 10e–f).

The system drift is related to the displacement change between
the individual loading cycles. This change is caused by thermal
expansion or contraction of the system/gantry which affects
the spacing between the tip and the sample surface. The system
drift can therefore be calculated by the slope between the individ-
ual segments (overall slope) where the positive load is applied
(see Fig. 10b and e). This overall displacement change will be
superimposed with a displacement change due to the temperature
mismatch of the contact. The tip side is more sensitive to tempera-
ture mismatches compared to the sample side due to the lower
heat capacity (Fig. 10c–d). A changing tip temperature leads to a
thermal expansion or contraction and thus to a change in displace-
ment signal. The curvature of the displacement signal depends on
the relative temperatures of tip and sample. Low thermal drift
values result in a linear changing displacement. The change in dis-
placement within a loading cycle (positive load applied) is related
to the contact drift (Fig. 10b, f). It goes towards zero as soon as the
system is in thermal equilibrium. The Influence of creep on the dis-
placement signal will be reduced by continuously indenting at the
same position.

The independent determination of system drift and contact drift al-
lows to start the temperature setting of tip and sample already before
the system/gantry is in thermal equilibrium which reduces the time
for temperature adjustment significantly. In the example shown above
(Fig. 10), the temperature of the sample was increased (Fig. 10d) until
drift rates close to zero were reached. The difference in tip and sample
temperature, here about 35 K, is mainly caused by a temperature gradi-
ent between the top and bottom side of the sample. The thermocouple
Fig. 10. Semi-automated procedure for temperature adjustment, shown exemplarily for Ni at 80
tem drift and f) contact drift as a function of time.
formeasuring the sample temperature is placed in theMo sheet close to
the heater and is therefore notmeasuring the exact surface temperature
of the sample. The surface temperature of the sample is lower due to
radiation and heat transfer through the tungsten wires used for sam-
ple clamping. The small change in tip temperature (Fig. 10c) while
loading and unloading is also effected by the relatively large alter-
ations in displacement which causes different conditions in terms
of heat transfer.
A.3. Indenter tips

In this work a standard diamond Berkovich tip from MicroStar
as well as three ultra-high temperature sapphire Berkovich tips
manufactured by Synton MDP were used. All tests from RT to
300 °C, on fused silica were performed with the diamond tip. The
maximum operational temperature of this tip is limited by the
epoxy glue used to fix the tip in the holder. Molybdenum and
Nickel were tested with the UHT sapphire tips. These tips were
brazed at temperatures of 1500–1600 °C in a high vacuum envi-
ronment and can therefore be operated up to 1100 °C.

The contact areas of the sapphire tips are plotted as a function
of depth and temperature in Fig. 11. All tip area functions were de-
termined at RT using fused silica as reference material. The sap-
phire tip show no excessive tip wear during testing Mo (see
Fig. 11a) which is consistent with previous tests reported in liter-
ature [27].

Testing nickel at temperatures above 500 °C leads to a signifi-
cantly changing tip area function (Fig. 11b). After testing at
1009 °C a huge change in the area function was observed, caused
by tip wear or material adhesion to the tip. Therefore, two differ-
ent tips were used in this study for testing Ni. The sapphire tips
were sticking in the nickel sample at these extreme temperatures,
high forces have to be applied to retract the tip from the sample
surface.

It could also be demonstrated that the high temperature tips are able
to withstand these ultra-high temperatures. The necessity for new tip
materials for future long term creep experiments on nickel and nickel
based alloys has been demonstrated.
0 °C. A) Applied force, b) displacement, c) tip temperature, d) sample temperature, e) sys-



Fig. 11. Evolution of contact area as a function of contact depth and test temperature during indenting a) molybdenum and b) nickel with a sapphire Berkovich tip.
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Introduction
Body-centered cubic (bcc), refractory metals like molybdenum 
or tungsten are interesting candidates for structural applications 
due to their high strength at elevated temperatures. The flow 
stress of these bcc metals at low homologous temperature is 
however mainly governed by the mobility of screw dislocations 
and therefore strongly dependent on temperature and applied 
strain rate. Thus, bcc metals exhibit a brittle behavior at low and 
a ductile behavior at elevated temperatures. The temperature 
at which the brittle to ductile transition (BDT) takes places is 
referred as the brittle to ductile transition temperature (BDTT). 
This well-studied behavior is caused by the crystal lattice and the 
activated slip systems:

In the low-temperature regime, the plastic deformation of 
bcc metals is mainly governed by the slip of a2 〈111〉 screw dis-
locations on {110} planes, whereas at high temperatures, addi-
tional {112} and {123} slip planes are activated [1–4]. A spread-
ing of the screw dislocation core on {110} or {112} planes can 
take place due to the threefold symmetry of the 〈111〉 disloca-
tion line [5]. In consequence, the Peierls potential or the Pei-
erls–Nabarro barrier will increase, resulting in a higher resist-
ance of motion of the screw dislocations. The strength of this 
barrier is reduced by thermal activation and the formation of 
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provide some indication of the brittle to ductile transition temperature of bcc metals.
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kinks in the dislocation line. These kinks have an edge character 
and allow for the movement of dislocations over the barrier in 
steps. Thus, kink pairs are formed and they move through small 
kink steps instead of having to move the entire dislocation line 
at once. The nucleation and motion of these kink pairs is the 
rate controlling step, controlling the plastic deformation of bcc 
metals at low temperatures. Extrinsic effects like impurity atoms 
can constrain the kink mobility [3].

The dislocation velocity vD is related to the applied plastic 
strain rate ε̇ as described by the Orowan equation (Eq. 1) [5]:

with mobile dislocation density ρm and Burgers vector b. The 
screw dislocation velocity vD is given by Eq. (2) [5]:

where ρK is the steady-state kink density, vK the kink velocity 
and h the kink height. The kink pair nucleation rate J as well as 
the kink velocity are thermal activated processes and can there-
fore be expressed by Arrhenius-type equations (Eqs. 3 and 4). 
The kink pair nucleation rate J is [5]

(1)ε̇ = ρmbvD

(2)vD = ρKvKh,

(3)J = J0 exp
(

−Q
/

kT

)
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with a frequency constant J0 , required energy for kink pair 
nucleation Q, Boltzmann constant k and absolute temperature 
T. It can be assumed that the energy required to initiate a kink 
movement Qm is significantly lower than the energy Q required 
to form a kink pair. The resulting temperature-dependent kink 
velocity can be expressed by the following Arrhenius-type equa-
tion [5]:

where parameter a is the distance which a kink is moving at each 
step, v is a frequency constant and τ is the applied stress.

The plastic deformation is thus related to the formation and 
mobility of kinks. Both are thermally activated processes and 
therefore sensitive to test temperature and applied strain rate 
[6–9].

Seeger and Hollang [6] studied the temperature depend-
ence of the flow stress of single-crystalline (SX) Mo. The data 
are shown in Fig. 1, with additional data from Cheng et al. [9], 
based on tensile tests carried out by Nemat-Nasser et al. [8] 
for coarse-grained (CG) Mo. It is apparent from the diagram 
that the flow stress of Mo consists of an athermal (σa) and a 
thermal component (σ ∗) . The athermal component is related 
to the long-range internal stresses and microstructural barriers 
[10, 11]. However, the aforementioned nucleation and motion 
of kink pairs of the screw dislocations affects the thermal com-
ponent most and is responsible for the strain rate sensitivity 
(SRS) m of Mo. The flow stress of Mo decreases with increasing 
test temperature as shown in Fig. 1, until the knee temperature 
Tk, also referred as athermal temperature, is reached and flow 
stress remains nearly constant [7, 9, 12]. The knee temperature 
is about 20% of the melting temperature for bcc metals [13]. For 
ultrapure single-crystalline Mo, a knee temperature of approx. 
450 K was found [14]. Any further reduction of flow stress is 

(4)vk = 2av sinh
(

τbha
/

kT

)

exp
(

−Qm
/

kT

)

,

comparable to the temperature dependency of the shear modu-
lus [9]. The deformation in the temperature range below Tk is 
controlled by the mobility of screw dislocations. It is apparent 
that the flow stress of the polycrystalline Mo from the tensile test 
data of Nemat-Nasser et al. [8, 9] is larger than that of single-
crystalline Mo which is related to an increase in the athermal 
stress component due to grain boundary strengthening (see 
Fig. 1). The data will be used later as reference and discussion 
of the temperature-dependent change in strain rate sensitivity 
and activation volume.

This strong increase in the thermal stress component of bcc 
metals and the enhanced rate sensitivity below Tk lead to brittle 
fracture at low temperatures. The BDT is controlled by thermally 
activated dislocation mobility [15–18] and thus related to the 
applied strain rate (Eq. 1), microstructure [12] and testing con-
ditions [19]. In consequence, the BDTT is an extrinsic material 
parameter. It is currently not fully understood how the thermal 
activation and strain rate dependency of the flow stress governs 
the brittle to ductile transition temperature and how different 
testing methods could be used for estimating the temperature 
range for the BDT behavior of bcc metals.

In the present work, nanoindentation and compression test-
ing are used to assess the correlation between thermally acti-
vated processes with respect to strain rate sensitivity and activa-
tion volume and the brittle to ductile transition temperature in 
bcc metals determined by conventional Charpy impact testing. 
All experiments were performed on polycrystalline Mo, which 
is used as reference material.

There are several publications dealing with the BDT or the 
temperature-dependent mechanical properties of Mo and its 
alloys [18, 20–27]. In the most studies, tensile or impact tests 
were carried out. However, the authors of this study are not 
aware of any work that has used such a wide range of investiga-
tive methods to characterize the brittle to ductile transition of 
bcc Mo, particularly in terms of the strain rate sensitivity and 
activation volume underlying dislocation mobility. Different 
strain rate and stress conditions have been achieved by employ-
ing diverse mechanical testing methods.

In Charpy impact tests, a high strain rate is present and a 
triaxial stress state is formed in the region of the notch [28]. In 
compression tests, on the other hand, a uniaxial stress state is 
reached and very low strain rates are applied [29]. Therefore, 
indentation strain rate jump tests were carried out for compari-
son, in which a triaxial stress state is generated within the plastic 
zone below the indenter tip [30], bearing some similarity to the 
impact tests.

The deformation mode observed during impact testing is 
controlled by dislocation emission from the crack tip, which 
in turn depends upon the stress state and testing temperature. 
This dislocation emission is a thermally activated process [6, 
15], thus, the energy absorbed by the specimen during impact 

Figure 1:  Temperature dependence of the flow stress of CG and SX Mo 
[6, 8, 9].
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testing varies with temperature and strain rate. Furthermore, 
the dislocation mobility can lead to work hardening in the 
plastic zone next to the notch [15, 16, 31]. It is unclear how the 
thermally activated dislocation mobility changes in this high 
dislocation density region. In addition, different strengthening 
mechanisms, like grain boundaries or dislocation hardening, 
will influence the underlying mechanism and change the BDT 
behavior [6, 9, 26, 27].

The fracture properties, i.e., fracture toughness and BDTT 
of single-crystal bcc metals, vary with crystal orientation and 
active crack system. For tungsten, for instance, a change in 
BDTT of 100 K was found for different crystal orientations 
[16, 32]. In polycrystalline materials, grain boundaries can 
represent a preferred crack path, where the fracture stress 
depends on the misorientation, respectively the grain bound-
ary energy, of neighboring grains [33, 34]. Segregations at 
the grain boundary can influence the grain boundary energy, 
resulting in an altered fracture behavior. Leitner et al. demon-
strated how grain boundary segregations of carbon and boron 
change the fracture mechanisms from intergranular to trans-
granular resulting in a decreasing BDTT [35, 36].

The active, temperature-dependent deformation mecha-
nisms can be analyzed on the basis of the strain rate sensi-
tivity (SRS) m and activation volume. Changing the strain 
rate within a single test opens the possibility to determine the 
strain rate sensitivity of a material in a quasi-constant volume 
element or microstructure. The relationship between applied 
strain rate ε̇ and resulting flow stress σf  or hardness H is out-
lined in Eq. (5) [37]:

for uniaxial und indentation testing [37].
The activation volume V is related to the process of kink 

formation when an obstacle is overcome by a jump of a dis-
location line segment under an applied shear stress τ (Eq. 6) 
[38].

The resulting activation volume can be calculated using 
Eq. (7) [37]:

with Boltzmann constant k and absolute temperature T [37].
However, bcc metals show a well-known indentation size 

effect, i.e., the increase in hardness at low indentation depths, 
due to storage of geometrically necessary dislocations that are 
required to accommodate the large strain gradients induced by 
the indenter. This can lead to an overestimation of strain rate 

(5)m =
d(lnσf)

d(lnε̇)
∼=

d(lnH)

d(lnε̇)

(6)V = kT

(

d(ln ρm)

dτ
+

d(ln vD)

dτ

)

.

(7)V =
√
3kT

mσf

∼= 3
√
3
kT

mH

sensitivity [39, 40]. The Nix–Gao [41] analysis can be applied in 
order to get a depth-independent hardness value using Eq. (8):

with the hardness H at an indentation depth h and a character-
istic length h∗ . This characteristic length depends on the shape 
of the indenter, the sample shear modulus and the hardness level 
for an infinite depth H0 [41]. However, the internal material 
length scale also changes with testing temperature [7].

This paper addresses the question whether quasi-static 
nanoindentation and compression tests can be used to study 
the temperature-dependent deformation mechanisms or in 
more particular the BDT and BDTT in bcc molybdenum as it is 
usually done with Charpy V-notch impact tests. Therefore, the 
strain rate sensitivities as well as the activation volumes were 
determined with different techniques causing different stress 
states in the material. The results are compared to literature data 
on single- and polycrystalline bcc Mo in terms of strain rate 
sensitivity and activation volumes.

Results
Impact testing

The absorbed energy determined in Charpy impact tests is plot-
ted against temperature in Fig. 2a. A clear brittle fracture was 
observed at room temperature and below (Fig. 2b), with a low 
fracture energy in the order of 0.2 J. This is typical of fracture 
devoid of plasticity at the crack tip [15]. A mixed mode fracture 
is observed in the intermediate temperature range between 75 
°C and 110 °C. The cleavage crack propagated directly from the 
notch and followed the pancake microstructure (Fig. 2c). At 
T > 125 °C, the crack propagated in a ductile manner and plastic 
deformation was found next to the crack tip (Fig. 2d). A similar 
fracture behavior was observed by Babinsky et al. [27]. Disloca-
tion slip becomes easier with an increase in temperature due to 
a reduction in the flow strength of Mo. Hence, more energy is 
absorbed by the samples in this regime. The brittle to ductile 
transition range is highlighted by the gray box in Fig. 2a.

Compression strain rate jump tests

The results of compression strain rate jump tests in the brit-
tle (RT), ductile (200 °C) and intermediate regimes (60 and 
100 °C) are shown in Fig. 3a. A change in strain rate leads to 
a short transient in stress, e.g., the first strain rate jump from 
0.008 s−1 to 0.0008 s−1. This transition is caused by the mobility 
of the dislocation network as it is described by Eq. (1). Thermal 
activation of dislocations allows to overcome the Peierls barrier 
and the kink velocity increases (Eq. 4), resulting in a decrease 
in strength. The steady-state flow stresses at the constant strain 

(8)H = H0

√

1+
h∗

h
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rate marked by arrows (in Fig. 3a) are plotted as a function of 
temperature in Fig. 3b. These are later used to estimate the strain 
rate sensitivity and the activation volume.

Indentation testing

The load displacement curves of nanoindentation strain 
rate jump tests are shown in Fig. 4a. As mentioned above, 

the indentation size effect can lead to an overestimation of 
m. Therefore, Nix–Gao [41] fitting of the hardness displace-
ment plots was performed and the indentation size effect was 
subtracted from the depth-dependent hardness. This ensured 
that the estimated rate sensitivity and the activation volume 
are independent of the material length scale and indentation 
size effect. The resulting rate-dependent hardness is shown 
in Fig. 4b. During strain rate jump tests, a short transition is 

Figure 2:  Charpy V-notch impact tests: (a) temperature-dependent energy absorbed by Mo samples during impact testing. The gray area indicates the 
brittle to ductile transition range (b–d). Samples fractured tested at room temperature (0.26 J), 100 °C (3.03 J) and 250 °C (8.64 J).

Figure 3:  Compression strain rate jump tests: (a) stress over strain for different temperatures and (b) compression stress as a function of temperature for 
different strain rates.
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observed following a change in strain rate (Fig. 4b) similar to 
the compression SRJ tests.

The steady-state hardness from SRJ tests is decreasing 
with increasing test temperature as it is shown in Fig. 4c. It 
contains both the athermal and the thermal component of 
the flow stress, as the hardness can be converted into stress 
by multiplying with a constraint factor C. The hardness does 

not decrease further with temperature beyond approx. 125 °C, 
indicating that the critical temperature has reached. The effect 
of deformation on the activation volume and the rate sensitiv-
ity will be discussed in the next section. Therefore, the strain 
rate sensitivity and the activation volume were estimated using 
Eqs. (5) and (7) [37, 38].

Discussion
Thermally activated processes in bcc Mo have been investigated 
by using low strain rate indentation and compression experi-
ments at various temperatures. It is not fully understood how 
the high strain rates and stress triaxiality at the notch during 
an impact test will influence the underlying dislocation mecha-
nisms. Such stress triaxiality is also found in nanoindentation 
testing and this work aims at establishing the possibilities offered 
by nanoindentation testing as an approach for investigating ther-
mally activated processes at elevated temperatures. The results 
are compared with uniaxial compression tests and literature 
data. The triaxial stress state during indentation testing makes 
it difficult to directly compare hardness and compression flow 
stress values. Therefore, strain rate sensitivity coefficient (m) is 
first used to compare results from different testing approaches.

The rate sensitivity coefficients and corresponding activation 
volumes—determined from present experiments, single-crystal 
data from Seeger and Hollang [6] and a modified mathematical 
model for polycrystalline Mo by Cheng et al. [9]—are plotted 
as a function of test temperature in Fig. 5. The brittle to ductile 
transition range determined by impact testing is highlighted 
in gray for comparison. The present measurements, as well as 
the literature data, show a small SRS at low temperatures and 
an increase in the rate sensitivity in the intermediate tempera-
ture range (50–110 °C) before again a decrease at higher tem-
peratures ductile regime (Fig. 5a). A similar behavior was also 
observed for bcc tungsten [42].

However, the absolute values of m are quite different for 
the different testing methods and microstructures. The highest 
SRS value is found for the single-crystal experiments by Seeger 
and Hollang [6], which is strongly increasing in the temperature 
range from approx. 50–110 °C. At this temperature range, the 
flow stress is strongly dropping with increasing temperature, 
however, the change in stress with strain rate remains largely 
constant.

The polycrystalline data by Cheng et al. [9] show a maxi-
mum in SRS in the temperature range from 50 to 80 °C. The 
SRSs determined from compression test data are almost identi-
cal to the literature values of Cheng et al., while the indentation 
technique provides significantly lower values. This indicates that 
the rate sensitivity is affected by the stress state inside the probed 

Figure 4:  Nanoindentation tests: (a) load–displacement curve of the 
strain rate jump tests, (b) indentation size effect-corrected hardness from 
SRJ tests plotted against indentation depth, (c) hardness as a function of 
test temperature.
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volumes, whereas the applied strain rate has a negligible impact 
on the results.

Such discrepancies between individual testing methods 
and applied strain rates are caused by the interplay between 
the net flow stress and the strain rate sensitivity. The flow stress 
consists of a thermal component (temperature dependent) and 
an athermal component (grain size dependent). Therefore, the 
flow stress of polycrystalline Mo is larger than that of single-
crystalline Mo due to grain boundary strengthening (see Fig. 1). 
Although the �σ/�H is similar at a constant temperature, the 
lower overall value of flow stress values for the single-crystal 
specimen results in a larger value of the SRS coefficient when 
it is estimated using Eq. (5). Therefore, as the net flow stress of 
Mo increases by grain boundary strengthening, the strain rate 
sensitivity decreases.

The activation volumes determined for single- and poly-
crystalline Mo (Fig. 5b) however differ only slightly and the 
activation volume for polycrystalline Mo is almost independ-
ent of the test method (uniaxial or triaxial stress state during 
indentation). The activation volume gives thus a much better 
representation of the deformation mechanism under these test 
condition, since both rate sensitivity and flow stress respectively 
hardness are considered in the analysis (Eq. 7). In comparison, at 
low temperature an activation volume of about 5  b3 is found, and 
similar values (4–7  b3) are already reported for SX tungsten and 
chromium [43]. The activation volume is increasing to about 30 
 b3 at elevated temperatures.

Analyzing the temperature-dependent change of the acti-
vation volume in more detail, it is noticeable that a moderate, 
linear increase in the low temperature range can be observed. 
However, as soon as a critical temperature is reached, the gra-
dient of the linear increase changes significantly. This behavior 

is shown in Fig. 6 in more detail for the different data sets. In 
the following analysis, the critical temperature is determined 
by a line intercept method and is thus called as intersection 
temperature, Tint, in the following. Therefore, the activation 
volumes for the low and high temperature range are fitted in 
their linear regime (red dashed lines) and the intersections 
of the linear fitting lines are used as a measure for Tint. This 
results in Tint of approx. 77 °C for the single-crystal data of 
Seeger and Hollang [4] and 88 °C for the polycrystalline data 
of Nemat-Nasser [8] and Cheng et al. [9] (Fig. 6a, b). The same 
analysis for the SRJ tests yields an intersection temperature of 
76 °C for nanoindentation and 79 °C for compression testing 
(Fig. 6c, d). Included in the diagram is also the range of the 
brittle to ductile transition temperature, as determined by the 
Charpy Impact test (Fig. 6c, d). It seems that the intersection 
temperatures are close to the lower limit of the BDT tempera-
ture range. At Tint, the SRS exhibits a maximum, whereas the 
activation volume is starting to increase significantly.

This leads to the question of the meaning of Tint and the 
underlying physical processes, which are activated and lead to 
the strong change in the activation volume.

The intersection temperatures of 76–88 °C (Fig. 6) are 
significantly lower than the knee temperature of Mo single 
crystals, which is found to be Tk = 177 °C (450 K) [14]. The 
knee temperature is not necessarily identical to the BDTT. It 
rather represents an upper limit for the BDTT, i.e., TBDT ≤ Tk 
[44] as the Peierls barrier disappears at T > Tk and the material 
can deform in a ductile manner. At temperatures below Tk, 
the deformation is limited by the mobility of the screw dis-
locations [12, 19]. However, the mobility can already be high 
enough to cause a “semi-ductile” material behavior. The dis-
cussion above shows that the intersection temperature must be 

Figure 5:  Temperature dependence of (a) strain rate sensitivity and (b) activation volume compared with literature from Seeger and Hollang [6] 
and mathematical model by Cheng et al. [8, 9]. The brittle to ductile transition range from Charpy V-notch impact testing is highlighted in gray for 
comparison.
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below Tk, so it has to be questioned how the BDTT is related 
to Tk and Tint. At temperatures below Tint, activation volumes 
of V ≤ 5  b3 are found, which can be linked to a kink mecha-
nism [43]. At temperature above Tk, the thermal energy alone 
is sufficient to overcome the Peierls barrier, the thermal com-
ponent of the yield stress disappears (Fig. 1) and the mobility 
of screw and edge dislocations becomes equal [12, 19].

The Tint is thus close to the onset of the BDTT and the very 
good agreement of literature data and the data provided here 
make us confident that by analyzing the intersection of the acti-
vation volumes an estimate of the BDTT can be provided.

It should be noted, however, that this rather simple analysis 
procedure can only give an approximation of the brittle to duc-
tile transition temperature. The temperature-dependent course 
of V can only be described with a linear fit to some extent. As 
shown in Fig. 6c, d, the data of this study show a well-defined 
change in V with increasing T, while the literature data (Fig. 6a, 
b) show a rather continuous transition. This complicates the 
definition of appropriate fitting functions.

This discussion clearly shows that the SRS coefficient can 
only provide a qualitative description of the thermally acti-
vated processes. A much better understanding of the defor-
mation mechanisms can be achieved by comparing the acti-
vation volumes, since in that case the SRS is normalized by 
the flow stress and therefore independent of the stress state. 
Furthermore, the activation volume can be directly related 
to the spacing between the obstacles, i.e., the smaller the 
distance between obstacles, the lesser will be the activation 
volume and vice versa [45, 46]. Thus, the thermally activated 
mobility of screw dislocations is reflected in the activation 
volume. At low temperatures, the high Peierls stress does not 
allow the motion of dislocations and kinks must be nucle-
ated for the dislocations to move resulting in a low activa-
tion volume of the order of 5  b3. At high temperatures, the 
deformation is controlled by the motion of kink pairs thereby 
resulting in a higher activation volume (> 20  b3) as shown 
in Fig. 5b. This is in agreement with literature data [8]. For 
tungsten, an increase in V to about 200  b3 was observed at 

Figure 6:  Determination of the intersection temperature for (a) SX Mo data from Seeger and Hollang [6], (b) Cheng–Nemat-Nasser model [8, 9], (c) 
nanoindentation strain rate jump tests and d) compression strain rate jump tests. The brittle to ductile transition range from Charpy V-notch impact 
testing is highlighted in gray for comparison.
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T > Tk, indicating dislocation interactions as observed in face-
centered cubic materials [42, 43].

The most interesting finding of the present work is that 
irrespective of the testing method and stress state—triaxial in 
indentation and uniaxial compression testing—a similar change 
in the activation volume is observed with an increase in test 
temperature. This clearly shows that the fundamental deforma-
tion mechanism controlling plastic deformation is the same in 
all the testing methods and the activation volume is the control-
ling parameter, which must be analyzed to compare the different 
test methods. The applied strain rates during impact testing are 
significantly larger than those employed during conventional 
indentation testing. However, the stress triaxiality during impact 
testing and the plastic zone underneath the indenter tip are quite 
similar.

The different methods differ not only in the stress state and 
the applied strain rate, but also in the microstructure being 
tested. Seeger and Hollang have performed experiments on sin-
gle-crystalline Mo and thus obtain best data for the movement 
of screw dislocations, while Nemat-Nasser et al. have investi-
gated polycrystalline Mo. These results are influenced by the 
different crystal orientations and grain boundaries. The results 
of the impact and compression tests carried out in this work are 
also influenced by grain boundary effects due to the size of the 
plastic zones. This is not necessarily the case for nanoindenta-
tion testing, as the probed volumes are small in respect to the 
grain size. In consequence, the information is obtained from 
individual grains or from a small number of grains depending 
on the grain size of the tested material. Thus, the influence of 
boundary effects is not as pronounced as in the other testing 
methods carried out in this study.

It could be assumed that, in general, the indentation tech-
nique provides more reliable results than tensile or compres-
sion testing. This is especially the case for highly anisotropic 
materials, as there the hardness is less influenced by the grain 
structure and texture due to the triaxial stress state inside the 
plastic zone. Although the indentation data are less dependent 
on crystal orientation than uniaxial test results, the orientation 
can still affect m, H and in consequence the activation volume 
as these parameters depend on the number of active slip systems 
[43]. Thus, the intersection temperature is expected to depend 
on the crystal orientation. Furthermore, it has been shown in the 
literature that Mo exhibits only a marginal orientation-depend-
ent hardness [47].

For the present data, the influence of crystalline orienta-
tion has not been specifically addressed. However, due to the 
small scatter in data, a strong influence of the crystal orienta-
tion on the determination of the brittle to ductile transition is 
not expected.

Recently, the development of non-ambient temperature 
nanoindentation systems has made significant progress. This 
opens the possibility for studying the BDT in a rather wide 
temperature range between − 142 and 1100 °C [48, 49].

In this study, the quasi-static tests show a slightly lower 
brittle to ductile transition temperature than Charpy impact 
tests with 93.5 °C [middle of the transition range (75–110 °C)]. 
This is in accordance with literature where a strain rate 
dependence of the BDTT was observed [15, 16, 26]. This 
phenomenon is due to an increase of the yield strength with 
increasing strain rate [26]. Additionally, a local temperature 
increase can occur within the plastic zone, which is more pro-
nounced for high deformation rates, since the adiabatic energy 
generated by plastic deformation cannot dissipate due to the 
short time scale. This effect can also cause a small shift in the 
transition temperature. Furthermore, the determination of an 
exact transition temperature by using impact testing is only 
possible to a limited extent due to the scattering of the data. It 
is therefore more favorable to specify a temperature range for 
the BDT. This shows a further advantage of the methodology 
presented here, where the increase in activation volume pro-
vides a clear indication of the BDT and thus a more precise, 
strain rate-dependent BDTT can be determined.

Conclusions
The active deformation mechanisms in bcc Mo have been 
investigated using different mechanical testing approaches 
and following conclusions could be drawn:

1. The absolute value of strain rate sensitivity parameter 
(m) for bcc metals is dependent on the net flow stress. 
An increase in athermal component with grain boundary 
strengthening leads to a lower value of m and vice versa.

2. Indentation and compression SRJ tests show a low strain 
rate sensitivity in the brittle regime. It increases with tem-
perature to a maximum at the onset of the brittle to ductile 
transition before decreasing in the ductile regime.

3. The significant increase in the activation volume can be 
used in order to determine the brittle to ductile transi-
tion temperature and gives information about the active 
deformation mechanism. In addition, unlike yield stress/
hardness and strain rate sensitivity, it is independent of the 
microstructure and test method, since it depends only on 
the distance between thermal obstacles.

4. High-temperature nanoindentation strain rate jump tests 
can be used as a complementary approach to Charpy impact 
testing for investigating active deformation mechanisms 
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and for estimation of the brittle to ductile transition tem-
perature.

Material and methods
Polycrystalline Mo with a purity of 99.97% was purchased from 
Plansee GmbH as 5-mm-thick hot-rolled plates. The main impu-
rities were tungsten (< 300 µg/g), oxygen (< 40 µg/g) and carbon 
with (< 30 µg/g). These samples had a grain size of 125 µm in 
the texture direction and a grain size of 37 µm perpendicular to 
the texture direction.

Nanoindentation strain rate jump tests [37, 38] were per-
formed using the load-controlled G200 nanoindenter (Key-
sight technologies, USA) equipped with a diamond Berkovich 
tip and a Laser heating set-up (both from Surface System Tech-
nology, Germany) for testing up to 500 °C. The sample and the 
indenter tip could be heated independently with a tempera-
ture stability of 0.1 °C. A temperature adjustment procedure 
that ensures the accuracy of the tip and sample temperature 
is required for reliable measurements with low thermal drift 
rates at high temperatures [50]. The tip was therefore used as 
a probe by heating it with a constant laser power. Afterwards 
the sample temperature was adjusted until the change in tip 
temperature during contact with the sample was less than or 
equal to 0.1 K. At least six tests were performed at 30, 50, 75, 
100, 125, 150 and 200 °C. The test locations were chosen arbi-
trarily; nevertheless mainly the interior of different orientated 
grains was tested. Forming gas (VARIGON H5, Linde, Ger-
many) was used to prevent oxidation of the tip and sample. 
Strain rate jump tests were used to investigate the thermally 
activated mechanisms by varying the applied strain rate in the 
range 0.05 s−1 to 0.001 s−1.

All indentation tests were performed on the same sample 
which was polished using the conventional metallographic pol-
ishing techniques followed by etching with a solution of 20 ml 
 H2O2 (30%) and 10 ml  H2SO4 (95%) in 70 ml deionized water. 
Finally, the deformation layers—induced by mechanical pol-
ishing—were removed by vibrational polishing using an oxide 
particle-based solution.

Rectangular samples with dimensions of 4 × 4 × 8  mm3 were 
machined and polished plane-parallel for compression testing. 
Compression strain rate jump tests were performed using Z030 
load frame (Zwick/Roell, Germany); it was equipped with a 
LVDT displacement sensor and a heating chamber, thus ena-
bling measurements at 25, 40, 50, 60 75, 100 and 200 °C. A pre-
load of 250 N was applied to the samples before heating to the 
test temperature. The temperature was kept constant for 10 min 
before starting the test. This ensures a good thermal stability of 
the system. The strain rates during the jump tests consisted of 
0.008 s−1 till a displacement of 45 µm (0.5% ε), 0.0008 s−1 till 
75 µm (0.9% ε), 0.008 s−1 to 105 µm (1.3% ε) and 0.08 s−1 till 

165 µm (2% ε). Further details about the machine set-up and 
control of strain rate can be found in [51].

Miniaturized Charpy V-notch impact tests (KLST) were 
used to investigate the brittle to ductile transition at high strain 
rates. Impact tests were performed at Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology (IAM-WBM) at different temperatures between 
− 100 and 250 °C. The specimens were designed according to 
DIN 50,115. A notch with tip radius of 0.1 mm and opening 
angle of 60° was machined in at the middle of the rectangu-
lar specimen with dimension of 27 × 4 × 3  mm3. Impact tests 
were carried out using an impact testing device (Zwick/Roell, 
Germany) with an impact energy of 25 J resulting in an impact 
velocity of 3.85 m/s. The striker radius is 2 mm and the spacing 
between the supports is 22 mm. The system enables an auto-
matic specimen cooling, heating and transporting in a test tem-
perature range between − 180 and 600 °C.
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